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The Courier-Gazette.
EVERY-OTHER-DAY
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THREE TIMES A WEEK

A Dallas court says a man has a
right to get drunk in his own home.
Thus is the sanctity of the home pre
served.— Dallas News.

Subscription $*3 00 per year payable in ad
vance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
icry reasonable
*
Communications upon topics of general 1 nerest are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mori.'ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine
Entered at the postofflce in Rockland for cir
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According to press reports, Ihe may
or of Springfield. Mass., has served
notice on any future hosts that the
first appearance of liquor at any din
ner cr other function he may be at
tending will be taken by him ns the
cue for his immediate official with
drawal.
• • • •
Dollars That Didn’t Go For Drink.—
The merchants of Chicago made the
biggest holiday sales on re ord. Mon
money was spent for toys, clothing,
candy, furniture ar.d Christmas gift.,
generally than had heretofore been
known in Lite history of the city. Re
ports from other big cities show a sim
ilar increase in business.
Nothing
comparable with this phenomenal in
flux of Christmas trade was known in
Ihe “good old days” of the licensed sa
loon. Imperfectly enforced as is the

pronibition law in Chicago, the ledg
ers of the big department stores reg
ister a marked improvement over th(
years when “dad" emptied most ot his
Christmas week pay envelope into the
liquor dealers’ till and the only hope
of Yuletide festivities in the drinkers’
family was that it might be remem
bered by the Salvation Army or other
chacitabie societies. The big retail and
wholesale merchants who are adding
to their bank accounts a substantial
sum as the result of the holiday busi
ness arc not complaining of the disas
trous effect of the prohibition law, for
full well they know that their profits
are due. in large part, to the dollars
that no longer go for drink but instead
are paid out for worth-while com
modities for the home.—Union Signal.

» • • «

NEWSPAPER HISTOKY
The Rockiand Gazette was established in
1846. In 1S74 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Curiosity is as much the parent of •*•
•*• attention as attention is of memory.
•*•
Wliately.
*•*
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SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Music you eee adver
tised in all the leading magazines. Over
2200 selections—send for catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Ma.

C. M. RICHARDSON, President.

I. J. SHUMAN, Treasurer.

PENOBSCOT BAY OIL COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

TIOIJENE MOTOR OILS AND GREASES
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

97 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE.

TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, January 20, 1923.

IN THE FIELD OF LIQUOR

The Courier-Gazette

....

The week of Jan. 23, 1923, we will have at our plant a special rep
resentative of the Pure Oil Company, Columbus, Ohio, to tell you;
about TIOLENE OILS AND GREASES for your automobile.
To make it attractive for that weak we will sell TIOLENE products*

in all grades in drums, half drums, quarter drums, five gallon and one
gallon cans at a discount of ten per cent.
i

This representative will be pleased to talk with you in person or by
telephone either at our plant or at the Rockland Hotel.

As TIOLENE products are one hundred per cent pure Pennsylvania
Oils we feel we are selling the best that can be made.

Your inquiries will be received with thanks.

C. M. RICHARDSON,
I. J. SHUMAN.

STATE'S HANDY MAN

George W. Leadbetter, For
merly of Rockland, Knows
All the Ins and Outs of
State Capital.
It would be a waste of words to start
this Story by saying: “Introducing
George W. Leadbetter,” writes the
Augusta coriespond'at of the Lewis
ton Journal.
George needs no introduction to
those who have to do with the af
fairs of the State of Maine. He was
introduced ’IX years ago and lias been
on their speaking and writing list ever
since. Originally he lived in Rock
land and set forth in life to be a
stenographer and banger of type writ
ing machine. At an early age he had
one notion which has stuck with him
ever since. It was; There is truth and
wisdom in the old saw about a thing
worth doing is worth doing well. He
made himself one of the best if not the
premier stenographer of Knox county.
Not only could he put hooks and
crooks and half and full lengths of
the Pitman system onto white paper
with speed, hut he could transcribe
them correctly and with equal rapidity.
That wasn’t all.
Resides doing
those things George used his head.
He knew where, things in the office
were; knew details which were worth
while and of importance to his em
ployer for him to have at his tongue’s
end when the tim“ came that they
were needed.
This being so it was the most nat
ural thing in the world for William T.
Ccbb of Rockland, when he journeyed
up to Augusta the tag end of Decem
ber 1904, to take the oath of office as
Governor of Maine to say to George:
"George; pack your grip and come
to Augusta; I’m going to make you'
messenger to the Governor and Council
in place of Col. Francis Keefe, who is
going to be superintendent of public
buildings." Gov. Cobh knew all about
Leadbetter, for he had been in the
service of the Francis Cobb company
for several years.
George did as directed and has held
forth on the job ever since. Neither
Gov. Plaisted ncr Gov. Curtis, Demo
crats, thought of removing him, for
they knew he was an asset to the exe
cutive department.
George Leadbetter has jumped into
public eye because of the suggestion
that the duties of the State Board of
Charities and Corrections toe turned
over to him and the board be junked.
Ever since taking the present position,
he has had to do a vast amount of
work very similar to that of the board
and is now expending, it is stated, each
year an amount in this line which
practically equals the expenditures of
the board, exclusive of expenses of
doing the work. So the men who
know say, he is doing it at a much
lower cost to the State than is the
board of charities and corrections.
Among nis other duties Mr. Leadbetter has charge of the stationery
and office supplies used by the various
State departments; he buys and dis
tributes it and this is by no means a
small job.
Personally George Leadbetter is one
of the most likable men about the
State House and everyone is his friend,
but he never permits friendship or
disffikes to interfere with his duties.
He does his work, regardless of who
is pleased or displeased according to
the right and the wrong of the thing
under the statutes made and provided,
no matter how much he would like to
do it differently, which is about as near
the ideal us it Is possible to get in a
public official.
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parish and community by a magnifi
cent personality. His successor was
Rev. Roderick J. Mooney, who was fol
lowed after a year by the present rec
Happily Celebrate Seventieth Birthday of the Local tor, Rev. A. E. Scott, who is thus
rounding out five years service.
Church—Bishop Brewster Present—Social Hour a Pleas In the fall of 192.1 the parish secured
as a rectory the property at 34 High
ant Ending To Important Occasion.
street, and St. Mark’s House at 119
South Main street was opened as a
branch of the parish work. There are
The 70th anniversary ceremonies at rca dfr, H enry Washburn, gathered the now 246 baptized members of whom
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church Thursday scattered remnants of the congrega 65 are active communicants. Regular
evening were informal, but of a happy tion together and Nov. 16, Rev. Julius ! services are maintained in the parish
and successful nature. A large number I Hammond Ward began a pastorate of church, in St. Mark’s House, in the
of parishioners and friends were pres eig.it years. This was a turning point church of St. John the Baptist, and in
ent in spite of the storm and gave in ’he history of the church for though summer, at St. George’s church.
Bishop Brewster a cordial welcome.
it was later for several months home
This, in brief, is the story of the
Rev. A. K. Scott told the story of the less; it was never again without regu varying fortunes of St. Peter's churelt
church and was 'followed by Rev. lar services.
which today seems to be reaping the
Ralph II. Hayden, rector of St. Thomas
During the first few months of his reward of years of faithful endeavor.
Church, Camden.
pastorate. Rev. Mr. Ward used tlie A dramatic feature of the Thursday
Mr. Hayden brought the felicitations Baptist chapel, owing to extreme di ceremonies was the fact that one of
of the Camden parish, and spoke of the • lapidation of the Park sireet church ihe speakers was the successor of
value of leadership, as shown by the | due to its several years disuse, bu? Bishop Burgess who organized the
passing years. He got into a good na- ' the old organ gallery wus fitted up church and the other was the successor
tured controversy with Mr. Scott over 1 as a temporary chapel a.nd in 1X71 the of Rev. Mr. Slattery of Camden, tile
the question of whether St. Thomas' structure was thoroughly renovated. first rector.
was the mother or the daughter church Samuel T. Rose was a leading layman
and they finally compromised by de- ! of this period. This half decade was
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PETER’S PARISHIONERS

A PSYCHIC INQUIRER

Earnestly Desiring To Know If the

Dead Pass To Another Life

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Occasionally I have noticed in your
paper editorial mention of psychic
matters, quoting from other publica
tions: and the fact that the subject is
mentioned at all seems to me to sho\'
[ that like must thi kers of today, you
have an open mind on the subject, so
I am taking the liberty of writing to
you. No doubt in your editorial ca
pacity you hnva received many que r
letters and perhaps you will not mind
one more.
In a recent issue of the paper you
referred to the offer of J5.000 of tlo!
| Scientific American for the first psy
chic photograph made under test con
ditions and you staled that In years
pas; there had been In Rockiand per
sons who could produce phenomena . f
various kinds (or thought they could).
Picturesque St. Peter's, the Rockland Church Which Has Reached Allotted My purpose in writing is to ask if you
know, directly or indirectly, of any
Span of Lifg, But Which Is In the Heyday of Its Youth.
one now in the city who has psychic
powers, and who is honest and intelli 
elding that the eburrhes were sisters, one of expansion. While the parish gent and willing to help an inquirer
who could do better work as they ma church was being put into condition Interested in studying the truth of tho
tured together.
the Thomaston field was opened up, matter, as 1 am.
Not alt professional mediums arc
Rt. Rev. Benjamin F. Brewster and the mission of St. John the Baptist
Bishop of Maine, was the concluding organized in 1X69, and a lay reader, honest, and perhape haven’t much pa
speaker. He mentioned the thought Alfred J. Jackson, was secured for tience with those who wish to go care
that in naming St. Peter's 70 years ago, Rockland. St. Peter’s day school was fully, while an amateur might get as
Bishop Burgess had probably been in put into operation 'by Miss Anna J. good results and might not resent being
fluenced by the name Rock-land and Colson and a Sunday School was questioned. 1 have watched several of
from the association of stability im maintained at the Meadows up to 1875. the most able psychics in Boston giving
plied by the name the parish should
Rev. Robert C. Caswell was rector tests to audiences that looked as in
take heart. He spoke of the stupen in 1875-76 and Rev. William Walk! r telligent as the average, run of people'
dous changes which have taken place for eight years up to 1884. The end late- I talked privately with two of
in the material world; the coming ot of this rectorship found the church the mediums and feel convinced that
great steamships, fast trains, wireless with its list of communicants reduced it can't all be accounted for on the
and electricity, but stressed the fa. t to 11 and the o'd church in such a ground of fraud and imagination.
tha; the fundamentals were change state of disrepair that it was adjudged
Quite aside from the wish eoinmm
less. Love, faith, tenderness and de unsafe. The building was demolished to us all to know If our friends who
votion have remained the same through and the lot sold. Temporary quarters have gone are still conscious of those
the ages. He also made a plen for the were secured in Merrill's Hall over left here, it seems to me that it should
development of church activities to in what is now the H. F. llieks carriage be a most interesting study and I' I
could get in touch with semeone pos
clude service in all great movements repository on Limerock street.
of public health, science and national
Again the indomitable spirit of St. sessing psychic ability and who is hon
welfare.
Peter’s proved itself and through the est and intelligent I would be very
After this the distinguished speaker energy of Mrs. S. M. Veazie sufficient glad. 1 am sincere, believing it to be
read the impressive anniversary serv money was raised to build a new a question that concerns everyone.
ice of the Church and the observance chapel on the White street location Many apparently see in it only the
of St. Peter's seventieth birthday was and W. H. Glover Co. completed the foolishness that has come to public
over—except for the social hour which $2,000 contract in June 1X84. The first notice, ignoring the serious side.
Inquirer.
was most enjoyable Mrs. Josephine service was held in Jjjly, and the
Camden, Jan. 17.
Lothrop presided over the refresh church was consecrated Aug. 28 by
ment table, with the able assistance of BiShop Neely.
Miss Lottie Walters. A. F. MacAlary
This little chapel formed only the
GOV. BAXTER’S POLICY
qualified as chef, except that he part of the present structure, run ing
scotched the cocoa. This only added a oast and west. There was a choir Wants “Terrors To Evil Doers’’ Rather
tang to its flavor, however. The as loft and organ at the western end,
Than Political Preference — The
sembled gathering was discussl ,g wherj the bell now hangs, with the
Nixon Case.
plans for the hundredth anr.iversarj alta” at the east. The little sacristy
when the lights were finally turned off with its fireplace, two flue English tile
The executive council Thursday, by
«...
chimney and heavy iron-bound door, is
still to be seen oj the eastern corner a vote of 4 to 3, refused to confirm the
The Story of St. Peter's
toward Limerock Lireet. Rev. Henry nomination by Gov. Baxter of Harry
Three score and ten years ago Jones of Camd'
\eld services here E. tNixon, a democrat, as recorder of
Thursday the scroll of history begun for four years,
occasional serv the Portland municipal court. This
to unroll for St. Peter’s church of this ices nt Long O
vote was reconsidered and it was unan
city. The story reads like fiction, fillo 1
imously voted to table the nomination
with fair years tnd ill seasons, gin 1
AVitn the rectorship of Rev. John for a week.
haps and mishaps, long periods nf Sterling Moody, beginning Sept. 21,
White 8treet, near Limerock
Considerable opposition had arisen
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector
depression and once almost dislnte 1X90, the parish took on new life and over the appointment of a Democrat
gration. but through weal and woe Is energy. The tiny church at once re rather than a member of the majority
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If this telephone is not answered call 56-M
found the same high courage and ceived the addition of the choir room, party, and a resoldtlon opposing con
steadfast faith which.characterizes ■st. bordering White street, and the nave, firmation of the nomination had been
Peter’s folk today.
or what now constitutes the niain par’ signed by the Portland legislative del
Third Sunday after Epiphany. .Ian 21st.
Sometime in 1X52 the thpn Bishop of of th? church, extending north and egation and forwarded to the coun
Holy Communion at the Rectory at 7 30
a. in. : Holy Communion with music and
Maine, Rt. Rev. George Burgess, who sauth, was built in 1X9), largely due cillors.
sermon at io 30; Church School at 12.15
was also rector of Christ Chur -b, to aid of Mrs. William F. Cochran of
This bt ought from Gov. Baxter a
At Thomaston Sunday. Church School at 6
Gardiner, came here at the request of Yonkers, N. Y., who assumed the guise statement in which he said that in
. p. m ; Evening Prayer with music and
a little group of Epis opaliuns and held of patron saint. She also provided the making appointments, especially Judi
sermon at 7
a service in the oid Universalist churc-i rectory at 32 School street, now owned cial ones, he is not governed by polit
Thursday, the 25th Feast of the Conver
sion of St Paul. Holy Communion at the
which stood near the site of the pres and occupied by Judge Frank B. Miller ical motives and does not allow him
iRectory at 7.30 a nt
ent structure. The spirit of the group
A vested choir of men and boys was self to be influenced by politicians, lie
The Parish Council is called to meet and
led him to appoint Rev. George Slat organized under the leadership of Miss addei that ne intended to appoint ju
organize Wednesday the 24th at 8 p
tery, father of the present Bishop co Emilie Phillips, director of music in dicial officers “who have law enforce
m. in the parish rooms; the Vestry is
adjutor of Massachusetts, and then Rocxland schools. The communicant ment at heart; who are terrors to evil
called to meet and organize the same
evening at 7 30.
reettr of St Thomas' parish In Cam list was reduced to six. but the con doers.”
den, as missionary in the Rockland gregation averaged 75 to 100 persons.
Held
A Saturday sewing school of nearly
So it came about that on Jan. 1.3, 200 was instituted and the House of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1X53. Bishop Burgess made his second the Good Shepherd was established -in
visit to Rockland, held a service and what is now part of Knox Hospital.
THE RING'S MOTTO
organized a mission under the nam Throughout this period full services
A lover gave the wedding Ting
of St Peter's, which name the parish were maintained in Rockland and
Into the goldsmith’s hand;
•'Grave me,” he said, "a tender thought
has borne ever since. The five constit Thomaston through the aid of semin
Within the golden band.”
uent members of the mission wer
The goldsmith graved
ary students.
John C. Moody, druggist. Mr. and Mrs.
With careful urt,
In the fall of 1898 Rev. Russel! Wood
"Till death us part”
Dana Carmen. Mrs. Ambrose Lamp.- >ti man began the longest rectorship in
and a Mr. Messenger. A chapel was the history of the parish. He served
The wedding bell rang gladly out;
at once fitted up over a Mttin street 15 years and was the only rector to
The husband said, ”0 wife,
Together we will share the grief,
stone and services begin.
die in offi e. He possessed a broad
The happiness of life.
The
smoothness
.«f
the
mission
1
'I
operating at Tyler’s Studio for three
education and a dynamic personality
I give to thee
progress was rudely inti rrupted by t'
My hand, my heart,
weeks only
which increased the number of actice
Till death us part.”
big lire of 1X53 which destroyed the communicants to 81 and drew a large
plant.
Bishop
Burgess
promptly following from the Samoset and the
*T was she that lifted now his hand,
came to the rescue and secured sub summer cottages. In November, 1901,
(0 love, that this should be!)
Then on It placed the golden baud,
s riptions in Boston, Philadelphia and tlip church was visited ity a disastrous
And whispered tenderly:
New York toward the erection of a new fire but was rebuilt better than ever.
‘Till death us join,
Also postcard photos taken of your church. A lot was secured < n Park In 1910 extensive improvements anil
Lo, thou art mine,
street just west of the W. <1. Hewett alterations were made and the church
And I am thine.
snow drifts
residence and July II. 1X53. tlie bishop plant modernized to Its present form.
And when death joins, we nevermore
laid ihe corners.one of Hie new church During this period St. George's church
Shall know an aching heart.
whicli arose, a structure of exceptional was built at Long Cove.
The bridal of that better loie
Death
has no power to part.
beauty. It was of Gothic design, 65x35
From 1913 to 1915 Rev. George A.
That troth shall be,
feet, with four buttresses on each Hunt was rector and won the love of
For thee and me.
8*Th-ll
side. At the Park street gable end was
Eternity.”
an retagonal tower surmounted b.v a
So
up
the
hill and down the hill.
goidtr cross. The church seated 300,
Through fifty changing years,
Do
Neglect
and cost about what was in those
They shared each other's happiness,
They dried each other's tears
the staggering sum of 34,000. It
To have your films promptly days
Alas, alas,
Your Blood
was consecrated June X, 1854, and was
That death’s cold dart
If it is in abnormal condition, the
the parish church for over 30 years.
8ueh love can parti
After a rectorship of eight wears- longer von delay taking a good blood
developed and printed
But one sad day—she stood alone
medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Rev. Mr. Slattery resigned, and was
Beside hs narrow bed;
the longer it will take and the more
succeeded liy Rev. Henry R. Howard,
She drew the rlnu from off her hand,
send or bring them to
difficult,
it
will
he
for
you
to
get
And
to the goldsmith said;
who aerved until (he opening of the
<) man who graved
back to “normalcy."
Civil War. Tlie coming of tile war
Wi h careful art,
Not only boils, pimples, eruptions,
marked the corning of hard times for
•Till dea.li us part,’
St. Peter's parish.
Many families but headaches, nervous spells, “allN iw grave four other words for me.—
gone” feelings, indigestion and loss
moved away and tlie inflation period
'Till death us Join’ He took
i closed the church doors, and its dark of appetite are readily traced to im
The precious golden band once more,
pure
blood.
Thousands
date
getting
With solemn, wistful look,
est aays began. No services of any
And wrought with care.
on the right road to health from the
kind were held front 1X61 to 1X66, and
For love, not coin,
day
they
began
taking
Hood
’
s
Sarsa

then only a month in the summer. In
“TUI death us Join ”
parilla. Why not try it ?
—Anonymous,
tho summer of 1867, however, a lay

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

Hupmobile Owners are Loyal
a

The conspicuous absence of the Hupmobile
from tne used-car advertising columns
simply means that when the Hupmobile
owner has occasion to re-purchase, he
usually buys another Hupmobile,

PING-PONG

PHOTOS

Hupmobile owners give sound and ample
reason for this pronounced loyalty,

Maurice Greenlaw

They will tell you the Hupmobile’s depreci
ation is slower and smaller; that its price as
a used car is proportionately higher.

25 Pictures for 50c

The qualities which win their highest regard,
however, are the everlasting regularity of
performance and service, the consistent
economy and efficiency, which have always
stamped the Hupmobile an extraordinary
motor car value.

$1.50 per dozen

Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour
ing, $1215: New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F. 0. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

Not

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR
TELEPHONE 4-W.

KNOX AND

LINCOLN

COUNTIES

ROCKLAND,

Hupmobile

ME.

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

The Courier-Gazette
fHREE-TI M ES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Maine, Jan 20, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. LycMie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and tjiat of
the issue of The Gnirier-Gazerte of Jan. IS,
192:i, there was printed a total of 5.990 Copies
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER
Notary Public.

Rockland Chamber of Commerce

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
»?l*

jNLtl

ROCKLAND, MAINE

•4

nre privileged to announce their
appointment as

yj «4 11

A'fltoL W-ffi
/ |i^yjni3/i,cndanfiflu<<j/prr^aU(frin<AandUj.
< Bn walnut has caught the inspiration of the

The Rockland Chamber of Commerce
has adopted a new form of publicity
—FOR TODAY—
campaign in connection with the Ken
Bible TbouuMe mer-orized. will prove a
nebec Bridge ftiattei. The organiza
priceless heritug-i in after years.
„_____________ ris.. ■
__ _H?
tion has caused to be printed thou
ai.’ri.ii..ijsisrran3g.n;I
rr.-i
sands of red stickers, of which the
A NEEDED PRAYER:—Wilt thou above cut is a fac simile, and thes?
not revive 11s again: that thy people are properly gummed, so that they may
may rejoice in thee.—Psalm 85:6.
be readily affixed to the hack of '.'ivcldpes, postcards, etc. These stick-

, BIBLE THOUGHT

ers will be sold by the Chamber of
Commerce at 25 cents a hundred with
a view to getting back only the actual
expense. Every business house and
every interested citizen should have
a supply and see that they are sent
broadcast through the medium of their
correspondence. Don’t be afraid to
let the world know that you want
that bridge and must have it. The de
sign was made by Albert W. Merchant.

A PRINTER WANTED

The Courier-Gazette office is in need
of an additional printer, preferably one
who lias had experience in a country
office, understands making up forms,
setting advertisements, helping here
and there in the job department, etc.
Pdrhaps some of our newspaper friends,
reading this paragraph, may know of
sotrie man answering to these general
requirements. If so, we would take it I
as a very friendly act if they were to |
suggest where we can get into touch
with hint.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 20, 1923
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NEW POWER PLANT

MAINE LEGISLATURE

asterpieces of the great English cabinetmakers*
Rabids* Ouolilv Manufacturers.___

AUTHORIZED EXHIBITORS

ow the
zz
utior^^ardlUinriiTyffpme^urnishiricjs
may find a place in ifOUThome
if

y^sk«Y. X¥.iltf-nyV:?K< • <v. T.VUeV XJ>'

Nation’s Award-Winning ”
fTRiO®TO)

l your town there is a furniture store or a deparfment store that ranks far above the usual comj/
mercial standards of furniture fetailing^Thg^^we
^—gqgnts the most progressive ideflfi-M»^WWfe decorationTeconoffl^JWWS^grW^OBWnTeed dependability.

a <

r

An act aimed at the Kill Klux Kian
was introduced in the Legislature; Sf,;
Wednesday by Senator Clyde li , sty
Because of its high standards it has been selected as an
Smith, an ex-sheriff of Somerset ,wk!
AUTHORIZED
EXHIBITOR of furniture and home furnish
county. It provides that any person -Jd
who commits or attempts to commit a
ings
that
have
received the official endorsement of an
The proposition set forth in Tuescrime while masked or disguised shall .tjt/'
acknowledged
authority on furniture styles, the
day's issu of The Courier-Gazetl- be punished by imprisonment for not aj.*
concerning the possibility of a ncu ! less than live years, in addition to
Home Furnishing Styles association of America, Inc.
power plant in I nion was by no means j whatever penalty the law may now ini- -Tw
You’ll know this furniture by the ASSOCIATION’S mark
visionary. V hen the Central Maine pose for tile particular crime.
'
Power Co.liuil: its big plant at SkawheGatherings in fields or woods and
of approval—the
gan General Manager Wyman felt that | the appearance in any public streets of
The suggestion advanced editorially the corporation was "all set" for fiv*-(groups of three or more masked per-i
in these columns Thursday that the years, at least.
, sons over 16 years of age, without ■ Even his far seeing eyes did no: | permission of municipal officers, are
taxpayers talk over the advisability of
comprehend ibe wonderful electrical prohibited under a penalty of a $500
(iSKaiMO
the city manager form of govern
development that was to take place in fine. Provision also is made for pro
This endorsement, ’ branded on every article of home furnishings
ment met with varying reception such a comparatively short time. The
duction by the principal clerical of
A Book or a House Party
selected by the ASSOCIATION (and on no other home furnishings),
along the street. The method has Central .Maine Power Co. has not only fice:' of an organization whose meet
is the combined triple guarantee of Dealer, Manufacturer and
built
two
new
units
since
thp
Skow

ings are not open to the public of a
some advocates, others believing that
Alone, quietly reading beneath your lamp or thc room ringing with
ASSOCIATION. Every piece of home furnishings bearing this mark
hegan plant was completed, but talks
thc chatter of company,—
the present arrangement cannot be very strongly of building at Bingham list of all members, upon request of
is Aold at a nationally known price*.
Stat<. couu y or local officials. A fine
The HAMILTON three-piece overstuffed suite makes the perfect set
bettered, and still another faction be next spring a pluqt which will cost
•You
’
ll
know
the
AUTHORIZED
EXHIBITOR,
(the
only
retailer
author

of $300 is provided for failure to com
ting. Its cosy chairs and roomy davenport invite you to sink into their
twice
as
much
as
the
Skowhegan
plant,
lieves that the city's interests would
ized to exhibit furniture bearing the ASSOCIATION'S TMPLE GUARANTEE),
ply.
luxurious depths to enjoy a good book or tc engage in congenial
and
which
wil!
have
a
capacity
of
32,♦
•
s
•
by the seal in his window, (illustrated in lower right hand corner).
best be served by a mayor and a board
conversation. Comfort is the dominant note in this suite, uphol|
000 horsepower.
Provision that shares of stock of
stered in an excellent quality of tapestry. The legs are Queen Ann
of aldermen. There is no better time
You take pride in your home; you’ve always wanted the best for
A plant such as might be built in trust companies organized under the
design, toned antique mahogany. Davenport, armchair and wingyou and yours: You can be sure of getting the best of home fumishto have an open forum on the matter Union would cost between $300,000 and laws of thc State and of banking in
chair, all TRIPLE GUARANTEE models, a notable value at 1240.00.
ings
at
honest
KNOWN
prices,
within
your
means,
by
selecting
than right now on the the eve of the i $366,000 and would have a capacity for stitutions formed under the laws of
, furnishing 3000 horsepower. It would the United States shall be taxed at
TRIPLE guarantee award-winning heme furnishings at the store of
You’ve seen this advertisement in the National Mag
municipal election. If improvements
,
. ,, ,, :
take care of Rockland and all the ad- the same late as other property, is
the Authorized Exhibitor in your city.
azines. Read it again, better to understand the import
can be made it is high time that we (joining towns now served and would
made in a bill introduced in the House
ance of the following announcement.
brought them about. If the existing eliminate the likelihood of power of Representatives Wednesday morn
ome Furnishing
tyles Association
troubles
on
the
whole
system.
method is best that, also, should be
ing by Representative Winn cf Lisbon.
A Pleasure To Present You With
The power now used comes over 60
of AMERICA, Inc.
decided. With all said and done wt miles of wire, with leakage a necessity. The act passed by the Legislature of
Dcpt.
BI.
«
BAST
39th
STREET
1«
NEW
YORK,
N.
Y.
This Gift
are guided by a 'common impulse— In ease of trouble there is this great 1917 is repealed by the bill and act
just introduced, the former having
how to solve the problem of getting expanse of territory to cover Wore provided for a 15-milI tux assessed by
(TRIPLE
lg
We have subscribed for a limited number of ‘‘Home
maximum results from minimum ex it tanv be located. With a plant at the State Assessors upon stock of
Union only 14 miles away the leak-igSelectors t>r
Furnishing Styles,” thc dc luxe magazine dedicated to
trust companies and banking insti
penditure of public funds.
would he inconsequential, and trouble
^Home'Jwnishings
thc Art of Home Beautifying. We shall make six months
could tie traced very handily. There tutions paid to the State treasurer and
gift subscriptions of this Dollar-a-Copy magazine to the
distributed
in
the
case
of
residents
to
Women ol the country who believe would also be a tendency toward lower
the town where tlie stockholder re
first 300 friends cf National Award-Winning “TRIPLE
that National Prohibition, even with rates.
Frees
etUillonat
In
f/daln
fadl
ef
South
Bnd
m
A new unit would also represent in- sides and in case of non-resident
GUARANTEE" furniture. It's worth a visit just to see
tl.e difficulties that surround its en- ustri:l, 1)reparednee8. Th„ two quea. shareholders to tile town in which the
a copy.
cempanies
and
institutions
are
located.
forcement, is a great step forward onjth.as inevitably asked when an indus• « • •
the road to "world betterment, must: try contemplates moving into a localRepresentative
John A. McDonald
net close their eyes to the fact that the 1,5 ,“‘5' ,
has introduced in the House ag act
,
,
1
M hat have you for power?”
liquor forces are industriously organ- I "What are your power rates?”
amending the revised statutes provid
izing the women who look upon the
With a nearby plant prepared to fur- ing that a person taking an exami
afiani
ALL
matter with other eyes The National I nisn 3.000 h. p. as an indepenent unit. nation before the commissioners of
pharmacy shall be a citizen of the
through
its
officers
has
j
“
“
nd
the
other
towns
in
thc
W. C. T.
county would be on easy street,
United Statces, be not less than 21
approved tiro plan of keeping on file at
n is a!so worthy of consideration years of age and after Jan. 1. 1926
dockland’s Gallant Polo Team Adds Another Glorious
i* / 7®^
legislative headquarters at Washing- that the construction of a plant cost- shall have attended a High School for
72 years of service to the
tQn the names of all W. C. T. U. mem-Iupward of $300,000 in the town of at least two full years or have an edu
Week To Its Career—Fall River Next.
,
, ,
~
, ,.
Union would leave a very large sum cation equivalent to two years at High
Rockland
public
has
hers, grouped by Congressional dis-1 of i!loney ,n th(s yicinity
,t ran bp
School.
strengthened
our
belief
tricts. Beginning Jan. 1 this card in- done only through the sale of pre• • • «
Not satisfied with winning tlie semi- He is speedy in his movements, a <iuiel;
dex file wiil include the name of all ferred stek and thc sale of that stock
that Constructive, Con
The committee appointed to make ar
rofessional chamuionship of NeW ! pinker, and Hom almost any old annew members. The cards for the would be expedited by a friendly and rangements for a portrait of ex-Gov.
servative Banking builds
, ,
,1
<-an drive for the cage without
helpful attitude on tlie part of Knox
Maine membership will be sent to the county business men—particularly from Frederic H. Parkhurst of Bangor to England, Manager Packard’s Rockland , s#(.ming t„ look at it. His best stunt
be hung in tlie State House, at a meet team last night made it three straight J
enduring prosperity.
the season was in thc Wednesday
State corresponding secretary, Mrs. a moral standpoint.
ing Tuesday decided to invite Maine
with
New
Bedford,
and
16
straight
night
New
Bedford
game
when
he
shot
It
is
unthinkable
that
such
encourAlice M. Bigney, Greenville, to be asartists to submit estimates of the cost
sembled according to Congressional agement "'Quid not he forthcoming
of the portrait any time before Jan. since tlie present team was organized. ( the red apple into the netting seven
4'o Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
St. Aubin's men got the jump on the i times.
24. Artists are asked to communicate
District anl then forwarded. Women ,
COLONEL IS GRATEFUL
Whalers
early
in
tlie
first
period,
tnak!
....
T-s
with Senator Buzzell of Waldo county
citizens will be quick to see the logical
-----the chairman, or Representative Gar ing six straight goals before the dazed I Mitchell, Hie New Bedford half-back.'
relation between thc W. C. T. U. pledgt. Cor""nnder of New England Sal- diner. the secretary of the committee. visitors could gqt .jiet. In spite of this lias so much trouble with his gear that
vation Army Forces Thanks The
overwhelming lead the contest proved he would feel lonesome if a whole pe
* • -« «
“To help enforce thc 18th, Amend
Courier-Gazette.
far from uninteresting, as the visitors riod went by and he didn’t have to
Senator Cram of Cumberland intro
Rockland, Maine
ment,” and this woman-citizen en-1
were able to score eight times to tin- retire to thc dugout. But lie would
duced an aCt Thursday relating to the
rollment at the national capital. Th<
Boston, Jan. 17.
home team's six in thc remainder of like to know what scamp put his tishts
salaries of the justfees of the supreme
so near the stove the otht-r night that
attention of all law-abiding women I Lditor of Thc < ourier-Gazette:—
judicial court. This act increases the the game. There was plenty of gihger a very important portion of them
I As we review the results of the yea.and lots of comedy, along with some of
citizens is called to this opportunity to
salaries
of
tlie
supreme
court
justices
burned opt.
in cur work; as we analyze the qon
the prettiest scientific work.
place their names on record as in tributing factors to our great success, from $6,000 to $7,500. The act further
• « • •
St. Aubin. Skinner and Therrien di
provides that each justice shall be re
favor of National Prohibition and its and as we undertake to bestow credit
vided honors, with four goals aploi-c.
While Warren lias the most long~ 5
•
the Sign
imbursed
by
the
State
for
his
expenses
“^■(Nor'h National Bank
strict enforcement; also to the fact where credit is due, it becomes a stu actually an! reasonably incurred in Wright delighted thc crowd by coming dis'anee polo fans in Knox county, a
pendous task to say enough about the
number of good Camden sixirts are oc
that the forty or more organizations part played by the public press and attending meetings appointed by the out ahead in every skirmish but one.
on which occasion he emulated a recent casionally seen on the side-lines. The
chief
justice
and
the
sessions
of
the
opposed to Prohibition are seeking to the columns edited by you.
fall of the referee. Purcell gave a cor writer noticed Major John Bird the
Your paper has been generous in its law court upon presentation to the rect imitation of a pinwheel, only it other night, and wondered if he re
enroll the women under their banner.
State
auditor
of
a
detailed
statement
news space and strong and unflinch
was the other fellow that got burned. membered the good old days when he
ing in Its editorial columns, quick to of such expenses.
While New Bedford failed to get a was playing on the "J. I’. M.’s.
•
•
*
e
Previous to Christmas time The sense and rt fleet lulilic opinion, in
« « • •
single game it is- credited witli havng
A bill having for its purpose the made a game fight each tine, and tinCourier-Gazette printed a suggestion strumental in wiiw-g new blood and
This item is from the sporting col
new friends to tjpb use of suffering better enforcement of law and partic fans are all w ondering if Tuny Welch umn of tin- Portland Express-Adver
that its readers send some form of
humanity and «es > thc cause of ularly the prohibitory law. will be pre will keep his promise by bringing dow n tiser:
AN expert figures I 5-6 per cont of all bills
holiday greeting to three Maine soldier Tlie Salvation
You have been sen ted very shortly. This measure his big brother Pete as guardian of
"Billy Yale, (lie local polo player, iff paid, were paid again, because there was no
boys in thc sanitarium at Prescott, most inspirational and above all else, will give authority to judges of the the New Bedford cage. In justice to covered the other day tliat as a ski
courts to correct technical errors in Buker it should lie said that he made jumper he is a superb roller skater.
receipt for payment of thc cash.
Arizona. M'e heard of many who you have been absolutely fair.
May I, in this small way, express my warrants upon which arrests were 192 stops in the three games, and lie Billy tied a pair of staves to his dogs,
WHEN a bill is paid by check, it bears tho
adopted the suggestion, with very sat
sincere appreciation of these things made, instead of the case being thrown
and started cross country. He had
name on tho back, of the person who cashes
isfactory results, judging from a com ar.d for th“ indispensable moral sup out of court because of such defect as lays no claim to being a professional.
just lighted a 19-inch Pittsburg stogie,
The score:
it,
and is proof positive he received tho money.
munication that has been received in port that you have given to our work is now done.
Rockland—-St. Aubin lr. Skinner 2r, when the party- came to tlie lop of a
• • • •
We would bo pleased to have you open a
one Rockland home acknowledging re ers. I pray that you may be abund
20-foot hill. ’Watch me take tills
Therrien <-, Wright lib. l’urcell g.
antly blessed witli the things that will
Saunders of Lubec—Act making it
checking account with us.
New Bedford—Levalley lr. We leh 2r, jump.' chirped Billy, as he spread his
ceipt of a package, adding that the
bring the greatest happiness ever unlawful to use corn or bait of any
wings. When his friends dug him out
soldiers were overwhelmed -with cards, known to you during thc New Year kind of contrivance other than decoy- Johnson e, Mitchell hb, Buker g
of the snow face down, the cigar was
First Period
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
letters and packages and that Christ and may you prosper by your good birds to entice game birds of any va Goal
Time jammed way back into Billy's throat
Won By Made By
(Col.) W. A. McIntyre.
Tu-K
MAIN
STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK
mas was a very happy day to them. "ork
with
just
the
end
sticking
out
of
ills
riety within shooting distance.
2.29
1 Rockland—Thorricn,
• • • «
o Rockland—Therrien,
1.15 mouth.”
HINTS TO DIARIST
• • • •
Representative Gamage of South ;; Rockland—St. Aubin,
.42
The Democrats plumed themselves
Ninety-seven
percent of the specta
Bristol
is
getting
into
the
game
early
.19
Rockland
—
Skinner,
4
last fall on having won an overwhelm
Another blizzard swooped down upon in behalf of his constituents. Thurs
.34 tors refrained from smoking at Wed
5 Rockland—Therrien.
ing victory, and so far as net gain is Rockville Jan. 12 and it is just as w >1! day he introduced these orders:
2.14 nesday night’s game, and everybody
6 Rockland—-St. Aubin.
concerned they undoubtedly had the to include Saturday also, as tlie sri >w
Act to make the highway between 7 New Bedford—Welch.
4.01 was amazed at the difference It nja-le
No longer was it necessary to strain
better of the argument. Wisconsin which fell Friday was light and the Wiscasset bridge and Boothbay Har 8 New Bedford—Johnson,
gal - Saturday blew it back into th-:
the eye- to sec whether thc ball was
Second Period
appears to have been a notable ex road as fast as the men shoveled out. bor village a spur State highway.
Act appropriating $13,000 to be ex
8.37 being caged at thc opposite end of
9 Roekiand—Therrien.
ception. for when Legislature con- They gave it tip and Sunday were out ipended in the towns of Boothbay, Edge.19 the rink. Even greater ‘benefit was
New Bedford—Levalley.
vened there the other day considerable!'11 f°rce with better success. I hope 1 comb and Boothbay Harbor, for com 10
derivtd by the players, who find it
11 Roekiand—St. Aubin,
. ,. ..
.
,,
. ,
, am not intruding on "The Diarist ” pleting the State aid highway from the
2.53 very difficult to breathe properly when I
publicity was given to the fact that, .
,
.
, .
, .
.
12 Roekiand—Skinner,
whom I much admire, but if he wants residence of George Huff to Boothbay
.59 the atmosphere is d'use with tobacco!
13 New Bedford—Johnson,
there was but one Democrat among to describe a blizzard in all its fre.n- Harbor village.
smoke.
Third Period
• * • •
the 133 members. The minority part zied fury I invite him to visit RockAct providing that all that part of 14 Rockland—Skinner.
.56
Overhauling
an
old bureau tlie other
will vote as a unit in that instance. viile during one. I am not trying to the town of Boothbay Harbor with the 13 New Bedford—Welch,
4.33
ties-i ibe one. It is bad enough to see exception of the Isle of Springs lying
2.03 day Carl E. Freeman, who conducts in
New
Bedford
—
Welch,
certainly.
16
it and to be snowed in by its force.
northerly and westerly of the territory 17 Roekiand—Skinner.
.09 antique furniture and repair shop,
Abbie Kirkpatrick.
embraced within the limits of the Bay 18 New Bedford—Levalley,
.11 found a printed polo schedule for the
•
•
•
•
Other nations struck their stride in
games which were played in the Maine
ville village corporation be made a body- 19 Rockland—-St. Aubin.
2.37
State League.
Whoever owned 111shipbuilding last year, while the To tlie Diarist:
politic and corporate under the name of 20 New Bedford—Levalley.
1.59
While your finder is at full speed the Boothbay Harbor School district
schedule was a fan of the presenf day
United States did little else than mark
Score
—
Rockland
22,
New
Bedford
8
ahead, solving the White Head whistle
type, for tho score of every game
time. Great Britain was far in the i mystery, try your ice-breaker on til’--: A referendum provision is attached.
Rushes, St. Aubin 15. Levalley 8. Stops,
Act to relieve the town of Boothbay Purcell 67, Buker 60. Referee. Wins- played was there.
lead, with a total tonnage output of This siiring the medrics nested as Harbor from all liability and duty to
low. Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
1.043.590, while Germany took second always on Matinicus Rock, but before sell or furnish water for any purpose to
You have heard about the “Burnt
« • • •
the hatching season was well advanced
District." lint you haven't heard about
rank with 631,485 tons. United States, a rain came, killing many of the a portion of the town of Southport and
The
achievements
of
the
Roekiand
tlie 9 cent store.—adv.
9-19
which had tlie enormous output of young. Tlie old birds promptly turned the inhabitants thereof.
polo team are attracting widespread
You Will Agree
attention, wherever that great indo.ir
4,750,00 tons in 1919, was far in the around and killed the rest of thc
Harvey D. Granville of I’aisonsfieid spo.-t has followe-rs. Thursday's Port
young
birds
and
destroyed
every
re

rear last year with an output of only
That It Is
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
maining egg. As a result there are no was chosen floor leader of the House a land Express-Advertiser said: "Rock
259,747 tons.
young medrics around the Rock this the- Republican caucus Wednesday land polo fans are wild over their ap
Remarkable
year. I've broken main steam pipe and afternoon. He received 48 votes to ple chasers who won their 15th straight APPROPRIATIONS & FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The cxHiuuilteo <»n i.ppropriadifiis anfl finan
The American Legion Post in Port unshipped my rudder trying to explain 35 for George C. Wing, Jr. of Auburn victory last night when they sunk the
Perfection
ip
Chocolate
Tid-Bits
What
Delicious
cial affairs will give a public hearing in i s
land has adopted resolutions urging it and 1 blow live short, sharp whis and 10 for William Tudor Gardiner or Junior Whalers. The cry of the Litn- rooms al thc Suite House, in Augusta, on
Gardiner. I^eforc the balloting wa City rooters now- is, bring up o big
tles.
Matt Peasiee.
THURSDAY, January 25, 1923, at 2 p. tn..
Candy Can Be
that Armistice Day, Nov 11, be made
-»■ taken, Mark A. Uarwise of Bangor an league club and there is no doubt on thc following resolve:
Resolve
in
favor
of
the
General
Knox
Chap

a legal holiday. Unanimity is desir
nounced his withdrawal as a candidate that our own rink Kid St. Aubin and ter ha lighters <»F the American Revolution.
Purchased at
Watch for tho “Jack
Representative William O. Rogers w t, Co. would give the major circuit per
9 I'l
THOMAH A SACNhKKS. Her
able, to say the least. As the matter
Rahbit” on the
made a member ot* tlie steering com formers plenty of liattle."
Such a Low
now stands tlie Allies' great victory in
mittee for Knox County, and Repre
» • t•
road. They are
the World War is celebrated in a most
LEGAL
AFFAIRS
sentative Percy T. Clarke of Stoning
Price
"Gorry!’ exclaimed H. M. Brown
increasing.
The committee on legal affairs will give a
ton was chosen as the member for yesterday, "I guess the Roekiand polo
unsatisfactory style.
public
hearing
in
its
rooms
at
the
StiUe
House,
Hancock county.
team is going to heat the record of the in Augusta, on
TUESDAY, January 23, at 2 p m , on the
old H. M. B's and I hope they do,"
The movie world lost one of its most.
i
:
which was a very generous remark for following
Town Has Biggest Dance Hall.
popular idols Thursday in the death of
Au act to confer certain additional lowers
the captain of Ihe famous II. M. B.'s upon the Municipal Officers of cities and towns
The
town
of
Douglas,
In
the
Isle
of
Wallafce Reid, which followed a nervous
concerning buildings, tlie intensity of use fit
to make.
1—2—5 lb. boxes
Mnn, boasts of hnving tlie largest and
l»»t areas and tlie qualitieation of buildings,
♦ ♦ • •
collapse, in a -California Sanitarium. I
trades and industries with respect to location
A. C. JONES
most comprehensive place of amuse
A
good
many
of
the
local
polo
fa
The star’s career was brief and
aud ngulatioii. the creation of residential, in
ment In thc world. One of Its chief are of the opinion that Therrien, tin dustrial, commercial and other industries, and
5 Talbot Ave.
meteoric, but ills name and fame came
features Is a dance hall capable of ac Rockland center, is one of the coming the exclusion from and regulation within such
districts of classes of buildings, trades and
to be known wherever screen classics,
commodating a thousand couples at players of New England, and the indust rie«.
Rockland, Maine
7-9
BURLEIGH MARTIN, Sec.
Sporting
Editor
has
long
felt
that
way.
w ere produced.
ono time.

What the Construction of a
Unit In Union Would Mean
To This Locality.
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Loss By Lack
< of Receipts

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Buy and Enjoy a Pound of

V

Look for the

S&H Dealer

Q

Every-Other-Day
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talk of tbe town

HELVETIA REPORTED LOST

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 16. 17 and 19 (Polo) Roekiand vs New
Bedford, for fieml-pnofwslonal championship
of New England
Jan 19—Special meeting of Rockland Lodge
of Perfection. Temple hall.
Jai. 22. 24, 26—(Polo) Roekiand to. Fall
River, at the Arcade
Jan 22—Postponed meeting of Shakespeare
Society with Mrs C. H. Duff.
Jan. 22—dfeeting of Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation, High School Assembly Hall, 7.30.
Jan. 17-23—National Thrift Week
Jan 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Jan. 17—Ladies* Night at Elks Home—supper
a: C.30
Jan. 17-18—Annual meeting of Woman’s Home
Missionary Union at Congregational Church
Jan. 17—Public installation of Aurora Lodge.
F & A M
Jan. 18—Ladles’ and gentlemen’s supper and
auction at Country Club.
Jan 18—Postponed meeting of the Charity
Club, with Mrs O. E Blackington, Limerock
atreet.
Jan 19—Household Arts Exhibit (public) M
E. church by Women’s Educational Club.
Jan. 19 (7 15)— Regular Educational Club,
Methodist vestry. Address: "Phases of Twen
tieth Century Citizenship,” by Rev. Ralph H.
Hayden of Camden
Jan. 19—Guest day of the Ruhinatein Club
Jan. 23—Postponed session of Knox County
Supreme Court convenes.
fan. 23—RTeventh annual meeting of the
Matrons and Patrons Association. Masonic hall,
Camden
Jan 24—Anniversary banquet of the Owl B.
& F. Club in Temple hall.
Jan. 25—Knox County Lirarians Association
meets at Rockland Puhlli Library at 2.30 P
M
Feb 9—Open Fontm, Chamber of Commerce.
Thorndike Hotel.
Feo. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-17—Tlie Community Food Fair at
the Arcade
Feb 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
in Temple hall
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
Anril 26—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
mee’s in Temple hall.

But Coast Guard Cutter Manning Could Not Find Derelict
—Was Long Overdue.

Manager Frank I.. Clark of the
Western Union has been in Boston this
week on business.
~—
■
Standish Perry has gone to Boston,
where he will be employed by the Kid-,
der Peabody Co.

Mrs. Alnieda Plumstead of Lenox,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. it.
M. Packard at The Highlands. Site
arrived Wednesday night.

CITIZENS OF ROCKLAND
A group of business men are contributing
their time and energy to promoting the

Community Food Fair, Feb. 12-17, that
the proposed Athletic Field may become a

reality this spring.

As a bit of civic pa

triotism it is hoped that every organiza
tion planning a meeting that week will de

lay or set it forward to help the cause.

LEND A HAND

LONESOME?
You will find
FRIENDS
and a warm
WELCOME
ON

THE FINAL SESSION

WITH THE_CHURCHES

UNIVERSALIST

Woman's Home Missionary
Union of Maine Elected
Officers — Portland Next
Year.

Albert Mills leads the Gospel (Mission
service Sunday afternoon and Rev. H.
H. Brown the evening hour.

CHURCH

"THE MIRAGE”

SUNDAYS
AT

1 0:30 and 7:1 5

Sunday Evening, 7:30

t

AT THE

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

MILK FROM THE CAN

A Correspondent Sees the Un

Milton C. French of the Jameson Jfc,
Men of the sea say that a short cold
snap would cause a very extensive Beverage Co. force was kicked by a
freeze in the bay because the' great horse Thursday and wiil not be in a
snowfall has made the water very cold. seaworthy condition for several days to
come.
One of thc most pleasing features of
the Rebekah installation Tuesday
Rockland High hoys had the short
evening was the singing of Miss end of a 69-23 score in basketball at
Gladys Jones, whose fine contralto Dexter last night. They play Milli
voice is a delight on any program.
nocket High at Spear hall tonight and
the girls play Warren High.
There wi'l be a drill meeting at
Miriam Rebekah lodge room next
The pupils of Miss Ellen Cochran’s
Tuesday evening at 7.15. Officers and grade at Purchase street school showed
members of the degree staff are Re real civic spirit by arming themselves
quested to be present.
with shovels and picks and clearing the
sidewalks in that vicinity.
A Broadway bird lover offers the
suggestion that suet he left in the
Those who desire to communicate
trees for the benefit of chickadees, with the Red Cross nurse, Miss Maude
whom the snow has temporarily de Reiliy, are again reminded that she is
prived of the means of finding their making her home at 32 Masonic street,
own sustenance.
with the Misses McNamara, and that
her telephone call is 823-W.
A falling link landed on one of
Harold Davis’ feet at the Livingston
There were 10 contestants in the
Mfg., Co.'s plant Wednesday. The re elimination contest at the Star bowl
sult was a toe operation at Silsby ing alley Thursday night. First prize
Hospital and a month's lay-off from went to Parker F. Norcross, second to
Charles Lawry and third to Thomas
active duty.
Anastasio. The other contestants were
Work was started on the boxes for Thomas, Rosenbloom, Estey, Brooks.
the Mystery Booth at the meeting of Rokes, Hart and D’Agastino.
the Business and Professional Wom
C. I.eslie Farr of Kittery has The
en's Club Wednesday evening. Mer
chants are requested to save .boxes Courier-Gazette's thanks for a picture
of the sehooner Robert W. as she
and smalt articles for fillers.
looked after going ashore on York
Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E. will Beach in one of last week’s storms.
celebrate past exalted rulers' night The picture may be seen at this office
Feb. 12. The final arrangements are in by anybody invested in the Rockland
the hands cf John A Karl. P. E. R.. craft whose tvro-man crew had such a
which means it will be done in proper rough experience.
style, and with all the trimmings.
The City Club held its monthly ban
Mrs. Howard Dunbar of Oak street quet at the Thorndike Hotel last night,
entertained a small company at with A. C. McLoon presiding. A com
auction Thursday evening. The prizes mittee was appointed to co-operate
were won by Miss Irene Curtis and with the Chamber of Commerce com
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman with Miss Mar mittee on the Kennebec bridge matter
and to secure a train load of support
garet Nutt drawing the consolation.
ers to he present the. day of the bridge
A crashing of glass Thursday even hearing. On the committee are George
ing. brougnt a number of sensation- B. Wood. Frank W. Fuller and C. H.
bounds running up Limerock street Duff.
where they found that the American
Quite the cutest thing in the calen
Legion’s sign had capsized and broken
dar line that has come to the editor’s
one of the lights of glass in the door.
desk has for it.s background a fine bit
Rockland Lodge of Perfection worked of colored photography in which a
the 5th degree on six candidates yes sparkling eyed, curly haired damsel is
terday afternoon, and conferred the represented as looking through torn
]4ih degree on the same class in the sheets of The Courier-Gazette. Tlie
evening. The candidates were Lucius girl in the case is Ellen Fernald. daugh
8. Tork, Clarence E. Rollins. William ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Fernald.
The calendar is the artistic work of.
T. Flint, Warren C. Noyes. Edwin C.
Boody of Rockland and A. P. Bennett Photographer A. L. Babbidge, who is
a star in this particular line of pho
of Jtamariscotta.
tography.

Rockland, Jan. 19.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I read witli much pleasure the
article on the collection and dis
posal of garbage in the Ctiy of
Rockland in the last issue of your
paper. I believe that this is a very
vital need and should he taken care of
in the interests of sanitation, and the
thought has occurred to me that there
is another thing which should be look
ed into by the Commission which is
working on the revamping of our City
Charter and that is thc unsanitary wav
in* which milk is distributed through
out the city of Rockland.
Selling milk direct from the can is
not only unsanitary but the consumer
as a general rule in my opinion, does
not get the full benefit of the milk.
What I mean by that is, that when the
milk is bottled and delivered the con
sumer gets the cream which is in the
milk while on the other hand if milk
is sold direct from the can the con
sumer is never sure if he gets the
cream or not. Selling milk from a milk
can is an excellent means for un
scrupulous dealers to sell a low grade
of milk at top prices If the public
were to know some of the conditions
that some of these milk dealers meet
in some of the houses where they de
liver milk they would not care to buy
any milk from a dealer who sold it in
ar.y way except in glass containers
properly sealed.
I think that this Commission can
pass an ordinance on this proposition
which will not be a hardship on any
one and at the same time assist in
safeguarding the health of our com
munity. 1 also believe the same as the
person who put in the communication
in the last issue of The Courier-Ga
zette that we should do everything in
our power to assist this Commission
as they have a very hard road to
travel.
Taxpayer.

The missing of familiar faces is ondrawback to the present position of
Charles Alperin. a former Rockland
boy, who is now in charge of Alperin
Brothers' self service shoestore at
141-143 State street, Schenectady, N.
Y„ and a message from any of his old
friends here nt home would doubtless
he much appreciated, to say nothing
of a call from any Kn-ox county ac
quaintance who happened to be in or
near Schenectady. Mr. Alperin had
the great pleasure of attenibg a con
cert given bv Geraldine Farrar in
Schenectady recently, being the guest
oil that occasion of a well known sing
er and musical critic.

THREE CORKERS!
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY NIGHTS
JANUARY 22, 24, 26
AT

THE

ARCADE

FALL RIVER

ROCKLAND

ST. AUBIN, .1r ... 1P, JOLLY
SKINNER, 2r ............................................................... 2r, MULVEY
THERRIEN, c i...*............................................................ c, PIERCE
WRIGHT, hb ................................................................... hb, CUSICK
PURCELL, 9 ................................................................. g, PHINNEY

The third time never fails. Cusick will be here barring a flood
or earthquake. You saw Pierce last year. The best man who was
here last winter many fans said.

t

ORDER EARLY

I

I

PHONE 409
Matinee 2 P. M. daily, 10c, 17c
Evening, 6.45, 8.30,
17c, 22c
___________ Thursday & Friday Special Pictures and Prices
TODAY—SATURDAY

sanitary In This Method.of
' Selling.

Almost every person who has vis
ited this office in the past fortnight,
• nas had some comment to make on
snow or size of snowdrifts. It was
i onsequently somewhat of a surprise
when R. I. Thompson came in Tuesday
mid volunteered the information lhat
a robin had been flirting around his
premises. Whether it was last year’s
bird that had forgotten to spend the
winter in St. Petersburg. Fla., or one
of the new crop-that doesn't read the
newspapers. Mr. Thompson was unable
to say.

ing is a copy of the despatch he re
ceived, in reply:
“Your wire to the Department of
Commerce concerning Schooner Hel
vetia of Rockland received. Cutter
Manning has just returned from Nor
folk after unsuccessful search for the
derelict, which was reported Sunday
40 miles off Assateague.
(Signed)
Coast Guard.”
"We have no reason to doubt that it
is the Helvetia," said Capt. Israel Snow
this morning, "yet we do not see how
anybody can say positively that it is.”
T'he firm has naturally been very
anxious about the schooner, but felt
that she had been blown off, and would
be heard from.
The Helvetia was i commanded on
this trip by Capt. L. A. Greenwood of
East Machias, Capt. Ardie H. Thomas
the regular master, having stayed
ashore on account of illness. The other
members of the crew, six or seven in
number, were shipped in New York,
arnl are unknown here.
Who is the best looking man in
The schooner was valued at about
Knox county?—adv.
7-10
$30,000, and partially insured.

Another Picture Series

One of the favorite outdoor sports
P. L. Havener started harvesting
just now is shinning the leaky roof and
ehipping away the iee and snow that 17-iinch ice from the McLain quarry
yesterday
are responsible for the misehief.

Farmers' Week at the University of
Maine begins March 26 and the ses
sions continue through March 29. The
topics for consideration in the men’s
division will center around the prob
lem, of marketing, economic produc
tion and Improving values of home
grown feeds. For the women three
will be introduced a number of inter
esting demonstrations and lectures in
home economics. As the dates selected
are .within the Easter vacation week
of the University, it will be possible
to furnish board in the dormitories to
aW attending the course.

Despatches from Norfolk, Va., state
that the derelict sighted off Winter
Quarter Lightship last Monday is be
lieved to he the Rockland schooner
Helvetia, which has not been heard
from since she sailed, light, from New
York, Dec. 13, bound for Charleston,
S. C.
Coast Guard officials said it would
have been almost impossible for the
crew to escape during the heavy gales
that swept the coast from the Virginia
Capes northward. They reported that
t'he schooner was badly damaged.
The 1. I,. Snow Co., principal owners
of the missing craft, have vainly sought
additional information in regard to the
wreck. At the firm's request Herbert
W. Thorndike, deputy collector of cus
toms at this port, communicated with
Ihe Department of Commerce. Follow-
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Pilot P. S Oakes of the air mail serv
ice was killed at Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Thursday, when ills plane crashed and
burned. He was the son of Mrs.
Frances J. Oakes of New York who
spends her summers at her old home
in Appleton, and a nephew of Mrs. A.
H. Newbert of this city. During the
World War he was in the av.atiom
service as flying instructor in Texas.
Since then he has been living in
Washington, and only recently re
turned to the flying service. He was

By ail odds the strongest semi-pro
fessional polo team that has invaded
come here this season is advertised to
cme here for next Monday, Wednesday
and Friday nights. It- represents Fall
River and will have in its lineup two
National League stars—Pierce and Cu
sick. Some of the fans saw Pierce las
season when he came here with the
Woonsocket team, and it seemed u
be the general opinion that he was
the fastest man who had been on the
Arcade surface in modern times. The
management has had thc hardest kind
of luck in trying to get the star halfhack Cusick here, but has positive as
surance that he is coming next week
if alive. Phinney, who will tend goal,
is a high grade artist. Jolly and Mulvey have already proven their ability.
The big question of the day is: Can
Rockland beat that combination?

THE BELFAST BROKE ICE

MOTOR LAW VIOLATIONS

Sixteen Hundred Convictions Last
Year.—Fines Cpllected, $36,000
Net. rly 1.600 persons were convicted
of various offenses against the mo'.j?
vehicle laws during thc past year, ac
cording to reports t-ansmitted to the
Stale Highway Commission bye the
Courts of the State.
Fines imposed in these cases and
turned over to the commission as pro
vided by law aggregate nearly $36,000.
The efforts of the officers of the high
way commission in rounding up per
sons who had failed either to properly
register their motor vehicles or else
take out operators’ licenses have re
sulted in turning into the office of the
secretary of State over $40,000, which
the E tate but for the efforts of these
officers would not otherwise have re
ccived.
Two hundred licenses to operate mo
tor vehicles on the highways of this
State were revoked by the Highway
Commission during the past year. In
each of these cases the licensee was
cnvicted of operating a motor vehicle
while under the influence of intoxi
cating liquor. In addition to this
number, 22 were convicted of operat
ing while intoxicated who did not ap
pear to have operators’ licenses.
Fifty-four licenses were suspended
in eases which are still pending. Thes?
cases represent various offenses, hut
the majority of them are intoxication
cases.
,

TOWING COAL SCHOONERS
Cutter Ossipee Started With Four;
Reached Vinalhaven With One.
The Coast Guard Cutter Ossipee,
which was towing four laden coal
schooners .from Cape Cod Canal to
Vinalhaven, Jonesport and Lubec, ar
rived in Portland Thursday with one of
them, the Lester. The others broke
away on the long, slow trip from
Massachusetts Bay to the Gulf of
Maine, and the cutter was unable to
pick them up again because of the
high winds and vapor.
The Moonlight, which has 300 tons
of coal for Jonesport, was the first to
part her hawser. She put into Ply
mouth. Later the frozen ropes on the
Sarah Eatoi, bound for Lubec, and the
Lizzie D. Chase parted and it was im
possible to pick them up because of
the violent weather.
Then the Ossipee proceeded to Port
land lightship and anchored. Finding
that the Lester could not proceed
alone because of tlie ice on deck and
in the rigging, she towed her into Port
land.

. • « •

JOHN

GILBERT

In a Story That Will Grip You Like Tongs of Steel

“CALVERTS

COMEDY
COMEDY FEATURE

VALLEY”
JAUNTS & JOURNEYS

MONDAY
BILLIE LOVE, LON CHANEY,
and ROBERT McKIM in

TUESDAY
At St. Veter’s church (Episcopal)
the Sunday services will be at 7.30,
WALLACE REID
10.30, and 12.15. The evening service
"All the Brothers Were
Tht concluding sessions of th“ will be in Thomaston. Holy day serv
—IN—
ice Thursday.
The usual parish
Valiant”
Woman’s Home Missionary Union of notices will he found on the first page
Ben Ames Williams' Great Sea
"THIRTY DAYS"
Maine w*ere held in the Congregational of this paper.
Story
• ♦ • •
church Thursday forenoon, when the
Comedy
Comedy
NEWS &
Path©
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
delegates listened tn a group of de
Feature
“MA &. PA”
VIEWS
Review
partmental reports, all of which told Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
in interesting measure the excellent morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
progress that the organization has of lesson sermon. "Life." Sunday
Telephone 664-W
school at 12 o'clock. The reading room
made in the past year.
is
located
in
the
new
Bicknell
block
Two changes in the constitution
l
c artney
were verted, one being the creation of and is open every week day from 2.30
to
4.30
p.
m.
SANITARY
ENGINEER
a new office known as secretary of
• * • •
children’s work. The title of the sec
TODAY
Plumbing and Heating
At the Congregational church tomor
retary of barrels was changed to sec
Mary
Roberts
Rineharts Famous
row
morning
Mr.
Rounds
will
preach
retary of Home Service.
ROCKLAND, MAINE 4t-S-3
Story
■ The nominating committee, consist on the subject, “The Common Evil of
ing of Mrs. Elizabeth H. Marks, Mrs. Self Deceit." Church school at noon.
S. T Achanbach and Mrs. G. W. The Fellowship League will meet in
Mackay, presented the following list the vestry at 5.30. Stereopticon pic
with HELEN CHADWICK and
ture entitled “Beautiful Foo Chow"
of officers for the coming year:
RICHARD DIX
Mrs. G. R. Libby, Portland, honor will he shown.
A Comedy Loaded with Laughs!
« • • «
ary president; Mrs. W. B. Johnson,
The Reliable and Satisfactory
FEATURE NO. 2
At the Universalist church Sunday
Woodfords. president; Mrs. H. S. Brad
ley, Portland, vice presidents-at-large; morning Mr. Ratcliff will have for hi|
"Below
the Dead Line"
Psychic and Spiritual
Miss Edith Scammon, Saco, Mrs. J. T. subject. “God’s Love for Sinners.
A Thrilling Melodrama
Skofield, Portland, Mrs. J. V. Ciancy, The following wilt be the musical pro
COMEDY
TARZAN
Portland, and Mrs. E. D. Harden. Bath, gram: Anthems, "Jubilate Deo." Schu
district vice presidents-at-large; Miss bert nnd "What Shall I Render?"
COMING THURSDAY
Harriet E. Cobb. Woodfords, recording Schuler: duet. "He Shall Feed His Can be consulted every Tuesday and |
Douglas Fairbanks
secretary: Miss Dora II. Moulton, Port Flock," Handel, Mrs. E. R. Veazie and Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M. |
land, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Miss Gladys Jones. The Church
—1N —
29 PARK STREET
Nellie D. Hill, Woodfords. treasurer; school at the noon hour, the Y. P. C. V. APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
"The
Mollycoddle"
Mrs. George C. Kern. Woodfords, sec social hour at 4.30 and devotional
136»tf I
retary of young people’s work; Mrs. meeting at 6 p. m. Another series of
picture*services
will
begin.
"The
Charles C. Files, Portland, secretary
of literature; Mrs. Frank Y. Gilbert, Mirage" being presented at 7.30.
• • • .
secretary of home service: Converse E.
Sunday morning at the First Bap
Leach. Woodfords, auditor. Miss Ada
B. Young was elected director from tist church the paster will predch on
Knox county; and Miss Alena Young “The Walls of Jericho.” The choir will
was elected Knox county representa sing the anthem. “Oh. Come Let Us
Sing," Gilbert. Mrs. B. P. Browne will
tive for young people's work.
The nominating , ommittee for 1924 sing a solo. Sunday School at 11.45.
comprises Mrs. Converse E. Leach, The Children's Happy Hour at 3.30.
Mrs. George K. Carter and Mrs. Henrv Miss Eda Knowlton will be the leader
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
of the Young Peoples' Christian En
W. Webb.
The convention closed with a fer deavor at 6.15 and the topic is "Evan
Missions At
Home
and
vent prayer of consecration and ben gelistic
ediction by Rev. H. W. Webb, formerly Abroad." Following the song service
at 7.15 the pastor will preach on
of Warren.
Next year’s convention will be he’.d “Paul's Noble Madness and Agripiia's
Heart-heats of Near Persuasion." The
in Portland.
choir will sing the anthems "Be Thou,
Oh God.” Van Laer and “Art Thou
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12
UNIFORM BANK LAWS Weary," Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. B. P.
Browne will sing a duet. Regular mid
We Shall Sell
Are Advocated By Maine’s week prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
* * • «
Bank Commissioner—Criti
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
cism and Suggestion.
morial church at 10.30 with remark^
by pastor Stuart on the Near East
State Bank Commissioner F. F. Law Situation, and sermon to children,
rence believes there should be some 'First Lessons About God." The choir
statutory regulation of the business will sing the anthem "I’m a Pilgrim.”
concerning the safe-keeping of Cus The Bible school meets at noon. The
tomers’
securities, chiefly Liberty men’s group, of which E. H. Barter is
bonds. He finds, upon investigation, captain, will conduct the Christian En
that the savings banks of Maine are deavor service at 6.15, subject "Great
now holding more that $3,750,000 in se- Hearts of India." Evening service at
curites for safe-keeping, of which all 7.15 opened by praise service assisted
but $82,000 are Liberty bonds. The by church orchestra and an address by
trust companies are holding about $7,- pastor from subject "Purpose of Re
200.000. of which somewhat more than generation." Vocal duet, "He was
half are Liberty bonds.
All our BOYS' OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND
Nailed to the Cross for Me." by Mr.
In the case of savings banks there is Gregory and Miss Dorman. Cottage
MEN’S AND BOYS' MACKINAWS
no specific statutory authorization or prayer meetings Friday as follows: 1,
regulation of this kind of business, and place to be announced; 2, at the home
We Shall Sell At
in the case of neither institution is of Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Chase,
there any legal definition of the rights Brewster street; 3. with Mr. and Mrs.
20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES
Charles Carter. Birch street place.
and liabilities arising out of it.
« • r •
‘‘The situation contains great possi
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
bilities for misunderstanding, friction
and even of serious loss," says Bank Bunday morning the third, of the series
Commissioner Lawrence, who believes of sermons on "Accomplishig the Im
that the practice of the different banks possible” will he preached by the
pastor. Rev. E. V. Allen. The choir will
should be uniform.
“This can only be accomplished sing from Handel the anthem "Father
through some form of statute supple Divine" with incidental solo by Mrs.
mented by departmental regulation. Louise Bickford Gilley. Miss Crockett
The present practice is far from uni will sing "O Savior Hear Me,” Gluck.
form.
Several hanks are receiving The evening service will begin at 7.15
such securities without issuing any re with a serviae of song conducted by
ceipt. whatever. Others issue a simple Otho L. Hatch who will sing by re
receipt, with varying degrees of ident quest a sclo after the sermon. The
ification of the property, but not de choir will sing the anthem "Thou Art
fining the liabilities between the par With Me." Scott, with incidental duet
by Mrs. Stanley and Miss Crockett.
ties.
“Many, banks undertake to give the Selections by the orchestra will be
including the
offertory,
same care they give their own prop rendered
erty, assuming no responsibility beyond ’Meditation,” Vamernick. The sermon
With International Suits This Month Only
that. Quite a few others limit their will be from the text "Behold Thy
King.
”
An
interesting
program
is
pre

responsibility to thc observance of due
A few of the Remnants left—suits made any style
care and diligence. Others stipulate pared for the Sunday School which
meets
at
the
close
of
the
morning
serv

against liability for loss by fire, em
$30.00—regular $40.00 value
bezzlement, theft, burglary or other ice. A task is given each class with
prize for the winning class. The Ep
casualty.
Others undertake to give
A small lot for $25.00
worth League meets at 6 and will he
thc same care as is ordinarily given
led by F. L. S'. Morse, with the subject,
to special deposits of the same char
Suits made from Customer's Goods —$13.00
Missionary Work in Porto Rico, as
acter.
Seen by a Teacher." The prayer meet
"More than two-thirds of the banks ing Tuesday evening at 7.30 will be led
fail to carry burglary insurance cover by Rev. James li. Gray, district super
ing property held for safe-keeping. intendent, and at the close he will con
Very few of them have a satisfactory duct the last quarterly conference of
system of recording these deposits in the year. Tills is the date substituted
ROCKLAND, ME. S-tf
442 MAIN STREET
such a way as to permit a proper au for the notice of a week ago which Mr.
dit by the State Department.”
Gray was unable to meet owing to ill
aja^jaraHrajajajaiajajajajajafErgjajajaRfiiizfarL-.*
pJararejaizizr
The commissioner suggests the fol ness.
lowing legislation for consideration:
■...... ■
1 ■■■■■■■ I ■■■«■■ ■ ..I—
“Specific authorization of this type
DIED
of business by statute, limiting the
Heal—Camden, Jan 14. Irene W. Heal, aged
right to afford such service without 71 yeais.
Mank—East Waldoboro, Jan. —, Phineaa W.
charge to securities of the U. S. Gov
Mank.
ernment,/leilning ihe legal duties and
Wineheiabach—Thomaston, Jan. 20, Annie M.
responsibilities o“r the bank rising from widow ot Win W. Wincbenbacli, aged 71 years
27 days.
the performance of this function and 2 months,
lngerson—Rockland, Jan. 18. Hiram Lester
ROCKLAND, MAINE
prohibiting the making of special con son ol Mr. and Mrs Clarence lngerson. aged
tracts which would alter such legal 19 days.
Harb-tSoiKh Union, Jan. 1», Amanda C.
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
•liability, and authorizing the State De widow
of Avery F Har., aged .80 yeara, I
partment by rules and regulations to months Funeral Monday.
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
exercise an effective control over the
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
system of recording, segregating and
CARO OF THANKS
when the future days of need sha I arrive.
1 wish to thank all those who so kindly re
identifying these securities and pre
membered my niece. Mbs Rose Edwards, dur
scribing the form of receipt issued.’
ing her sickness; especially her Icacliera and

Western Penobscot Bay, which was
Thursday morning frozen over a large
area, the ice being several inches thick,
was by night a mass of .broken cakes.
The steamship Belfast on her way to
Boston, made a call at Belfast and ma
terially assisted in breaking the ice.
She was forced to back a mile and
a half on leaving port to enable her
to turn, as the broken cakes had piled
The 9 cent store will occupy booth up, making the ice vei$- heavy.'
Ihe Senior class of Cnion High School for Ihe
9 at the Food .Fair to he held in the
The handsomest man and woman in
You can save a good many 9 cents
R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, wi'.l lovely flowers. Seven Tree Grange anil all
Arcade at 19 Spring Street, 2 weeks
who sent cards and letters
Mrs. Lydia ChristolTcsen
before the 9th week of the year.—adv. Rockland will trade at the 9 cent bv trading at Ihe 9 cent store.—adv. assist you in making out your incom
9-10
tax returns.—adv.
9*11
store.—adv.
9-10
Union, Jan 18.
"
9-10

EMPIRE

. w. M C

DONSON

“The Glorious Fool”

MEDIUM

Mark Down Sale

MEN’S AND BOYS’
SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits, $^2

Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $30*40

Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28'^

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^-00

Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*^0

gf NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE!

C. A. HAMILTON

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Deposits are received from ont dollar to five thousand dollars.
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FOOLING THE FARMER
Is the Propagandist Who Tells
Him Our Exports Have

Suffered.
W.ishl ’Sion. .Inn. IS —The ' Amerienn farmer has not been deprived of
j foreign market ho-Pitse of the re
fusal of the United Slates to enter the
League of Nations or to join any Euro
pean league or alliance or to be a par
ticipant in any European eonfereoee.
or to agree to eaneel any European j
loans.
j
All of the propaganda now Iwing ■
fed the American farmer to the effect
that he is a sufferer because of the
ref sal of this government to become
identified with European embroglios is '
a .issue of lies manufactured out of i
Whole cloth.
‘ The “warnings” which various Eu . |
ropm lecturers touring this country
and I.eague of Nations advocates (prltleip Ily Democrats who were promi
nency identified with the Wilson admi i.-tration) are issuing to the effect
th tt the ftirmer will never regain his
foreign markets until the United States
“doss her part" In re-establishing nor
mal < onlitions in Europe are sheer
misrepresentations.
Toe proof of this falsity is furnished
by the official reports of the Bureau
i.f Foreign Commerte. The American
farmer in the fiscal year of 1913, when
Fur pc was normal, exported 258,343,629
bushels ef grain and grain products.
For the fiscal year 1921 he exported
343,575.523 bushels of grain and grain
products, ar.d for the fiscal year 1922
lie exported 544.220 964 bushels of grain
ar.d grain products. In other words,
the American farmer has since the
war ar.d is today, exporting twice the
amount of grain and grain products
that ha exported ptior to Ike world

Daddy's

?dEvei\ii\g

Fairy Tale
-conatCMi n nuiw *
LARRY LLAMA

WITH
THE
FUNNY
MEN

F.verv Otb^r-Day

GRADING CHUTE VERY DAIRY COW IS LARGE
HANDY FOR POTATOES FACTOR IN OKLAHOMA
Culls Are Absolutely Worthless

Cream Stations, Creameries and

in Any Market.

Plants Tell Story.

Little Tubers Do Not Increase Measure On Account of Cattle Tick Such De
Because They Lie in Chinks—
velopment Was Formerly Impos
Device Illustrated Fits un
sible—Pest Eradicated From
der Wagon Box.
43,255 Square Mile*.

I cat

“I'm a good animal," said Larry
Llama.
“No better than I am," said Lionel
6PEAKING ILL OF AN INN
Cull potatoes are absolutely worth- (Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
Llama.
,
J .... u . I..
.a .u 'less iu the
t»‘«y are eveu
A recent map wf Oklahoma indi
“Well, you are a Llama, too,” said
If I owned this hotel, said ttie . worge> becuuse they reduce the price
various shapes the
Larry.
Irate guest, I’d,—I’d—”
j of the good ones. They do not in- cating by marks
“I never said I wasn’t,” agreed
“Well, what would you do?" asked
fh™,insure because they lie location of cream stations, ice cream
factories, creameries, pasteurizing
Lionel.
the proprietor of the Eagle house.
' In the "chinks," and they are too small
utx
"But that makes you a good animal,
I'd turn It over to a friend
t0 Increaw the weight enough to make plants, and combination plants, shows
the du.-y cow now ns a big factor in
too,” said Larry. “For to be a llatna mine who s an entomologist. Know 1
up for their "measly" appearance.
the prosperity of the state. Formerly,
means to be a very tine animal.'1
what that means?”
The illustration shows a grading
Th ©Twitch ell "CTt atmplinCo. Boston, and Portland
on account of the cattle tick, such u
“Especially when a llatna is doing
No.”
chute that fits under the rear end of
the explanation,” chuckled Lionel.
“A bug expert. I believe he could the wagon box. it Is eight feet long development of dairying was impossi
ble, but the antitick activities of the HATCHET BRAND COFFEE is equally delicious
“Our bodies aren't very big," said study all the known varieties, and
state and the United States DepartLarry. “We're not much bigger In size some new ones, without getting off
than donkeys; but, of course, no one the premises."—Birmingham Age-Her
would call us donkeys."
ald.
“No one could,” said Lionel.
"Unless," he added, "they wanted to
Appearances.
be rude.”
“Your constituents 9ay you are over
WEEDING—MACHINE JOB WORK
“But,” said Larry, “we have such dif confident with reference to the com- i
ferent kinds of necks. We have long Ing election.”
necks, quite long necks. Of course our
“That’s the Impression I desire to
necks aren't long like the necks of create," confided Senator Sorghum. ,
giraffes. We are ready to carry bun “But you may rest assured that my ■
dles and packages for our masters, but personal nonchalance Is an outward
Automotive Machinist
we do not want to carry, too, too appearance to which my busy cam
heavy bundles. We simply can't carry paign managers will pay rfo attention
Potato Grading Chute.
WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND.
TELEPHONE 252-M
bundles which are too heavy and we whatsoever."—Washington Star.
S-tf
always know when they are too heavy.
and a little wider at the upper end
than the wagon box. The slats are
We always stand so straight and
What It Meant to Her.
AS BEAUTIFUL
never hang our heads as though
.JiL
‘How strange,” murmured the sweet spaced one inch apart at the upper end
we were ashamed.
And why should young thing, us she looked the Interior and two inches apart at the lower end.
as we can make it we want the lust
war.
We're never of the bunk over with a critical eye, The slats are about two inches wide,
Puling the fiscal year 1913 the ex we hang our heads?
resting place of those dear lo ns.
slightly rounded at the corners and
ports of meals, dttry products, animal ashamed, as we have nothing of “how strange."
MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONES
and vegetable fats, amounted to 1.610.- which to be ashamed. So we never
planed smooth.
"What Is 9trange."
053.715 pounds. For the fiscal year hang our heads, but walk along with
The chute should be placed at the
in artistic designs, Intricately carved,
“What is strange?” asked a by
1921 they amounted to 2,384,517.262 our heads held high in the air. We are
proper angle to let the potatoes roll
we offer, as well a< models of classio
wfe f
stander.
pounds. For the fiscal year 1922 they
simplicity.
“That sign over there. Why don't down slowly, but steep enough to pre
amounted to 2,192,174,236. In other good friends to people and we like
they make It read 'Information' Instead vent their piling up. The potatoes These Cows Are Healthy and Make
words, the American farmer is export them to be good to us.
Lei us show you gome sketches of
should be pushed out of the wagon box
"An animal behaves better who is of 'Teller'?”
Profitable Returns.
ing SO per cent mote meats, dairy
monuments thut would look well on
so that they will slide the whole length
products, animal and vegetable fats, j treated well, and that Is only natural,
your lot.
of the slated chute. If thrown from ment of Agriculture for the past six
now titan he did prior to the world We’ve been told we were a little like
Sarcasm.
war "hen conditions in Europe were camels in our ways, and very, very
“Are you going to have a brass band a shovel they will bound or skip the or seven years have resulted ln the
<
xS
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l
openings. If the chute is properly eradication of the pest from 43,255
• normal.
slightly In our looks. We're glad we at your next political rally?"
our expo-ts of tobaccc leaf in the
_
..
The New Monumental Warerooms
square
miles,
or
about
90
per
cent
of
--•uIL..
made
and
carefully
used,
it
will
prac

fiscal year 1913 amounted to 418,796,906 don 1 f[‘»hten Pe0Ple’ Our niaater 8aid
•No,” replied Senator Sorghum.
Park PL. Cor. Brie a
Rockland. Ma.
pounds. For the fiscal year 1921 they i
other evening that a bull had “The last time I used a brass band a tically do away with hand-picking.— the infested territory.
As a result of these strides in eradi
amounted to 496,878.83o’ pounds. For I frightened some people terribly,
sarcastic opposition editor referred to Herbert A. Shearer in Orchard and
cation the figures on dairy production
the fiscal year 1922 they amounted to
“Had he chased them?” asked Uo- the occasion as a concert and sent a Farm.
NORTH HAVEN
A GLANCE AT ESSEN
show- large totals, and in 1921 milk and
451,555,221.
nel.
musical critic Instead of a political re
l
utter
were
imported
products.
Dur

Cotton shows a decrease Exports
..N .. M|d
..DIdnt you hear porter.—Washington Star.
FATTEN FOWLS FOR MARKET
Mr.-. Murry N. Stone entertained t ie
9f cotton since the war show a destorv?”
ing that year 9,939,895 pounds of but
Something About the Indus Maalwijeno Club Thursday evening
crease as compart d with pre-war rec* *
ter
fat
ln
the
form
of
sour
cream
was
Whether Young Stock or Old Soft
One of Us.
The Pythian Sisters Sewing Circle
ords. The figures are as follows For
*1 didn’t,” said Lionel. “I couldn’t
produced, selling for a little more than
trial Heart of Germany, was entertained by Mrs. Gertrude
“I've Just been having a talk with
Feeds Will Be Found to Be
the nscal year 1913 we exported 8.724,- have been around when the rnasler
$4,000,000, and 9,529,722 pounds of but
Sn cv Thursday afternoon. There was
Most Economical.
672 hales of raw etton. For the fiscal { was telling the story. Do tell it to me, John J. Public, who tells me that——"
Now Occupied By French.
ter, valued at $3,240,000. More than I
a very good attendance and much work
year 1921 we exported 5.40S.9S6 bales, please.
“Is John J. Public an Individual?”
10,000,000 pounds of sweet milk was j
accomplished.
“The person I have ln mind is a fit
For the rapid fattening of market
!•Tji si, xSiaI y
1922 We exporte<1}
“Why, our master went into a town
Washington, D. C„ .bin. 15—Essen
Mr. and Mrs.
S. Staples have
bought for making ice cream. Pasteur
C,541,841 bales. Two reasons are as- x.
,
Signed by the Bureau of Foreign Com- ; tbe otller day and ln order lo «et there representative of the downtrodden fowls, whether young stock or old, izing plants reported handling 62,261,- whose name is known around th world piOHeu (heir home for the rest of the
masses. He's trying to support a wife, ground mashes or "soft” feeds will be
use of its association with th- winter and will spend two weeks in
merce for the decrease of raw cotton j
than ' 983 pounds of milk. The figures are
exports as compared with the pre-war
“A ferry Is a boat which takes people six children and a motor car on $2,500 found much more economical
vrupps and the building of the old Ko kitml at the Copper Kettle and
from
reports
received
from
26
cream

whole or cracked grains for the rea
the temainder of the winter visiting
period. First, a shorter production in and horses and wagons across a river, a year.”
let-many’s great engines ol war, and their son Leon in Connecticut, and son
son that greater gains are made on eries, 44 ice cream plants, and 80
this country, and second, a tremendous
“Well, there was a bull which had
the former than on the latter. While combination plants operating in Okla o which the French marched because Scott in Lyndhurst, N. J.
increase in the consumption of raw cot- I escaped ln some way'or another, and
The Good Housekeeping magazine
ton toy American cotton manufacturers. te went aboard the f
bogt The ,
corn is very valuable in a good fatten homa or just outside its borders and reparation payments were not made,
s the subject of the following commu- has been added to the library reading
The two combined left less surplus for
1
ing ration, or other grains containing buying from Oklahoma farmers.
lication to the National Geographic table. A new serial hy James Oliver
expert. The Bureau of Foreign Com
carbohydrates ln large proportion, the
toeiety by Frederick Simpieh:
Curwcod called The Alaskan has just
merce might have added a third rea
best experience has shown thut It does FARMERS MUST AVOID WASTE
"'Boom' towns of mushroom growth 1 started.
son, namely, European cotton manu
not pay to feed the fowls to be fat
ire nut peculiar to Ain-'fMi. ’ as flic
Word has been received in town of
facturers are buying more extensively
tened on these grains alone. More or Increasing Price of Land, Feed and La startling rise of Essen plainly proves, the death of. Benj. Calderwood of
Egyptian and other cotton raised in
rhotigh founded away hack in th? Hath. Mr. Calderwood has one daugh
bor Make It Advisable to Use
less of a “balance" must be main
countries where land is cheap and
tinth century, it slumbered along for ter living here, Mrs. Frank Beveraf.-.
All By-Producta.
tained in order to secure the best re
coolie labor is employed.
tundreds of years, an obscure, unim- Althi ugh a native oi North Haven. Mr.
The Bureau of Foreign Commerce
sults, even in a fattening ration.
tortant harr-let. Even as late as 1869
shows that of our total exports since
A very good fattening mash ration
With ttie Increasing price of land t had hardly more tha l lo.oOrt peopi.-. Calderwood made Ko kland his home
for a number of years and a few yeirs
the war 55 per cent have been those of
Is as follows: Fifty per cent corn- feed, and the higher cost of labor, It Is ITicn the Krupp boom—the rise of ago moved to Bath.
agricultural products. It shows fur
1 meal, 25 per cent wheat bran and 25 becoming necessary that the farmer he greatest machine-shop the world
This is truly an old-fashioned w!nthermore that 75 per cent of our ex
per cent ground oats, to which Is add eliminate, as far as possible, any waste las ever seen—struck it, and today j tpr. Wbile housed in read Whittier's
ports of agricultural produce has gone
ed sufficient sweet milk to make a He must make use of all the by-prod he city houses half a afililion.
. now Bound" for there are passages
to Europe.
1 whii-'- certainly well describe our conmoist, crumbly, but not sloppy, mix ucts of his business much the same as
The total figures for the current
Town Throbs With industry
ditlors.' Up to Tuesday, Jan. 16, no
ture. This Is fed in clean pans sev the manufacturer does. Corn is pro
NOT EXACTLY
calendar year of 1922 will not be avail
jet in the heart ojgthe coal-field.-;, mail had been received since Thursable until some time ln January, but
eral times a day. Persuade the fowls duced in practically every section of
“My son Is a bank runner."
rowded with endless industrial plan’s I day, ,1m. 11, although one mail lias
the figures for the calendar year 1921
to eat as much as possible by feeding the country, primarily for the grain, vhose tall chimneys belch eternal left the island The Thoroughfare *“Do you mean he runt a bank."
show that the American farmer ex
little and feeding often. Some com and frequently the stover is disre- itnoke and fumes, the great wo: k-ii.qi | frozen over but the nine miles between
ported during that year more products
The Baby Show.
mercial feeders even use “cramming" I parried.
airly throbs with power ar.il mergy. N’o-th Haven and Yinaihaven is lmthan the average of any five-year peace
They had a baby show.
machines to force the fowls to eat
Properly cured stover is relished by The roar and rattle of ceaseless wheels J passable at present. Although isolatperiod in the history of America.
The babies ran neck and neck;
“We Always Stand So Straight"
greater quantities than their appe ; live stock, but that which Is left In the ind the din of giant hammers pound- ed we have a great many things to
Tnese figures are sufficient to dis
The winning baby's a perfect kid,
bull didn't know where he was and
tites would normally lead them to : open during disagreeable weather Is ng on metal seem to keep the who!- be thankful for, first a doctor, ne* ,
prove all the silly propaganda that is
But the Judge is a perfect wreck.
! warm and comfortable homes, and then
I far from being palatable or nourish- own atrembie.
being put out from Democratic, League didn't like It any better than the peo
eat.
“Here every form of iron end steel I the minor blessings which go to make
' ing. Stover protected from the time It
of Nations, and European sources to ple did whom he frightened, so our
Hit Modest Wish.
irticle is made, from boys skates to! up a small community in winter time,
the effect that the American farmer master said.
Mr. Dobbs (during quarrel)—When FEED FOR SWINE AND SHEEP is cut in the field is a valuable feed giant marine engine shaft-, furiously I The i'am|>tire Gir'.s entertained the
has lost his export trade because the - “He looked about the ferry boat to
.
for
young
stock,
idle
horses,
and
cat

I die you must be sure to marry soon
•nough. even some of the smoke, or' Boy Scouts on Tuesday, Jan. 9, from
United States has refused to become see where a bull was supposed to find
Potatoes Should Be Cooked and Fed tle that are being carried over the wln- um> from the smokeste-ks, is caught 7 to 10 In Library hall. Many interidentified with the quarrels of Europe. a place and didn’t see anything at all again, Lacy.
ind converted into a gas tint furnish-s ! i stirg games were played, consisting
, ter on a cheap ration.
Mrs. D.—Why?
With Middlings, or Fish Meal
to his Uklng. He didn’t know whether
I The best way to handle corn stover nor • power to run the mills!
'of musical romance; Shakespearian t-oMr. D.—There’ll be some one then
In Self-Feeders.
“And to the SO.flOO or more men on ' matice; hunting party; water-drinking,
he would take a swim or not and de to sincerely mourn at my departure;
WALDOBORO
l is hy means of the shredder. This
tis payroll, the name of Krupp Is app:eating,
bean-carrying
and
cided he wouldn't. Some one caught
For feeding to swine, potatoes method makes It possible to get It In :bcve that of kings. And indeed no eta-lor eating contests; crowning tho
Dr. E. W. Hodgkins of Thomaston him and later on be was returned to
the.
barn
before
the
feeding
qualities
Home Humor.
should be cooked and fed with mid
ndurtrial enterprise anywhere has queer.: and both Boston and strap tag.
his master, bnt our master said he
was in town professionally Tuesday.
"Oh, dear!” cried Mrs. Mason, seiz dlings, tankage or fish meal in self- have been Injured by the weather. ver shown a more astonishing de- After the games refreshments were
The Eastern Star Sewing Circle met frightened the people dreadfully. We
Enough room should always lie re
with Mrs. Lena Benner Wednesday wouldn’t have frightened people. I’m ing a spoon, “Here’s a fly ln my pre feeders. It Is especially Important served In the barn to accommodate n velopmont. reflected more dramatically served. The party was ended by a
.he result of human concentration, orjehetr for the Beaver Patrol by the girls
that the potatoes be supplemented by
afternoon. The meeting of next week glad we’re not so big as all that.’ serve."
“I’ll bet it’s t-ie worst Jam he ever these protein feeds for growing shouts. good supply of stover. Hay may be ehieved a wider notoriety among the ; and a song, “Good Night Ladies," bv
will be held with Mrs. Rose Clark Jan.
"Ah,” said Larry after a moment, “I
th? boys. The Scouts extend .their
24.
got Into ln his life," her husband The self-feeder method Is efficient as a i safely stacked out, hut It is unsafe to tations of the world.
hear an oriole singing. Our master
appreciation to the girls.
W. P. Brockman of Gardiner has
chuckled daringly.
First Krupp Shop Tiny
means of having the pigs fed potatoes I try to stack shredded stover. Care
Ambrose Peterson of Yinaihaven was
opened a shop for repairing boots, loves those birds. They are becoming
and protein feeds in correct propor J must he taken to.give the corn ample
“More than a hundred years ago tha in town Wednesday.
shoes, and harnesses over J. T. Gay't more friendly with people, too, because j
I
time
to
cure
before
it
is
shredded,
for
Just Flattery.
tions.
Preparations are now being made for
irst Krupp set up his small, crude
grain store, opposite Hotel Waldoboro. people have shown them that they
Potatoes may be fed In small quan ; It may heat ln the mow and become <hop and began to make by hand the the presentation of a fascinating play
“I understand the photographer
Mr. Brockman comes highly recom were friendly.
tities to sheep In about the same way 1 worthless through subsequent mold ools, the drills and chisels, used by entitled. "The Family Album.” It is
praised your beauty very highly."
mended and the prospects are excel
“The orioles don’t build such deep,
anners, blacksmiths, and carpenters a coinedy-di ama of the brightest typ ••
“Y’es, but I’ve looked ln vain for the as roots are fed to this class of ani ing.
lent for his line of work.
deep nests as they used to because last six months and he has yet to dis mals. The dally allowance should he
dong the Kuhi- and the Rhine, lie also [ The parts have been assigned to men Miss Edith Benner, the popular clerk
they don't feel they have to hide so
in the postoffiee. lias resumed her du
play In his front window the por approximately one to three pounds per FEEDING PULLETS FOR EGGS nad"' dies fur use in the mint of tile , hers of the Knights of Pythias. Pytli;ov-rnment. Within 20 years, due to ; bin Sisters and High School, and work
ties after an enforced absence from much,>as they know now that people trait he took of me.”
mature sheep. Potatoes should be
he old ambition for expansion. Krupp , is to be begun on it at once. It is
illness. The patrons of the office are like them and care to have them
used as a succulent feed, together witii Overfat Fowl Is Not Satisfactory ools were known and used us far away I hoped that the play may he repeated
around, and that they will be treated
glad to see her again.
a regular ration of legume hay anil
Fantastic.
Layer
and
Will
Eventually
s (iieeee anil India. Here, about this j at Yinalhav n, Stonington and Swan’s
Well, Lionel, I must have a
The Woman's Club held the meeting fairly.
itne, also, spoons wis e first relied from i Island in the late spring. ProaeeJij
Eagle Eye—Heap big artist. Him cheap roughage.—Extension Service,
Become a Drone.
of this week with Mrs. Emma T. Pot little rest as there will be work to do
.ne
solid block of metal by .aa odd- I will b? divided between the orchet-itra.
says he bin lookin’ for a Injun like Colorado Agricultural College.
ter. On account of the severe weather later on.’
me. Him giv’ me a dolla, jus' for letIn feeding a lot of pullets heavily looking machine invented fur that' l’ytai.an Home and High School.
He is also prominent in taking part in
“And I must hare one, too,” said
i Cantata work for Easter services is
every movement for the 'betterment of
tin’ ’ira draw my face.
MEASURES TO PREVENT ROUP for egg production, should any lndl- [ purpose.
Lionel.
Then came the great e a of mass now in preparation. A program of xconditions in town. His long iline-s
Coiling Snake—Hum, yum. I wish I
_______
, vidual become overfat and threaten to
“Yes, Larry Llama, I must have a
production in steam-engines, hammers, relic-tit quality will lie given hy a large
has forced him to give up all activities
Proper Management in Feeding and ( 1,leak <lown< 11 is « Rood plan to take steel tires for railway ears, cast-steel chorus male and female, and speciil
rest, too, for Lionel Llama has work *ad a mug like yours.
in church and parish.
Housing the Flock Are of
i I'W1 out of the general pen and feed 'hafts for river and o can steamers, attention given tn solos ani) duets. Ttie
At the annual meeting of the stock to do later on, yes, he has work to do,
Couldn't Be a Pleasure.
Utmost Importance.
I !“‘r raore Uglitly. In fact, it may be a ind linaily that astonishing output of eantaia differs from most short works
holders of the Medomak
National for he Is a good, hard working Llama,
good warning that you are feeding all guns and armor plate whi h brought of its class in that it deals with both
First Gentleman (bowing)—I be
Bank, Alfred Storer, Hadley Kuhn, as is his brother.”
George Weeks, Jonathan Matthews and
Roup, a contagious or Infectious of them too heavily and should slow .he militaristic nations of the world to the passion and resurrection of Chris:.
“As Is his brother," agreed Larry lieve I’ve had the pleasure of meeting
The accompaniment w ill be a piano and
at Essen,
your wife once before.
G. J. Kuhn were elected directors for Llama.
disease affecting all classes of fowls, up a little. Remember that an overfat any
"The daily roar of artillery at the organ duet.
the ensuing year. The following offi
Second Gentleman—If It really was can be prevented, says A. J. Durant pullet makes no better a layer than
The Boy Scouts will hold their first
(roving grounds, where each new gun
cers were elected: Alfred Store:-, pres
a pleasure I doubt very much If It «as of the Missouri College of Agricul an overfat hen. She will become a vas test' d, added to the din of whis- Initiatory exercises in Library hall this
A Small Point
ident: Hadley H. Kuhn, vice president;
drone
iu
her
class.
my wife you met.
ture.
les, rushing trains, and rattling gears, week. Emery Wooster, Jr., is to be
Hadley H. Kuhn, cashier; A. M.
His Wife—So your client was ac
nade prewar Kuhr probably the noisi- their first candidate for the degree.
There are three forms of this dis
Brown, assistant cashier,
quitted of murder. On what grounds?
Striving to Please.
The High School play entitled "The
ease—one with swelling around the TO REDUCE FERTILIZER BILL st place on earth.
only a few members were present.
Lawyer—Insanity. We proved that
Little Clodhopper,” under the super
“I have here some flowers for a mur eyeball and enlargement of the bird's
Mrs. Potter read an interesting paper his father had spent five years In an
Great Guns Now Silent
vision of Mr. Milan and Miss Graves,
derer.”
on subjects chosen from "The Sur asylum.
head. Another Is diphtheritic, show Much Money Can Be Saved on Farms
“It is noisy enough now, but the is progressing Tapidiy.
"We have no murderers ln Plunk- ing cankerllke sores In the mouth and
vey.” The meetiing of next week will
Where
Live
Stock
Is
Kept
by
The following announcement may be
His Wife—But he didn’t, did he?
great guns are silent: Krupp makes
he with Mrs. Mabel C. Mayo, Jan.
vllle jail, madam,” said the town ser throat. The third form of roup Is the
Caring for Manure.
them no more. The big lathes that made: The four piece dance orches
Lawyer — Yes. He was a doctor
23. A full attendance is desired as
geant. “We have a wife beater; will so-called chlckeupox, in which sores
once made guns for every nation, from tra, consisting of cornet, trombone,
there, but we had not time to bring
important matters are to be discussed
he do?”
On furms where there are live Chile to China, now turn out shafting drums and piano, which has been re
or scabs form on the comb, wattles
Friends of Phineas W. Mank were that fact out.
stock—and most farms should have for marine and other engines. Box- hearsing regularly for the past few
and bare parts of the head.
seddened to hear of his untimely death
A Guld Conceit •* Himself.
rs for Belgium, car wheels for South weeks, is now ready lo play for dances
Proper management In feeding find live stock—It Is possible to eliminate
at Ills home in East Waldoboro. Mr.
Nosed It Out
She—Oh, Jack, will you still love housing the flock are the most impor much of the fertilizer bill. For the America, and whole tram-line sys and entertainments. It is thought
Mank had been in the stores in town
Joe—I wonder how Iron waa first
tems for the Dutch East Indies were that they will give regular dances later
me when I am old and ugly?
only a few days before his death and discovered.
tant measures In th» control of roup. manure from the animals, if taken
>me of the orders toeing filled when in the season.
seemed tn his usual health.
He—Certainly, ni.v dear. 1 slmn't Rnd cases of the disease should be care of, Is rich in these elements
Elston Cooper spent Tu°stlav night
Jack—I guess they smelt It—BoyY
I saw these giant works a few months
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has gone to
always
be
young
aud
handsome
myself,
which make plants grow and produce ago.
killed and burned.
at the home of Eaton Dyer.
Life.____________
Portland.
you know.
New books in :ho library are: The
food for man and beast.
"You can picture the size and scope
The Baptist church has extended a
call to Key. Guy McQuedie of Lowe,I,
Mars., who has preached here for two
weeks.
The many friends of Rev. O. G.
Ba mart} are glad to hear that he is
improving in health after his long anil
trying illness. Mr. Barnard has al
ways been most helpful to the people
of the town in case of illness and his
splendid work during the influenza it
1917 will not soon he forgotten l»y thus
to whom he ministered. He would
travel many miles through deep drifts
often on foot, to aid the doctors in
their work in the outlying districts

defied: fe
and oonDincijty iasie of
HATCHET/^ TEA
e mpfas izes ffe ~pfeGs
:
of Tea Time.

WE REPAIR RADIATORS
A. B. HIGGS

------------------- -

Footprints.
"Some men," eaid Uncle Eben<
“leaves footprints ln de sands of time,,
and others merely scatter deir tracks!
around neighborin’ chicken coops.”

Too Much Learning.
“After a mnn gets a certain amoumt
of education,” said Uncle Eben, “he hail
to learn to fohgit some of It So's If
won’t keep glttln’ In de way."—Washy
lugton Evening Star.

Full Explanation.
She was a film star of recent crea
tion, and she was paying Into the
bank the first Installment of her sal
ary. On the paylng-in slip were the
words "cheek" and "specie.” Oppo
site the first, which presented no diffl-'
culty, she wrote in the amount. And
opposite the second, after a little coy
hesitation, she wrote the word "fe
male.”
i
I

of this colossal plant when 1 tell you Adventures of: Reddy Fox; Johnny
that, literally, the coal and iron came Chuck; Peter Cottontail; Vnc’ Billy
in at one end of the flock of factories Possum: .Mr. Mocker; Jerry Muskrat;
>rg • at the other in the form of j Danny Meadow Meuse; Grandfather
and enter
finished locomotives,
loi nmatives, with steam op for
foe j,rrog:
Frog: >I hatterer, the Red Squirrel;
testing, or as plows, all painted a::d| Sammy Jay. Buster Bear; Old Mr.
ready for the farm. < i as the tines'. T. ad: Ceick'v Perky; Old Man Coynickeled instruments and tods.
lote: Paddy the Beaver: Poor Mrs.
“Asidefrom its truly ,"mazing in-| Quack, ln this list is also found: Old
dustrinl a.-pect3, with its singularly i Mother V/est Wind; Mother West
Wii|.,ie institution for as-1' Wind’s Children: Mother West Wind’s
ad^uaewelfate ^s^tu
! Aninl;J Ellepds; Mother West Wind's
d
L'.,,wn German'f-lory town-j Neighbors; Mother West Wind’s Why

Hookworm it World Menace.
Of the estimated 1,700,000.000 peo
Love—“Bedouin” and Otherwise,
ple Inhabiting the world, something
“
In love, man Is so simple, woman
more than itUO.UOO.OOO live in countries
where hookworm -infection Is a serious so wise. Man blunders along, taking
menace to hen It h and working efficien his chance as to whether he shall find
cy. With Increasing pressure for the favor or give offense; woman alone
the great moment lias
development of tropical and sub-tropi knows when
”‘’c""lc s’y*1
cal lands, ihc conirol of this disease— come, that moment when the time and
the place and the person are platted
as of malaria aud «-lec|itiig sickness—
smoky. r is the sort of Slones: Mother West Wind’s How
becomes a iiialler of serious Inlernu- Into the perfect pattern."—From "Be-1 m,„,,
douitt Love," by Arthur Weigall.
Ipiact you like to set—once."
(Stories; Mother "West Winrs When
tional concern—Thrift Magazine.
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Every-Other-Day

KNOX PROBATE COURT]
January Term, 1923—Adelhert L. Miles, Judge ; Henry
H. Payson, Register.

Stories of
Great Scouts

By Elmo

Scott
Watson

©. Western Newspaper Union.

Wilis probated: Lewis I). Evans late FORSYTH’S SCOUTS, THE ORIG
of Camden, Hester Annette Evans
INAL “ROUGH RIDERS”
Exx.; Helen N. McCurdy late of Rock
land. Arthur VV. McCurdy, Exr.; Clara
This Is the story of 51 scouts. In
E. Thurston late of Union, lrvllle C. stead of just one, for together they
Thurston Exr.: Helen W. Davis late won undying fame ln one of the
of Warren. N. B. Eastman Exr.
fiercest battles ever fought with the
Wills tiled for notice: Irene W.
Indians on the frontier. They were
Ileal late of Camden, naming Reuel
Robinson Exr.; Fred B. Robbins late Forsyth’s Scouts, the “Rough, Riders
of Rockland, naming Jessie L. Rob of 1808.” Gen. George A. Forsyth was
bins Exx.; George Warren Smith late their leader—"Sandy” Forsyth, he had
of Rockport, naming Benjamin !•'. been called ln Civil war days.
■Smith Exr.; Boyd S. Condon late of
The scouts left Fort Wallace, Kan.,
Rockland, naming Georgia I). Condon In pursuit of a hand of Dog Soldier
Exx.: Franklin B. Achorn late of Cheyennes who had been raiding In
Rockland, naming Asenath H. Achorn
western Kansas. Early one Septem
Exx.; Carrie A. Ross late of Rockport,
naming llattie F. Patterson Exx.; ber morning while they were camped
Caroline C. Crawford late of Camden, on the Arlckaree river ln eastern Colo
rado the Indians appeared and tried
naming Melzer T. Crawford Exr.
As the
Petition for administration <1. b. n. to stampede their horses.
c. t. a. Hied for notice: Estate Hattie scouts prepared to mount and give
E. Whitehouse late of Union, naming battle, Sharpe Grover, their guide,
Henry L. Withee Admr. d. b. n. c. t a. touched Forsyth on the arm.
“Oh,
Petitions for administration granted: heavens, general I” he cried, “look at
Estates Edna I! Moore late of Thom
aston, Stanley R. Cushing Admr.; the Indians!”
In the next Instant the surrounding
Marion E. Huse late of Camden,
hills and valleys were alive with sav
Arthur H. Huse Admr.
Petitions for administration tiled ages. who charged down upon the
and granted: Estates Arthur J. Green scouts, but were driven off by a few
late ofCam.lcn, Helen E. Green Admx. volleys.
Surrounded and hopelessly
Ralph T. Spear late of Rockport, Clyde outnumbered, there was hut one thing
L. Spear Admr.; Ada L. Greene late for Forsyth to do. In the center of
of Vinalhaven, Tyler M. Coombs
the stream was a little island on which
Admr.; Roland L. Cook late of Cam- I
grew a few small trees. "Make for
den. Z. II. Dwinal Admr.
Petitions for administration filed for the island, men!” shouted Forsyth.
notice: Estates William W. Southard “It’s our only chance."
late 'of Rockland, naming Joshua N.
They reached the Island just in time.
Southard Admr.: Henry I). Allen late While Indian rifieinen along the banks
of Thomaston, naming Frank B. Miller of the stream poured In a hot fire, a
Admr.
picked body of 500 warriors led hy
Petition for allowance granted: Es
the Cheyenne chief, Roman Nose,
tate Maty Walter, naming Warrer. D
i barged down upon them, Intending to
Walter.
Petition to determine inheritance ax ride over Forsyth’s hand in one red
granted: Estate Alden VV. Crouch, wave of destruction. The Indians
were beaten back, they settled down to
Arthur J. Titus Admr d. b. n. c. t. a.
Petition for license to sell personal besiege the scouts.
estate filed and granted: Estate Alice
Twenty-three of the 51 scouts had
VV. Wardwell, A. Walter Wardwell been killed or wounded when evening
Guardian.
came.
Forsyth was suffering from
Petitions for license to sell real es
tate granted: Estates Edward G. Hilt, three wounds and Lieut. Fred Beecher,
A. M. Hilt Conservator: Alice W. the second in command, had been
killed. as liad the only surgeon in the
Wardwell, A. Walter Wardwell Gdn.
Petitions for guardian granted: Es command.
tates Sarah Abbott of Thomaston,
For nine days, ln spite of hunger
W. J. Jameson Guardian; J. Oscar and wounds, the little band of scouts
Rust of Rockport. Hattie Mason Gdn. beat off the Cheyennes, until two of
Petitions for guardian filed and the scouts managed to slip through
granted: Estates Evelyn Francos Xiles
the Indian lines at night and guide a
of Rockland. Agnes M. Xiles Guard
ian; Walter Paton Dyer of North force of cavalry to their rescue. Once
Forsyth eave the unwounded scouts
Haven, Willi tm P. Dyer Guardian
Accounts allowed: Ertates Liller J. S. a chance to try to escape, leaving hint
J'oitdray, fi-st, Edward K. Gould Admr. and the other wounded to their fate,
c t. a.; Fred A. Butler, first and final. hut they refused. “We’ve fought to
Z. M. Dwinal Admr.; Arianna T. Simth, gether, and we’ll die together, if we
fourth. Frank I,. Luce Admr. c. t. a ; must 1” was their heroic answer.
Fred H. B-rry. sixth. Union Safe De
The island was named Beecher's
posit and Trust Company Trustee;
Charles A. Perry, first and final, X. IS. Island, in honor of their lieutenant,
Eastman Admr.; William Borneman, find today a monument stands on It
first and final. Orchard S. Borneman to mark forever the place where For
Admr.; Charles F. A. Newhall, first syth’s Scouts fought so bravely.
ar.d final, Alma J. Newhall Exx.:
Alden W. Crouch, first and final,
Arthur J. Titus Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a;
George
F.
Dickinson.
Elisha
H.
Brewster Admr.
Accounts filed anil allowed: Estates
Watson
Henry I,. Russel', first and final Ilda
A. Russell Admx.; Mary J. Greenlaw,
first, Edward A. Champney Exr.; John
©, Western Newspaper Union.
Ackerman, distribution, Frank H. InHOW JACK STILLWELL
grahafn Public Admr.; John Thomas
Singer, se .md, Marie B. Singer Guard
WHIPPED A RATTLESNAKE
ian.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Gen. “Sandy” Forsyth’s band of
Julia D. Farrington, first and final, scouts had been surrounded by Chief
Clyde W. Farrington Admr.; John H. Roman Nose's Cheyennes and in the
Brix, first, Frank B. Miller Exr.; Wil
sandy bed of the Arlckaree river in
liam W. Anderson, first, Frank B.
Miller Trustee; Timothy Donohue, first eastern Colorado they were fighting
for their lives one September day in
and final. Mary A. Donohue Exr.
Inventories filed:
Estates Hazel 1S68. They had no food; their doc
Amanda and Elmer Ellsworth Young, tor had been killed, and relief must
$5; Alice Waterman et al, $1730.25; come soon if they were to be saved.
Frances S. Carver. $2160.00; Ethel E. Forsyth culled for volunteers to go to
Thurston. $2151.54; Gertrude R. Green Fort Wallace, Kan., 100 miles away,
law; $431.72; Oscar Jacobson, $900;
for aid.
David Thompson, $1975.57; Lucy M.
Every unwounded man at once of
Cutler, $13)0.53; Charles VV. Condon,
fered himself for the perilous journey,
$260.

Stories of
Great Scouts

On Both Sides of the Counter.
If you attempt to beat a man down
and so get his goods for less tluig a
fair price, you are attempting to com
mit burglary as much as though you
broke Into his sliqp to take the things
without paying for them.—There Is
cheating on both sides of the counter,
and generally less behind it than be
fore.—Henry Ward Beecher.

Look for the Mark!
The
„ Norwegian
_
egw “Fisher
man Mark
____ ” of quality and
goodness
Iness that is on every
. _tt!e of

cott's Emulsion.

issures you health-building, *
zitamine • bearing cod • liver
, oil in its purest form,
pleasant to take,
' readily assimilated
and transformed
into strength.
The “ Fisherman
Mark ” should be on every
bottle of emulsion you buy.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
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SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
125S-tf

P-SOLD EVERYWHERE

< '

Ryzon
»/• Ws —• e>»>

BAKING POWDER
you use Jess

hut the general selected Pete Trudeau,
an old hunter, and Jack Stillwell, a
hoy of nineteen. When night came
the two scouts started. Taking off
their hoots, they walked backward
down the dry river bed In tneir stock
ing feet to deceive any Indians who
might come upon their trail.
When morning came they hid in a
dry ravine within sight and sound of
an Indian camp. They had nothing to
ent or drink, aud the sun beat upon
tliem fiercely all day long. On the nou ntug of the fourth day they found them
selves on the open plain with no cover
In sight.
Suddenly they catne upon the skele
ton of a huffulo surrounded by a rank
grswth of green grass. Into this
sctAty refuge Trudeau and Stillwell
tpstily crept. They were not n min
ute too soon. A large party of In
dians appeared and halted within a
hundred yards of their hiding place.
The scouts were hugging the ground
when Trudeau heard a hiss in the
grass In front of him, and a second
lot ir a big rattlesnake crawled slug
gishly out and eoilid within a foot
of the scout's head.
Stillwell was chewing tobacco,
and Just before the snake sounded
his deadly rattle, the young scout
leaned forward and shot the spray
of tobacco Juice squarely into the
open Jaws aud eyes of the reptile.
The rattler could not stand such a
dose. He crawled hastily away. The
Indians soon passed on without dis
covering the scouts. Stillwell’s lucky
shot had saved their lives.
Forty-eight hours later the two men
reached Fort Wallace. Trudeau was
completely broken hy his terrible ex
perience and he died a few days later,
but when the relief expedition left
Fort Wallace the undaunted Stillwell
rode at Its head. He lived to become
a Judge ln Texas and a leading figure
In that stute until his death a few
years ago.

TEACH LITTLE PIGS
TO EAT WHEN YOUNG
Customary

to

Wean

Porkers

When Six Weeks Old.
Small Pen Affords Opportunity te
Feed Them Apple Parings, Sprout
ed Grains, Alfalfa Meal and
Separator Milk.
The owner makes more profit when
his pigs learn to eat at an early uge
it Is customary to wean pigs when
they are about six weeks old, us thut
Is about as long a time as the sow can
afford to suckle them. If the young
pigs learn to eat before weaning, they
do not suffer a setback at the loss of
the mother's milk.
There is no better wny to tench
young pigs to eat than to give then'

A Useful Pig Creep.

SUNSET
Charles A. Packard is confined to ’he
house with the grip.
Mr. and MI'S. Rupert Howard of
Ingle are spending a few days at B. F.
Howard's.
Mjss Dorothy Sylvester is visiting
riends at Islesboro.
The church aid held its annual bus- •
iness meeting, to plan work fcr *.'.n
New Year at the house of Mrs. Ccellc
’aifkin on Wednesday last. After thbusiness was over refreshments wee?
terved.
Capt. Avery Marshall it the schoonr "Hattie Loring” met with what
might have been a serious accident one
lay last week when he was caught nod
pulled into his engine. He was bruised
ind cut about the head before the m
ine was finally stopped.
The local school has dosed for a four
weeks’ vacation.
There lias been a go d nature.! ri,'aliy among the farmers of this co onuoity in hog raising. The banner
mg of 3'-0 pounds was >-ais?d by Fred
.. Sylvester of Edgewood Farm. A
lose second weighing 342 pounds was
awneel by Burton Brown. The third.
;30 pounds, (the difference in weight
irobabiy being caused by much messiring' was the property of Frank I).
McVeigh. Next in line were as foiows: George M. Dodge 322: Moses
Innls 303; Vida Sylvester 275, and
Jeorge Hardy 230. The young pigs
vere bought front James Brown a.id
•’rank Beverage r.f North Haven.

REACH—DEER ISLE

the run of a small pen where they
Parker Eaton and Lester Gray made
can find appetizers such as apple par
ings, sprouted graius, alfalfa meal i business trip to Deer Isle recently.
FrPd Eaton and brother Moody who
and warm separator milk in a small
lave been scalloping have hauled th -ir
clean trough.
>oat up for the winter as the ice iThe drawing shows such a pen In olid as far as Hog Island.
the corner of the barnyard or hogyard. The bottom board of the fence
ROCKPORT
Is removed, which leaves an opening
large enough for a six-weeks old pig
Mrs. Josephine Spearing and grandhut not large enough to permit the en laughter, of Auburn, were guests of
trance of the sow or oilier large hogs .Ira. S. F. Smith Thursday.

■
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SHIP

VEAL, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY 1
ETC.
B
i

—TO—

fei

N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
One of the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 155-12]

473 pounds of rye. to produce 100
pounds of pork. The rye would have
returned a grenter profit If It had been
sold us a cash crop. Even when the
hogs were allowed about one-fourth
of a pound of tankage dally In addition
to the rye, they consumed 034 pounds
of rye as compared with 220 pounds ol
corn for 100 pounds of pork produced

EXTENSION WORKER IS HELF
Found Most Successful in Conducting
Demonstrations of Farm and
Home Practices.
Over 2,100 of the 2,850 agriculture’
counties ln the United States einplo.'
at least one agricultural extensloi
worker, who acts as a Joint represen
tatlve of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture and the State Ag
rlcultural college ln conducting demon
strations of farm and home practice
found most successful by experiment)
of these Institutions. They also give
advice and assistance In farming mat
ters by personal visits, correspondence
telephone messages, community meet
ings and articles in the local press.

ALFALFA IS PREFERRED CRCF
Heavier Yield of Hay Produced or
Fertile, Well-Drained Soils Than
of 8weet Clover.
Sweet clover la not recommended In
preference to alfalfa for heavy, fer
tile. well-drained soils that are well
supplied with lime, and free from
quack grass, or June grass, unless the
cost of seeding must be considered. It
will grow to perfection on such soils
but alfalfa usually produces heavier
crop* of hay per acre.

Safety.

“Yes,” said Mrs. Pluglelgh, "I al
ways keep my dog tied up. I never
can be sure when some trump might
come along and bite hint or steal hla
bone—Richmond Tlmes-Dlspatch.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

m

Eastern Standard Time

w j

Trains Leave Rockland foi

New York

TOOLS
MAKE THE WORK EASIER
K&W TOOLS
and

give eminent satisfaction
are very reasonably priced.
WJile today for our 180 page Free Catalog.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

i:

Supplying Fanncrt

PORTLAND. MAINE.

neecb since 1858.

i 1.10 p. IU.

Portland. A£7.00 a. m , 17.30 a.m., fl.lOp. m..
to 30 p rr..
Waterville A §7.00 a m., *7.30a.m. 11.10p.ra.
Woolwich. (7.00 a.m., 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m..
15.30 p. ni.
,
1 Daily, except Sunday.
(Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
I). C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24*22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger AgL

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6.00 P M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M ;
Belfast 7 15 A M. ; Bucksport V 00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A. M
Return-—Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and wny
landings, due the following morning about
7 00 A. M

MT. DESERT

A.

BLUEHILL LINES

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wedneodavs at 5 A. M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
A. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays a-t 5 A. M for
hark Harbor, Bggeinoggin, South Brooksville
Sargentvllle. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluehili. due Bluelilll 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings
At bxsion connection Is made via the Meiropoiiian Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
hi; ft Fn ight Service between Porilaud aud
New York is resumed from the New State
Pier, Portland. Me.

Every

Through rates and direct track connexions
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk IUI1loads

F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine
R S SHERMAN. Agent. Rrmkland. Maine

Poultryman

Professional &, Business Cards

is interested in Winter Eggs, Better Methods,
More Production, Good Hatches, Strong Chick
ens, Big Profits, and Less Labor.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
Residence until 9 A. M. end by Appointment

All these and many other secrets are told in the
1923 Park & Pollard YEAR BOOK and ALMANAC.

Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149

This took contains 72 pages and T75 illustra
tions; is valuable to everybody that keeps chick
ens. A postal card will bring it to your door free
if your dealer does not have a copy for you.

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBesth

Send dealer’s name and address with your re
quest.
. *

Telephone 136

Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS t SUNDAYS 8Y APPOINTMENT

/

The Park & Pollard Co.
Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Originators of Dry Mash

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour*. 9 to
Residence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
17 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
0EVtLOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

CWWOfl -5 or CMC
mjm.KXLUio co

370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
--.on ci —

X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER

t

ROCKVILLE.
Mr. Bowes, the undertaker drove
last Sunday on his way to Union. He
vas obliged to help shovel ln order to
et as far as this place where he took
tinner with Mr. aud Mrs. Oscar Caroil. After reaching West Rockport
ie found the roads so badiy drifted he
vas obliged to leave his team there
tnd with snowshoes, traveled to the
rolley line, and took a car for Rockind. The next da.v he got through to
'nlon.
Faroline Barrows who attends High
School in Rockland went down as
isual Friday morning and got storm
laid. She was unable to reach home
inti! Tuesday night.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5 30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Trives Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington. Nor.h 11?veil,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
General .Manager
Rockland, Maine, Jun’y 6, 1923

Augustu.AS7.00a.nl. 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
Bwgor. A (7.00 a. in. 17.30 a. n>., fl.lOp. in.
Bath A|7.00a. ni., 17.30a.m., fl.10 p ni.
t5 30 p. m.
Boston. Af7.00n.in., t7.30a.rn., tl.10p.in.
Brunswick A §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. iu.. 11.10
p. in . 15 30 p. m.,
Lewiston. A 57.00 u. m. t?.3O a.m., It.10 p m.

LOUISE WADSWORTH POTTLE

It is with a deep feeling of sadness
hat Rockpcrt loses a highly respected
nd dearly loved resident. Mrs. Louise
Vadsworth Pottle, who died at her
wme Jan. 16, after an illness of sev•ral weeks. Mrs. Pottle was -born in
Ancolnville, Dec. 7, 1813. the only
laughter of William and Mary (Drinkvater) Wadsworth, thus giving her
■laim to distinguished ancestry. She
lad an unusual talent fnr music and in
ter young days was « leader at all
nusical gatherings. Only two weeks
icfore her death she asked to sit up—
walked to the piano and for an hour
dayed many of her old favorites from
nemory. She was essentially a home
oving woman, her life being one of
levotion and sacrifice to her family,
ler health has been failing for months
>ut her keen intellect was not dimmed
ly advancing years or the encroachHOGGING DOWN SMALL GRAIN nents of disease.
ln early 1 fe she united with the
Three Years’ Test at Ohio Shows Prac Methodist church and ‘the Christmas
ust passed was made happier for the
tice With Rye Is Unprofitable
nany lonely ones hy her planning and
With Hogs.
houghtfulness. She married Joseph
■Varren Potle of Searsmont and moved
Whether or not It will pay to hog o Rockport, where she has since re
down small grains will depend upon dded.
circumstances, but probably It will not
Thrpe daughters mourn her loss,
Hogging down rye was found to be an Mrs. E. A. Wentworth, Mrs. Elmer C.
unprofitable practice In pork produc It. Clair of Rockport and Miss Mabie
tion ln a three years' test at the Ohio V. Pottle of Washington, D. C. The
experiment station. The average dally uneral services were held Friday
•fternoon, conducted by Rev. H. I.
gain of the hogs on rye wns less than io!t of Camden and Rev. Andrew
one-half of a pound, whereas when 'oung cf Rockport. The bearers were
com aud tankage formed the conceit
'apt: Charles Wooster. C. A. Gardner,
trates and clover wns used for pasture 'hester P. Wentworth and Enos E.
gains of more than one pound a day ngraham.
Interment at Amshury
were secured, ln addition, It required Mill.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND

I*.
If

WEEznjiaEizaaaBiB

Mr. and Mrs Fred W. Shibles, who
ave been confined to their home by
llnesa, are convalescing.
Mrs. C. E. Grotton was the guest of
Pronounced Detrimental Effect Noted
Ir. and Mrs. Sturgis Grotton in Rockat Geneva Station by Adding
nnd Wednesday.
Wheat Straw.
Miss Cora Whitney, the young
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Surprising results have been ob A'h'tney, celebrated her ninth birthtained by soil and crop experts nt lay Tuesday at the Hoboken School
Geneva. New Y’ork, in a series of tests oom at the close of the afternoon
recently completed, from the use of tesskn. entertaining very pleasantly
wheat straw with horse manure. When he pupils of the second, third anti
fresh straw was added to manure and ourth grades. Games and folk danrapplied to growing crops, a pronounced ng were enjoyed. A birthday cake
detrimental effect was noted 8s com vas one of the attractive features o.'
he occasion.

pared with crops where fresh manure
was used alone. It was further ob
served that when straw was added to
the manure, together with some pre
servative, a marked loss of the organic
matter of the manure resulted. The
loss of organic matter amounted to
53 per cent during an Interval of four
months where peat was added to ma
nure-straw mixture and only 32 per
cent where the peat was added to
manure alone.
The best results appear to follow
the use of acid phosphate with innnure
ln the stables. A couple of handfuls
of the acid phosphate Is scattered In
each stall euch day and the animals
are allowed to trample It into the tun
nure. The manure can then he stored
in a ctvered shed, or pit, until It can
he spread ln the field.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

I

VALUE OF MANURE REDUCED

Error In Education.
Clean Unprotected Pictures.
In trying to teach children a great
Cotton-wool dipped ln a little methyl
deal ln a short time, they are treated ated spirit will effectually clean unpro
not as though the race they were to tected photographs without iu an way
run' was for life, but simply a three- destroying their polished surface.
mile heat.—Horace Mann.

Stick to Gospel of Help.
Whether we ourselves are able to
climb or not, we should be ready to
help others up whenever we are given
I
the opportunity.

Page Five

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
Author’s Reflections.
■“Do anything you like.’ he said
she sahl, ’except he commonplace and
respectable.* . . . ’Here he ton few
fools to go roinitl, what with the
emancipation of women and hygienic
underwear!’ ”—Gllelte Burgess.
“Jehu."
Jehu ns a colloquial name for a
coachman, or for one who drives reck-'
lessly, is derived from a biblical
source, II Kings, 9:20, "the driving
Is like the driving of Jehu the son of
Nitnehl, for he drivetli furiously.”

N this age when science has made light,

I

power and water everywhere available,
when machinery has lessened laljor and
anaesthetics have dulled the edge of pain, the
funeral director has utilized science to lighten
the burden of the sorrowing.
With the aid of science he is able to protect
the family and the community from the danger
of contagion, to make transportation safe, ami
lo remove the traces of illness and unnaturalr.ess which used to accentuate the grief caused
by death.
With the help of professionally trained assist
ants, modern equipment, motorized convey
ances, and often a fine funeral home or chapel,
lie is able to relieve the family of all details,
and perform a service that brings comfort in
the darkest hour and affords the consoling
consciousness that the last tribute has
been fitting and licautiful.
Pefrcluecd hy permission of The Cincinncii C'-ffinCampat.yl'om a < jp vnqhtrJ oilverlisctacnt wktih a. Gredin
1 he
l.ueKing Pest of Nau. i j, 1^21.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANV
Undertakers Since 1849
Nipl.* Trlephoae 7SI-W Rot KI.AXD. Day Tc!-ption» 4J0.
Giftk bjrdir mihleltir Ontesa. Ahsiagt No.iltn:

© C.C. Co. Stpt. J02i

Arctic Possibilities.
Donald B. MacMillan lias returned
from his year's exploration of Baffin
bay In ttie Bowdoln with ttie news that
the western coast of Itallin land has
been incorrectly mapped anil its
waters misleadingly charted. There
are many who will say. “Interesting,
bnt what of It?"
But there Is this about MacMillan’s
discovery. It Is not at all impossible
that It will have a very real und
practical value. The economic poten
tialities of the Arctic we know very
little about. Explorers h.ve, as a rule,
been little eon<'erne(j w|t|, ,|ie econom
ic features of the northern wastes,
hut there may comp a day when the
world will ha much concerned about
them. Gil bus been found far north,
end some day there may he oil wells
in Baffin land. The charting of the
waters of Baffin bay will then assume
a niw Importance.—New York Herald.

75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
L. W. BENNER

All Kinds of Real Estate
ROCKLAND

2 NORTH MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 733-1

88-tf

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance

Not Bad.
Succeseor to A. J. Erekine & Co.
There Is a brilliant young Britisher 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
in Washington, the correspondent of
a famous British Journal, who has not
EDWARD K. GOULD
been able to realize that the United
States has really voted Itself dry. This
Attorney at Law
has become somewhat of an obsession
on his part, and many incidents of COR. TILL^CN AVE. end MAIN FT.
everyday life afford him opportunity
for witty sallies ln this relation. Re
A. C. MOORE
cently he ni g tided a muslcaie, and
after an artist had rendered “Drink to
Piano Tuner
Me Only With Thine Eves," the Briton
With the Maine Musio Company
wns asked by some one who was the
composer. “Really, for the moment
I have forgotten," he replied, “but one
Distinctiveness of
plight say that/ whoever be the com
design appeals
poser, It Is opus IS.”
Especially Then.
Silence Is golden—especially when
you know your “alibi” won . he satisfactory to your wife.—Boston Evening

to everyone.
Apperson
has
this.

7j

Transi ript.

Always a Supply.
Other things may he scarce; but
there is always enough castor oil,
Arkansas Thomas Cut.

C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave.

IN OLD

THOMASTON
Mrs. Ellis Copeland entertained the
Fortnightly Club Friday evening.
Mrs. Ear! F. Wilson of Camden was
in town Friday.
At the regular meeting of the R. H.
Counce Engine company the following
officers 'were elected: Foreman, John
Hanly: second foreman, Ernest Gray;
steward, John Richards; clerk. May
nard Wentworth; pipemen, Donald
Whitney and Fred Davis; foreman* of
hose,
Chester Smalley;
standard
bearer, Randall Jones.
Announcements have been received
here of the marriage of Miss Pauline
Strong of Waverley and Herche Hall
of the U. S. Navy.
The Thomaston Locals play the
Camden Locals in the Arcade, Rock
land, Tuesday evening.
Edward Winslow is spending a few ;
days in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern were
guests of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles on
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrews and
Mrs. I. E. Luce, who have been spend
ing several weeks in Augusta, return
ed home Tuesday.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Fannie Ruggles, re
turned to Rockland today to spend
the remainder of the winter with her
daughter. Mrs, E. P. Ahern.
Mrs. Cora Kelleran of Cushing has
been visiting relatives for a few days.
Don’t forget the basketball game in
Watts hall Monday night, when the
girls and boys of the Warren High
School play Thomaston High.
Tuesday evening the officers of
Orient Lodge F. & A. M. were installed
by W. C. Lenfest, assisted by J. E.
Watts as marshal and Alpheus Jones
as chaplain The officers installed are
as follows: W. M„ Frank A. Beverage;
S. W„ Samuel Reed; J. W„ Charles H
Woodcock; secretary, A. J. Elliot;
treasurer. R O. Elliot; marshal, W. B.
Mathews; chaplain. W. C. Lenfest: S.
D„ Harry Whitehill: J. D„ Yeatton
Robinson; S. S., Hollie Harrington:
J. S„ Bowdoin A. Lermond; tyler.
■Ward M. Grafton. One of George
Moore’s delicious clam stews was
served in the banquet room.
"The Fruit of the Righteous" will be
the sermon subject at the Baptist
church Sunday morning and the child
ren's sermon, "The Golden Image." A
mixed quartet will sing, "Memories of
Galilee” by Palmer and "Tread Softly ’
by Doane The Church school as
sembles at 11.50 a. m.
The peoples
service at 7 p. m. begins with singing
by the congregation which will be sup
plemented by special numbers by the
church ' choir;
pastor’s
subject.
"Jonah’s Flight." As a prelude to the
sermon the pastor will tell the story
of "A Young Scotch gardn’er who fell
in love with his employer's only
daughter.”
Choir rehearsal Monday
evening, and the service of prayer and
praise Thursday evening at 7 o'clock,
subject for discussion, "The Women at
the Well."

Who is the best looking man in
Knox county?—adv.
7-10

CAMDEN
During November and December the
district health nurse made 1S5 visits.
Mrs. A. L. Worthing is visiting rela
tives in Whitman, Mass.
A concert in behalf of the District
Nursing Association is being arranged
by Miss Edith Clarke Patterson, as
sisted by Richard Parkinson. Such a
concert with such artists is assured
of success.
A joint meeting of the men anti
women of the Farm Bureau is set for
Jan. 22 in the Grange hall, at 10.30
This is an all day meeting with baskei
lunch.
The F. J. Blood house on Maple
street has been purchased by O. It
Brown. The Bloods will move to RosIindale, Mass.
The Eastern Star meets Monday
night with picnic supper at 8.30.
The Camden Athletic Club plans a
dance Feb. 2.
Installation of Megunticook Encamp
ment takes place Jan. 25.
Miss Lillian Bixby has gone tc
Waterville where she is the guest of
her brother.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will hold
a sale of cooked food at Carlton Pas
cal’s store Saturday. Sale opens at 10
o’clock.
The Camden Athletic Club will hold
a dance in the opera house Friday,
Feb. 2.
Mrs. H. Woodcock will entertain the
Methodist Ladies’ Aid at her home
next Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Flora Barnard is visiting rela
tives in Marlboro, Mass.
George Thomas has returned from a
business trip to New York and Boston
The funeral of John D. Knowlton
Jr., was held at the home of his pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John D. Knowlton,
with whom he made his home at 2'
Union street, Jan. 11. The deceased
was born in Camden 41 years ago, and
lor many years was engaged in public
carriage and auto business. He was
always courteous and obliging, and will
he missed by a wide circle of friends.
The many beautiful floral pieces ex
pressed kind thoughts from his many
friends. He is survived by his pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John D. Knowlton,
and two sisters, Mrs. Walter E. Thurs
ton of Camden and Mrs. John I). Shepher of Rockland.

Australian Gold.
It was In 1851, two years after the
finding of gold in California, that the
precious metal was discovered in Aus
tralia. In Go years two and one-half
billions of 9G per cent pure gold were
produced there.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK

SHIPPING

TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

DAYS

In Everybody's Column

When They Used To Turn To and
Saw the Pastor's Wood

the Prosperous Shore Town* of Knox County
Reckoned Its Possessions By the Ton.

When

The generation of today has no personal knowledge of those far-off
times when wooden shipping was a glory of Knox county. Let The Cou
rier-Gazette revive in the hearts of the older citizens, and bring to the
minds of the younger, a knowledge of that period by printing a document
furnished it by William G. Wushburn of Thomaston, being a List of Ves
sels owned and documented at that thriving tow’n on .lan. 1. 1879. Names
of vessels and their agents are the only things in this Impressive list now
remaining to murk those days of maritime prosperity. The men charged
with their business management have all turned in their accounts and
the great part of them passed on to another world; the hones of the gal
lant craft have disappeared beneath the waves, or whiten many a rocky
shore from New Foundland to the Gulf of Mexico.
Of the total list of 106 craft here enumerated not one remains, with
the possible exception of the ship I.. B. Burgess, a number of years ago
converted into a coal barge; and the little schooner Rienzi, owned "down
east" and last heard of as carrying lumber—ami both these may also by
this time have been lost.

SHIPS
Names
A. McCullum.
Andrew Johnson,
Abner I. Benyon,
Alfred D. Snow,
Alex. Gibson,
Belle O'Brien.
Baring Brothers,
Corsica.
Edward O’Brien,
Eliza McNeal,
Frank F. Curling,
H. S. Gregory,
Henry L. Richardson,
Harvey Mills,
Jane Fish,
John Bryce,
Joseph S. Spinney,
John T. Berry,
Kendrick Fish.
Loretto Fish,
L. B. Gillchrest,
Levi G. Burgess,
2035
Samuel Watts,
William A. Campbell, 1539

Where and When Built
Thomaston,
187

Agents
Edward O’Brien
Edward O'Brien
Samuel Watts,
Samuel Watts.
Edward O'Brien
Edward O’Brien
Edward O’Brien
Stetson,Gerry&Co.
Edward O'Brien
Samuel Watts
Edward O'Brien.
Samuel Watts,
Samuel Watts,
: Harvey Mills.
I Samuel Watts,
Edward O'Brien.
I Harvey Mills,
Samuel Watts
1 Samuel Watts.
I Samuel Watts,
I Samuel Watts.
Samuel Watts
Samuel Watts,
Edward O’Brien.

1870
1866

BARQUES

F.

635
J. McLellan,
Hattie G. McFarland. 548
714
Kate Harding.
644
Levanter,
Minnie M. Watts,
1023
1011
Martha A. McNeal.
585
Nicholas Thayer,

••

Will Carleton says, and I often won
der if they do "the same” at the old
church as they did 40 years ago. I
read this in Dad's diary;
“Monday, Feb. 12, 1883. Clear with
strong northerly breeze, snow blowing,
snowed some during the night. Went
up to Mr. Vinal's (Rev, F. A. Vinal.
the pastor) this forenoon and shoveled
the snow from his woodpile. This
afternoon there were 42 met and sawed
and split and put in four cords of wood
for him. It was done in less than
two hours. This evening met at his
house, some 100 or more, and had a
good social time and left him quite a |
sum of money."
Some of my older readers will prob- 1
ably remember this. 1 do not, as I was
working on Clark Island at the time
and not able to attend the "sociable.”
Whether 1 would have attended the
chopping bee had 1 been home is a
question. 1 never dirt like to saw
wood.
"Wednesday, Jan. 10, H. F. Kai!ooh
and 1 went to the meetinghouse ami
sawed wood, part of the forenoon.
Then went to Pastor Vinal's and sawe 1
for him awhile.”
"Jan. 24. H. F. Kalloeh and 1 went
up to the meetinghouse this p. m. and'
sawed one cord of hard wood.”
"Jan. 7U Shall have prayer meeting
every evening next week.” 1 find on,
reading the diary that they kept up the
meetings for a month.
"Jemes 2:17. Even so faith, if it
hat a not works, is dead, being alone.”
To discover if the faith of the&p Har
bor people of 40 years ago was a liv
ing faith. 1 read Dad's diary through,
disclcsing how they shoveled off the
sidewalk, sawed wood, kept the meet
ing house in condition and did various
other commendable things.
The memory of some men and wom
en still living goes back to “The Old
Ch'ttch on the Hill," with its woodstoves at the front part, and stovepipe
running the length of the church, oil
burning lamps, etc. Now everything,
about the church is modern.

Daphne,

426

Abbie Dunn,
Ada F. Whitney,
Addie Fuller,
Almeda Willey.
Amos Walker.
Annie Bliss,
Ann Maria,
Alice Jane,
Banner,
Carrie Walker,
Cassie Jameson,
Castellano,
Cathie C. Berry,
Charles,
Charles F. Heyer,
C. W. Lewis,
Charlotte Fish,
Delaware,
Effie J. Simmons,
Ella M. 'Watts,
Ella Pressey,
Ella M. Barter.
Etta A. Stimpson,
Fairy Queen,
Franklin,
Fly.
General Worth,
Georgia B. McFarland.
Georgia Linwood,
Grace Bradley,
Grace Andrews,
Hattie Turner,
Helen Tee,
I. W. Crawford,
Ida & Annie,
.1. K. Baker,
lames Young,
lames Freeman,
Jennie F. Willey,
Joseph Souther.
J. A. Levensaler,
Lizzie Carr.
Lizzie Bell.
Lizzie Heyer,
Lizzie Wilson.
Loretto, Fish,
Louisa Bliss,
Live Yankee,
Maggie M. Rivers.
Mary A. Power,
Mary B. Smith,
May McFarland.
Malissa A. Willey,
Nettie Cushing.
Pulaski,
Planter,
Rienzi.
R. Baker, Jr.,
Republican,
Silver Spray,
Samttel Fish.
Seventy-six,
Segochet,
Silk Worm,
Telegraph.
Thomas R. Pillsbury,
Veto,
Washington Freeman.
William Slater,
Yankee Lass,

280
312

1865

-

T W Dunn,

SCHOONERS
217
426

365
2:14

23
21

9
73
13
19
267
20
439
568
295
9
17
73
54
262
57
309
381

316
429
12

Thomaston,

T. W. Dunn,
Geo. K. Washburn
Edgar Stackpole
T. W. Dunn,
T. W. Dunn,
Samuel Watts,
William B. Morse.
Henry Simmons,
Chas. Cazalis,
T. W. Dunn,
Atwood Levensaler
E. K. O’Brien,
Samuel Watts,
Isaac Geyer,
T. W. Dunn.
Samuel Watts,
C. W. Stimpson.
J.O.Cushing & Co.
T. W. Dunn,
Seth S. Gerry.
Chas. Waterman,
T. W. Dunn,
Serb S. Gerry’.
Daniel W, Teel,
G. K. Washburn.
G. W. Marshall,
II. A. Davis.
T. W. Dunn.
G. A. Trefethf-n,
Samuel Watts,
Seth S. Gerry.
Samuel Watts,
Jas. Chadwick,
W. It. Davis,
T. W. Dunn,
l.O.Cllshing & Co.
T. W. Dunn,
A. G. Keller,
T. W. Dunn,
Samttel Watts,
H. A. Winslow,
T. W. Dunn,
J. A. Creighton,
T. W. Dunn.
T. W. Dunn,Samuel Watts,
T. W. Dunn,
Chas, Walker,
T. W. Dunn,
Samuel Watts,
J. A. Creighton,
Atwood Levensaler
T. W. Dunn,
Chas. Waterman,
J.OjCushing & Co.
William Geyer.
.1. A. Creighton,
J.O.Cushing & Co.
David Thompson,
J. A. Creighton.
C. W. Stimpson.
T. W. Dunn,
O. E. Copeland.
Leonard Grover,
J.O.Cushing & Co.
Samuel Watts,
J. A. Creighton,
J. A. Creighton,
Stetson,Cerry&Cn.
Alonzo Thompson.

Southport, Me.,
Boothbay, Me.,
Gloucester, Mass.,
Thomaston,

Belfast, Me.,
Thomaston.
Unknown,
Thomaston,

1867
1870
1867
1874
1872
1871
1847
1846
1837
1887
1874
1850
1873

1870
1875
1888
Waldoboro, Me.,
1828
Essex, Mass.,
1871
Thomaston,
1873
1871
1873
1874
Unknown
Bristol, Me.,
1822
New London. Ct.,
Unknown,
Barnstable Bay, 5Mass..
1869
Thomaston,
1871
Bristol, Me.,
1873
Thomaston,
•*
1874
••
1872
Bradford's Island.
Waterford, Conn..
Friendship, Me..
Dennis, Mass.,
Thomaston.
Portsmouth, N. H
Thomaston,
**

Waldoboro,
Thomaston.
Unknown.
Thomaston.

1869

1869

Snow shoveling is all the rage at
present.
Saint George Grange held its annual
installation last Wednesday evening
with Past Master” Frank Robinson as
installing officer. The program con
sisted of readings, vocal and instru
mental music, followed by a short
sketch entitled “Out of the Tangle" bysix members* Hpnry Robinson, Sarah
,'addy. Gladys Brown, Russel Thomas,
Earl Kenney and Winslow Robinson
Last but not least a baked bean sup
per was served to about 90 patrons ani
friends. All reported a good time
Henry Ewell Is on the sick list.
Arthur Thomas is having a pipeless
furnace installed in his home
Mrs.
Nellie Kinney entertained
friends Sunday.

WARREN

Steady Employment

LOST—-During lidllrtays, nickel paper-liox
Will Under return Io M ft. RVftftMtR, Thom
s»«nn Reward

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
Telephone 851-W,

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

Apply to Mr. Small

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
Doctor
HAB

say folks oughter

SLEEPin'-POACK ,

A

BUT AH

rs

GOT

ONE-

LEAS' - WAYS , HITS
SLF.EPIN'-POACH FUH

WEN

A

ME

DE OLE 'OMAN RUN

ME OUT O' DOAHS
AT
NIGHT.'
, ---------------------

WANTED - Girl for general housework, ai 14
MYRTLE ST.. Rockland __ !l*li
WANTED —Woman for general liousewiarl{ Apply ai Recruiting Office, second floor Poo
Dr. William Hahn had the misfort Office building.
t»-ll
une qf breaking a rib Tuesday whi'e
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
I.imemck
a:
reed.
’
jpft
walking on skis to visit a patient.

FRIENDSHIP

Benton Brown is seriously ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morton have
moved onto their farm at East Friend
ship, where they are engaged in poul
try business.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Wallace have re
turned to their home at the village
after housekeeping for Mrs. A. O. Wal
lace, who has been ill.
Mrs. Floyd Simmons, who is in poor
health is at Silsby’s hospital for treat
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Burns are
housekeeping in
Mr.
Armstrong's
house, formerly the Foster Davis house.
Mrs. Aurelia B. Bradford
|
Mrs. Aurelia I Burrows) Bradford,
widow of the late George W. Bradford,
died Nov. 26 Deceased was horn in
Camden, Get. 16. 1837. Later her pa
rents moved to Friendship, where sin
married, lived and reared two children,
a son. Capt. Elmer G., and a daughter.
Mr.i. Wm. Dingle, with whom
;h‘
lived in Malden' where they moved
several years ago. Mrs. Bradford was
of a sympathetic and genial dispose
tion, always seeing the happy side of
things and making many friends. Gf
a family of eight children only one
brother. Rufftis Burrows of Thomaston,
is still living.

Cep>r>gni. 192 2 d, McOurc N«*»p*p«f Syndicate.

HIBBERT’S GORE
One of the sandest things that has
ever happened in this vicinity was
the burning of Winfield Savage's camp
home with his three little children
Ian. 16 about 10 o’clock in the fore
noon. His was one of several camp
homes of the crew working in and
about Charles Bowe's Mill on Hib
bert’s Gore which is operating on this
Gore about two miles north of North
Washington, near what Is known as
The Bog Bridge." Mrs. Savage, the
mother of the children, went to the
brook for a pail of water and alsi
went to another cam]) to get some gro
ceries. Mr. Rowe was returning from
the Mill to his camp near the Savage
camp and found it was on tire. He
broke in but it was all a sheet of
flames inside. No one knows how the
fire started as the three children were
the only ones present. The oldest boy.
Edward, was four years old in Noember, the little girl, Annie, was near
ly three, and the baby, Malcolm, was
bout nine months old. All their fur
niture and clothing except what the-.'
hart on and marly $30 in money was
burned. This was the largest camp in
the group, consisting of three rooms,
wita the only door on the front end.
the first room next to the outside dom
was the kitchen, the next or middle
room was used for a dining and living
room and the third in the end farthest
from the door was the sleeping room.
This, it seems, was where the children
were, or at least was where the little
that was left of them was found.
Whether they fled there when the fl:—
started or that they might have been
playing on the bed and got trapped hi
this room will never be known. Mr.
Savage is one of the teamsters and
was a long ways from the camp when
it happened. The grief-stricken pa
rents have the heartfelt sympathy of
their host of friends in this great sor
row. Funeral services were held Fri

Miss Ethel Spear very pleasantly
entertained a party of 10 friends at her
home Tuesday evening, including the
Misses Mary Jameson, Ruth Libby,
Arlene Sawyer, Bertha Kenniston,
Beatrice Wilson,Messrs. Alfred Soucy,
Edward
Ludwig, Charles
Wilson
Roland Barry and Philip Simmons.
Refreshments were served and a very
happy time ensued, the guests depart
ing at a late hour.
Benjamin Harding. Jr. is acting as
clerk for Harold Sawyer in his harness
shop.
Samuel Fuller is confined Vo the
house with a bad cold.
E. E. Jameson went through the
village with his Ford Thursday using
runners beneath the front wheels.
The gulls are coming up river daily
now for the food that is thrown from
the mill windows each winter for them
The most persistent of the beggars is
a gull that broke its leg several win
ters ago and was fed at that time
when he was unable to procure food
for himself. He has returned each
winter sln?e or at least those who fed
him think they recognize his coaxing
tricks and he is more fearless than
ever in approaching the noise when
windows are opened.
day.

GRANITE CUTTERS&
POLISHERS WANTED
Also experienced granite cutting and pol
khing apprentices for work in plants in
Dsirre Vermont
Operation under Amer
ic;.n Plan
Strike, no trouble
Perma
nent |Mwitions tor capable men: inside
work in heated plants for Winter.
APPLY TO

Allied Granite Industries
Room 905. 73 Tremont St.. Boston
or report ready tor work to
BARRE GRANITE MERS. ASSN.
Barre. Vermont
8-111*

WANTED
Four Monumental Cutters for fin
ished work.

Steady employment.

American plan.

The Perry Granite Corp.
WATERBURY, VT.

9-11

QUARRY FOREMEN
WANTED for .American Plan operations in
Vermont Strike No trouble. Permanent
positions for capable men. Apply to
ALLIED GRANITE INDUSTRIES
Room 905. 73 Tremont St.. Boston
Or BARRE GRANIfZ MF.15. ASSN.
Barre, Vermont
8-10

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treesurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month
lU-tf

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Monumental

are

W

“There's one thing about the new
Styles."
“What, for instance?”
"I never realized before there were
so many good-looking girls in this
town.”

In Danger.
“Guess I'll have to pen up my goat.
He used to loaf around wagons parked

Wor

“Well?"
“But now he's learning to drink
gasoline."
OuJ.
"He borrowed a quarter from me,
but I wish It had been ten dollars."

EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
We arc equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.
We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

"He'd remember borrowing ten dol
lars, hut he'll forget all about the
quarter."

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

WANTED—Table elrl.
Apply
at
the
THORNDIKE HOTEL
l-Hlf
WANTED—A copy of the History of South
heat Harbor, primed In 1909. Write THE
COfRIER GAZETTE
_____________ 150-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy eala and kltlena, male
and female
Highest prices nald
JOHN 8.
RANI.ETT, Rockville. Me. Tel, 358-14, 15tf
WANTED—2 wood choppers tor the winter
.in stave wood, good cliance, »2 per cord. No
camp.
Board at house G |ier week
A W
FITCH. East Warren. P. 0 Address R. F U
Thomaston
8-11

For Sale
FOR SALE Horse, prison jmng and wagon
HAROLD W PH1LRROOK. Owi’a Ht-ad, Me
Tel 3Kt>-4_______________
ft. j j
FOR SALE Litter of evtRt fine collie pups
7 weeks old. also female black cockerel apanlei pup DR. SHERMAN, City. Tel 598-W.

9*11

FOR SALE—Qold watch, Monday night or
Main sireet
Reward. HAROLD JACKSON,
14 Camden Street. City.
fteji
FOR SALE—CplioJsU;red sleigh in go«xl con
UHlon: a too forge wlili -blower attached
WALTER S BENNER. R F D C4h
Tc'
6M-M
‘ 9-12
FOR SALE—Yuuns driving horse. MILS IDA
HI RNS, 12 Glen Si,, Cily, Tel. 1)7-.-,.
7-9

FOR SALE—Bound Huh Oak ainve for liv
ing mom; nian leatherette covered couch MRS
D I. M.k’ARTHY, 4‘, Grove Street
K-lf
FOR SALE Ttie Magic coal burning Brood
| er dependable, got proof and self regulating
j W A. KIl’LEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
; I'ouillies
Tel. --94-W., Rockland, .Me I.MI-tf
FOR SALE -Three R I. Red roosters, and
lien pulle’s Tel. 784.1 MILS .1. S I’ATTKK
SON, Ingraham Hill, Cily _______
7-9
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks
i Pure bred S. <’ R I. Reds; 3d In Stale egg
laying comes! 1929 Eggs for hatching W A
KIl’LEY. KockliMld. Tel. 5M-W
8ft
$1,000 GETS FARM 2D cattle. 12H acres,
10H OOH fi timber. 1000 cd wood. 100 cch
pulpwood; sawmill and village a mile; shor:
walk school; good markets; machinv-wofked
(Hinge hsis grofcn 400 bu potatoes to acre,
fins 50 t hay. ample iMSPire ; 50 apple trees;
goad 10-room house, running water; 16-cow
ham. stable
Xft- forcing sale, low price
$4000; horses, 20 cattle, hogs, pouhry, full
implements, cream separator, furniture, hay,
about 500 bu. potatoes, 200 bu. corn, 200 bu
grain, vegetables, fruit, berries included if
taken soon; only $lOOO*^Tteedeil. Details page
150 Ulus. Catalog Selected Farms 33 States
Copy Free. STROCT FARM AGENCY 284 D
(! . Water St . Augusto, Me.
9-It
FOR SALE—A horse. Inquire at PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY. Limerock Street.____________ 5-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers.
|<T io 60 h p. Horizontal and upright Suit
able for pornble mills, factories, boat shope,
holsters, etc. I L SNOW CO, City
3-4/FOR SALE—Second-hand-‘piano; ♦’ second*
hand cabt. phonographs; 3 second-hand table
phonographs
STUDLEY’S
FURNITURE
STORE. 283 Main Street, Rockland
12-S-tf
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Phone
576-R_____________________________________
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges River, beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage Boatlhg, fishing and
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
82«tf

To Let

1873
1872
Ipswich, Mass.,
1854
p\4ced of
1868
Thomaston,
1874
1867
NORTH HOPE
E Have a Varied Assortment,
1847
Essex, Mass.,
SbCUI,ENG5g&G
of Type, Which Enables Us'
New London, Conn., 1837
Sunday men and teams worked bus
to Satisfy the Demands of PARTIC-'
1838 ily all day and by night got the main
Cohasset, Mass.,
Duxbury, Mass.,
1851 roads clear so the mail teams could ULAR PEOPLE In Printing Ads.
lTHE COURIER-fiAZEr.E,
Unknown.
get through Monday.
MCKLAN0
Circulars, Invitations, Cards, Etc
Damariscotta, Me.,
1872
There was no school Monday as the
KAMI
Waldoboro,
214
1861 children living on the cross roads could
1864 not get there.
Thomaston,
197
••
1876
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
15
ha’."' finished their work at the Corner
Unknown,
---- —
13
1847 and are staying with her parents, Mr
Boston, Mass.,
123
1874 and Mrs. W. E. Hall, for a while.
Thomaston,
415
Harold Barton of Camden, who has
1866
91
1855 been working for Alvin Perry, has re
Portsmouth. N. H„
96
1866 turned to his home, as the show is
Thomaston.
222
too deep in the woods to chop.
Unknown,
5
All day session of the grange had to
be postponed on account of Friday’s
SLOOPS
big snowstorm.
1852
Havelock,
33
Wm. Stone,
Noank, Conn.,
Mrs. George Hall visited Mrs. A. 1
1840 Perry Wednesday.
John Dexter,
25
Stonington, fonn.,
R. A, Davis,
16
True Republican.
Unknown,
Julian Young,
George Hall is hauling stave lumber
to the mill at North Appleton.
STEAMER
Mrs. Elizabeth Jackson who recently
1876 died at the home of James Kellar in
Ocean,
12
Thomaston,
David Coats,
Camden, had been a resident of Hop
The foregoing list includes 24 ships, 7 barques, 1 brig, 70 schooners, 3 sloops for many years. She leaves two sons,
and 1 steamer with an aggregate measureipent of 62,242 tons.
Preston of Colorado and Leonard of
NOTE—In stating tonnage, one ton has been added for a fraction greater Jordan. Montana; one daughter, Mrs.
than 50 one-hundredths, and smaller fractions are disregarded.
George Fish of Hope, and several
The ship Snow & Burgess, built here last year by Samuel Watts & Co., is grandchildren.
not included in the list, as she hails from New York, though the greater part of
her is owned in Thomaston.
Chance to Observe.

282
374
75
381
42G
92
39
33
44
77
19
125

Wanted
WANTED Housekeeper In familv .K three
in i lly. Tel. 481M, or 9811.
w.jj
WANTED—SALRSMAN m solicit orders for
Iiibrieiuiny oils, greases imd pain's
Kalarv
I nr Commission
Address THE HARVEY 1)11.
, i CO.. lie vela rid, Ohio ________
h*|t

"Why?"

W. P. STRONG

LOST—Saturday night n mini of money be
tween K E Simmons and Rosion Shoe Store
Reward at THIS OFFICK

8-9

In the village square and ent hay."

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

Lost and Found
LOST Female whim anil vellow bound pup.
, Reward if returned io ItAY KALLOV'll 120
I Linieioek sireet
Tel. S08-W.
li-»u
LOST—Pearl ear ring Reward $1. GRACE
| A. HART. IHJ, Myrtle Si____
S-lo

EXPERIENCED FISH SKINNERS

ST. GEORGE

BRIG

Advertisements in this column nut to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cent a, 3 times
i for 5(i cents
Additional litfes 5 rfcuts each
• for C’.'.tf time, 10 cents 8 times. Six words make
1 a line

WANTED

"Churvh matters, ntaybe. aim for me to name.
For true religion always keeps the same "

1870
1872
1869
ihe.v can't change, however hard ihev
1874 Bill try,
1875 Arrangements nn the top side of the sky."
1868
z
Boze.
1868

Thomaston,
••
•*

Seth 8. Gerry.
T. W. Dutiti,
Samuel Watts,
Seth S. Gerry,
T. W. Dunn,
Biirgess,O’Bi'ienCo
Robert 9. Crosby,

Main Street

L

Every-Other-Day
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Faith in Strangers

The days have not yet come when the uniophiiticated country
man ceatea to be buncoed by unooth-tongued shaipen. Every
day we hear of tome one being duped, ell became of innocent
faith in itrangen.

K we would confine our dealings at much aa po«nb|e to people
we know, we would fare much better. Instead of sending our
money away to people we never saw and never expect to toe,
let's spend it where we know who gets it

The biggest reason is that the fellow we know hat to face us

daily and he can’t afford to “sting” us.

TO LET—Large front mom. suitable for two
IWOple. witfi or wit horn board MRS MARY
I BI'RKETr Tel 669-M____________ 9-tf
TO LET—Tenement iu Gregory Block, 704
Main stTeet Imjuire C. A HAMILTON, 442
Main street
9-tf
TO LET—One of the Arrest flats in the city,
newly painted and decorated. All modern, on
caT line Inquire M C. M BLAKE WALL PAPKR STORE___________________________ -tf
TO LET -Two large front rooms famished
S46am heat, modem conveniences. Call 2,'4-W.
__ ___________________________________ 7 49
TO LET—Furnished rooms by day or week.
17 Lindsey St. MRS ASCNATH ACHORN
__________________________ _________ 5»10
TO LET—Tenements I have several vacant
at present. Call I BERLIAWKY, 18 Rankin
St Tel. 152-11.
7*9
it LET—Two furnished rooms, heat and usu
of telephone. . 34 MAHONIC 8T . Ck.v.
7-9
TO LET—Convenient :t nd desirable fur
i nished tenement of flip rooms, toilet and shed,
i exrellenj cemented cellar, all separate, isoort
neielrborhood: electric lights, hardwood floors
gas rt.nge, and all needed household furnish
ings Just been thoraughly renovated through
out, v.hlle the furnishings are mostly new
Ins: like moving Into a newly built and fur
nished building Will be rented to a responsthle party on reasonable terms No short term
application will ho considered. Full particu
lars of F. YV. POLLfNft, 18 North Main Street.
Rockland, Maine
(i-tf
TO LET—djlore wtilt cemented basement a:
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4. or apply at 89 Park
St.
4tf
TO LET—Furnished room at IS PLRA8AXT
STREET
155*tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SXOW, Tai. 4SS or
79-R._____________________ 148-tf
TO LET—5-room tenement: good locaeloh.
L. F. VHASE, 45 Middle St. Teli 0S5-2.

145-tf

TO LET—Niue-roatn tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHA8X, 75 Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.__________________________
188-lf

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, notes,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry. clean room. Terms teuonahle
1 It. Five 221 Main He.. Hoekland
45t9

Miscellaneous
NURSE—MRS. A, T. SMITH, the nurse. . is
staying at Mrs. Mary Burkett’s, 75 Br.»ud
Sfrcet Tel 060-M.
9*11
PICTURE FRAMING-1 wry a nice line - f
Mouldings and can fill oil orders promptly and
at reasonable prices EDWIS H. MAXCY over
Limerock
Tel_ 806->y.
Js -9
BABY CHIX -Wyllie’s «. C. Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, in open front houses. Our
breeding pens are headed by a pedigreed cock
erel. 270 egg-strain baby chicks 22 cjrets each,
delivered Order earlv. F H. WYLLLE, Thom
aston, Maine Phone 171-42. Rt 1.
1*12
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main Ht. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES. 18tf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
handy 106 page book compiled by R. B Fill
more, gives the official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations. Sent by mail to
anv address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street, Thomaston.
142-jf
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter
la on tale at J. F. CARVER’S, Rockland.

He has a reputation for

square dealing that he wants to keep. He's your local merchant
—your friend. Learn to know him better. It pays you because
he has to make it do to.

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
W
TI1EDIAMOND
DIAMONDBRAND.
BBAND. A
THE
Ledleal Aek year Drw|M4et for J
Chl.ehM.Ura DUao.fBraaa/
FUtoia Mad aad DaU »etttlic\

HutTigr,

boxes,
. >xes, sealed a

TRADE AT HOME

Support the Tctin that SupportsYou

ads.
1’lre'

fssr
Atk»«<
yMtlkDc«oMBcst,Saf<st,A

•SOUBYWnJOGISTSHOVWIIEtt
Those small ads In The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
Is why they ak« so popular and
effective.

4
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In Social Circles
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TELLS OTHERS OF ITS
GREAT VALUE
I

In iddltton to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, Ute department especially
desites information of social happenings, par
lies, muelcali, etc. Notes sent by mall or In Nursing Sick, Mrs. Patton States
telephene nlil be (lsdly received.

TELEPHONE ...................................... 770

..d.mta^nva.-,

t,

a,t

■■

Mr, and Mrs. E. K. Leighton are to
sail from New York Jan. 30 on the
steamship Scythia on a voyage to
Egypt, arriving home the first of April
While a winter trip to that famed land
of mystery and romance is always a
thing of moment, this year is more than
ever notable by reason of the oppor
tunity afforded travelers to inspect the
marvelous discovery Just made of the
tomb of the ruler Tutankhamen, with
its priceless treasures and an antiquity
of more than 5,000 years. 'Mr. and Mrs.
Leijhton are favored.

Ex-Governor William T. Cobb, who
lias recently been In Washington on
business, has been making a brief visit
at Tiis Rockland home.

Robert Aylward. who has been the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
B. Aylward, for Several weeks, has re
turned to Boston.
Patrons at Chisholm’s miss the face
of Miss Madeline, who is spending
several weeks with Miss Dorothy Col
burn in Bloomlleld, N. J.

A dainty pink supper party was en
joyed by 15 young friends of Miss
Margaret Helller in celebration of her
lSlli birthday last evening. The joy
makers gathered at aliout 4 o'clock and
enjoyed themselves to the utmost
The ‘•object" game was particularly
liopular. At the stroke of six they
were ushered into the pink arbor which
was the dining room, complete to the
minutest and pinkest detail.
After
supper the remaining hour was spent
with music and dancing. The guests
were: Ruth Lawrence, Mary Law
rence, Barbara Wiggin, Mary Sylves
ter, Virginia Bisbee, Eleanor Bird,
Marion Clark, Rose O’Neil, Estelle
Hall, May Johnston, Alice Hodgkins.
Edna Gregory, Helen Kirkpatrick and
Alice Hellier.
Miss Ruth Koster entertained about
30 friends at her home on Broad street
last evening in honor of her 14th birth
day. Games and refreshments were
enjoyed. Miss Koster was the recipi
ent of many protty gifts.

She Often Recommends Tanlac—

Thinks It Wonderful,

FOR&MEJL, A<^ TH’ POET

"I firmly believe Tanlac is wfiat
keeps me 30 Well and strong,” is the
high tribute paid the medicine, re
cently, by Mrs. Edith J. Patton, wide
iy known and esteemed resident of
560 Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me.
"When I began the use of Tanlac 1
was not down sick, (but had not felt
right for a*long time and was all run
down. After persistently taking the
treatment considered best for such a
condition I got no better. In fact, 1
seemed to he growing worse until a
lady friend insisted 011 me trying Tanlao, as it was doing, so much for her
husband.
"At the time I took two or three bot
tles and was perfectly well again.
Since then I have taken a bottle two
or three tiinas a year and no one could
feel better. I have done lots of nurs
ing of 'the sick in my life and since
Tanlac did so much for me 1 have
been the cause of many others in vari
ous stages of a run-down condition,
taking it—always with splendid re
sults. It is with this knowledge and
experience that 1 recommend Tanlac
as a won lerful medicine."
Tanlac Is for sale by uli good drug
gists.
Over 35-mlllion hotties sold.
was served by her mother, Mrs. Charles
McAuliffe. Those present Were: Miss
Harriet Morlan. Miss Brenda Blackwall, Miss Fannio Gott. Miss Alma
Gott, Miss Mildred Staples, Miss Anna
Garfinklc, Miss Marion Teeie and Miss
Dorothy Butman.

The Progressive Literary Club met
with Mrs. E. B. Silshy, Summer street,
instead of with Mrs. Calllsta Col°,
Rockport, because of the bad travel
ing. The first act of the second part
cf King Henry IV. was read, and cur
rent events discussed.
The next
meeting will be held with Mrs. Annie
Simmons, Talbot Avenue.

Wednesday noon the Methodist wom
en served a dinner to the delegates at
tending the Woman’s Home Mission
ary Union ‘convention. The circle
supper at night was in charge of Class
3. with Mrs. Litllehale as chairman.
More than 100 sat down to a delicious
picnic supper, with the delegates ano
a number of local Congregationalism
included. Thursday noon the delegates
Here on The Courier-Gazette edito again took 'dinner at’the church. The
rial desk is a post-card bearing the sum of $50 Was added to the treas
stamp St. Petersburg, Fla., and carry ury.
ing an enticing picture of the golf
NOTED ASTROLOGER
club house of that favorite resort. The
message on the card reads. "Come
down and have a game,” and is signed Will Be At Community Food
“’Charles and Berta." Yes. indeed. If
Fair — What He Expects
one oould only dig oneself out of these
mountainous snowrifts.
From Saturn’s Rule.
Miss Ruth Haskell of Auburn has
At the Community Food Fair Fob.
been spending the week with relatives 12-17, Rockland is to be visited by a
in this city.
distinguished and cultured seer, psy
cho-analyst, astrologer, allied scientist,
At an afternoon auction party held biographer, 'ethynologlst, hilman-natThursday by Mrs. Earl Huke and Mrs. uraiist, and life reader in the person
Charles A, Rose, Jr., prizes were ofProf. C. Braganza, the famous Hindu
awarded to Mrs. Florence Lamb, Mrs. who predicted for President Harding
Ruth Bird and Mrs. Helen Lamb.
the outcome of the National election
most accurately; also the cessation of
One of the Chummy Club’s jolly the World War, and many other pre
parties was enjoyed Tuesday at the dictions that have made him famous
home of Mrs. Frank Fields, When the the world over. He is being assisted
chib' celebrated the birthday of M-ro. by Madame M. Namsnit of New Eng
P. M. Look. It was a merry crowd that land fame, America’s foremost woman
gathered around the table to partake seeress, scientific palmist, etc.
of the delectable lunch, consisting oi
From Prof. Bragariza’s horoseopic
chicken patties, tomato salad, pota’o forecast for 1823, the following is bor
chips, rolls, orange pudding, birthd .y rowed:
cake and coffee. Mrs. Look was pre
Take heedi The planet Saturn rules
sented with a china tea set.
this year and causes the people to be
____
*
melancholy and grouchy. Music and
Miss Bernice Richardson is sponding recreation -will counteract this. Peo
the week with friends in Hartford, ple Will delight themselves in solitude,
Conn.
but they must not go to extremes, and
»
»■ —
thus avoid hysteria and other mental
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb were conditions. This is a year of malicious
the prize-winners Tuesday evening gossiping—the poison tongue and pen.
when the Auction Club was entertained Many will display the sly.fox methods
by Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurstdn in the intercourse with their fellowbeings through earnestness, persever
of Limerock street.
ance, and using one’s reflective facul
Guest Day was observed by the Ru ties. Many great deeds of the noblest
binstein Club Friday, placing another qualities will be performed for human
very successful and entertaining after ity's sake this year. There will be an
noon to the credit of that mimical or avalanche of legislative bills and re
ganization. The subject of the pro forms of present laws, more befitting
gram was “Dreams.”
Mrs. Lorata to democracy.
Bicknell presided in the absence of
Beware of accidents by falls. Lis
ttie president, Mrs. Copping. The con ten to much good music, and resort
cert 'Was held in the Baptist vestry. to other wholesome recreations, for
Mfs. Maude Smith. Mrs. Errrily Ste amusements will tend to lift you out
vens and Mrs. Kathleen Fuller being of the gloomy state. Beware of coughs,
the committee of arrangemnts. The colds, infljienza, infantile paralysis,
stomach troubles, hysteria, mental dis
following program was presented:
orders, eruptions of the skin, high fe
Overture. Trie Midsummer Nighl’s bream
Mendelssohn vers, gout and rheumatism, etc., wlri.-h
Miss Holbrook. Mrs. Averill and Mrs Hanborn are some of the prevailing disea. :s
Paper—'••Dreams’
that Faturn causes.
i
Miss Alice C.Erskine
Contra ho—a. The Dream ltose
Shell?)
Peculiar weather is recorded for ear
•b. Cloud Shadows
Rogers
ly spring and throughout the year. On
Mrs Roy H Short
l’iano—Erotikon, .Vo. 1
Sjogren many occasions we will have dreary,
Miss Thomas
cold. wet. wild, ghostly weather, es
Cantata—Dream Visions
Galbraith pecially at night-time. Saturn rules
Rubinstein Club Chorus
over the nights from 11 p. m. till 2
Mrs. Faith Berry couducllii*
Accompanist, Mrs. VcUic Averill a. m. Mysterious robberies, and its
kindred are shown. This Is the year
The S. S. Club met at Mrs. Annie elderly people will come into the liite
Alden’s Friday evening. A delicious light.
lobster eupper was served. After sup
The spring will be unpleasant until
per cards were played. The winners July. An early fall and snow are
were Millie and JdSe. for a change. shown. Strikes, labor troubles will
The club will -meet next Tuesday with threaten everywhere. Livestock, agri
culture. mining, real estate, lumber,
Mrs. Millie Moran.
steel, fisheries, amusements, etc., w.l)
Mrs. Clifford Ray and son Vernon flourish. Everyone should encourage
have returned to Ellsworth for the friendship and avoid enmity, indus
trial eoncerns will have success. The
winter.
t’adio, wireless, motion picture and
The kitchen at -the Congregational aeroplane ihdustrles will prove most
Boost your
church, llWwise the dining room, will beneHcla.I tb‘ mankind.
bd mahned by the sterner sex at next Community, its industries, its leaders,
Wednesday evening's clrole, and great should be the slogan everywhere this
doings are expected. R. L. Knowlton year., So watch jiotlr step this year
1923.
Prof. C. Braganza.
will be Chief Cook of Coffee.
Back Bay, P. O. Boston, Mass.
Charles McAuliffe,- who has been
The 9 cent store will be about 129
home for two weeks with an attack of
aclatic i*hctimatlsm, is much better and feet from 149 Main Street.—adv. 9-10
expects to return to New York in a
FULL LINE OF
few days.

ptes ABd Miaa Anna Garftn&Je, Luncfc

OR eOOMtM OFFICIALS OR.
> SOMC8O0H
PEEVEO AT ’.
UEMtePARER EDlTbRS USED TO

BE feASN EMUFF Tt> DO IT

“A regular time” was the popular
verdict of the dozen young ladies who
attended Mrs. Katie Studley's picnic
dinner Thursday. After dinner the
flecks were cleared for auction and
prizes fell to Mrs. Clara Crockett. Miss
Fronie Johnson and Mrs. Beckie Davis.
The consolation was awarded Mrr.
Katherine St. Clair.

Miss Goldie McAuliffe gave a parly
Thursday evening at her home, 42 Fultoh street. A very pleasant evening
was spent with games, victrola music,
dancing, singing by Miss Mildred Sta-

once IU A WHILE A
FELLER. ASKS Uff.
JOiAP OU
VH' MAMOU,OR. TOlMH BOARD,

j BUT THS.U.9AMS IS SOME

A. E. Norton of Portland is in the
S. P, Wadsworth is convalescing
city on a short visit.
from a fortnight’s Illness.

A good example of pluck and deter
mination was given yesterday by Mrs.
Mary Berry Rich in coming down from
her mow bound Glencove home and
steering the Household Arts Exhibition
to sjccess when very evidently so Hi
that she should have been under a
physician’s care.

EMPIRE THEATRE

MICKIE SAYS

COLUMBIA RECORDS
59c
75c

<
L. MARCUS
313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PARK THEATRE
g »

/A,

OHAW-ef

0RMrMlla£

HOME REFINEMENT

As Evidenced Yesterday By
Household Arts Exhibit of
Educational Club.
Women folk of the trolley served
section of Knox county gathered at
the Methodist vestry yesterday after
noon and evening at the Household
Arts Exhibit of the Woman’s Edu
cational Club and absorbed the at
mosphere of “better liomrs.”
The exhibit itself was comprehen
sive, including floor coverings, linens
of all kinds, lamps, candlesticks, table
ware, Chinese ware,, hats and bric-abrac. It also displayed a particularly
good variety of shades, draperies, cur
tains and window arrangements. A
full collection of plates and pictures
showed homes as they should be.
A lecture by Miss Grace P. T.
Knudson, art chairman of the Maine
Federation of Women’s 'Clubs was
read in the afternoon by Miss Lucy
Rhodes, and in the evening by Mrs.
William A. Eliingwood. This lecture
dealt happily with the development of
the home and struck strongly for the
idea of "There's no place like a satis
fied home.” She blamed much marital
discontent to crude color schemes and
disliked furniture.
Harmony and color were stressed
strongly. Use common sense in furnis'.iings-.and pictures, avoid conflict
ing colors and don't put a shade in a
window that will swear at the painted
clapboards beside it. The point was
made that the humble home can be in
as good taste and as livable as the
mansion.
Mrs. G. H. Blethen was general
chairman of the ticket committee and
did the lion's share of the work. The
handsome decorations were the handi
work of Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, ably
assisted by Mesdames A. F. Wisner, G
H. Blethen. 1. B. Simmons, G. E. Hor
ton. Nbra Wilde, G. L. Crockett, George
W. Roberts and Miss LuOy Rhodes.
The evening exercises were divided
into two parts—first an able talk on
"Citizenship” by Rev. Ralph IL Hay
den of Camden, and the reading of the
lecture by Mrs. Eliingwood.

DOWN TO DEFEAT
R. H. S. Boys Drop League
Game—Girls Again Vic
torious.
»

'

Flowers are harbingers of
happy hopes.
t
—Says the Sunflower.

gEND flowers. You know
that they will please. Send
flowers. You arc ''sure that
they will convey your sentiIhents. Love flowers. They
will help you to be kind.

|sl6 SCHOOL ST, PHONE120
GREENHOUSES'CAMDEN
15tf

“Calvert's Valiey,” starring John
Gilbert, is Ihc attraction at the Park
today (Saturday).
A film version of one of the most ex
citing sea stories of recent years is
“All the Brothers Were Valiant,” bas
ed on tlie story of the same name by
Ben Ames Williams, in its screen
form it collies to the Park Theatre
Monday.
Those who have read Mr. Williams’
powerful whaling story cannot but re
member it as an unusually vivid and
thrilling tale. It has ail the elements
which go to make a thoroughly enter
taining photoplay: and with the care
ful production which Metro has given
it. it should be otic of the season's big
gest pictures.
In the cast are seyeral players whose
abilities should make the leading char
acterization especially vivid.
Wanda Hawley,, beautiful Para
mount leading woman, plays opposite
Wallace Reid in “Thirty Days,” his
new Paramount picture, which will be
seen at the Park Tuesday. Others in
the strong supporting east are Charles
Ogle, Cyril Chadwick, H<ischell Mayall, Helen Dunbar, Carmen Phillips
and Kalla Pasha. James Cruze direct
ed the picture, which was adapted by
Walter Woods from the play of A. E.
Thomas and Clayton Hamilton.—adv.

M.MS. E. J. PIERCE
Mrs. Jane Pierce, wife of E. J.
Pierce of Ingraham Hill, died Satur
day af(ernoon at the home of her
daughter. Mrs. C. S. Goudy, 250 Court
street, Auburn. She came to her
daughter’s home last September. She
had been ill for about live years, and
had suffered several paralytic shocks.
Mrs. Pierce was born in East Boothbay, but she had lived for many years
in Rockland. She leaves besides her
husband, a son, F. H. Philbrook. of
Lynn, Mass., three daughters, Mrs.
Gbudy, and Mrs."Winnie D. Perry and
Mrs. Eva Sherman of Rockland, and a
sister, Mrs. Melissa Flske also of
Rockland. She attended the Baptist
church.
The funeral services were
held at the Goudy residence Monday,
and were conducted by Rev. J. C. Mc
Donald. The remains were taken to
Rockland.—Lewiston Journal.

FRED HATHORNE DEAD
Fred Hathorne, formerly chief en
gineer on the Boston and Bangor
steamers, who is well remembered
here, died in Richmond. Me. this week.
Mr. Hathorne was the son of James
Hathorne, who was chief engineer of
the line. He engaged in Steam boat
ing at an early age, running on the
steamers Sanford, Katalldin, Lewiston.
Cambridge, Penobscot and other boats.
He was a native of Richmond but was
employed on the Boston and Bangor
line for many years, making his home
in Bangor. He retired from steam boating in 1907 or 1908 and since that
time had made his home witli his sis
ter, .Minnie V. Hathorne, in Richmond.
Mr. Hathorne was a companionable
man. and had hosts of friends along
the Penobscot who will learn of his
death with regret. He Was about 70
years of age

ISAAC A. CONANT
The death of Isaac Adelbert Conant,
a well known resident, veteran of the
Civil War, occurred Wednesday in the
Waldo county hospital, his decline having been rapid since a shock a few
weeks ago.
lie was a native of Camden, but
lived most <,f his life in Belfast. II.’
enlisted from Belfast Get. 11, 1862 . in
Co. I. 25th Infantry, Maine Volunteers,
•oninianded by Capt. l-red Barker of
Belfast and made up almcst entirely
of Belfast and other Waldo county re
cruits.
He was with the regiment
through all its service and sev’ial en
gagements and was in the rank: when
the company was mustered out, Aug17. 1863. He was a past coinniander
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. It.
Mr. Conant was a descendant of Roger
Conant, 011c of tile founders of Salem,
Mass. 11c is survived by his daughter.
Mrs. Ralph 11. Howes.

Rockland High boys went down to
defeat in Watts Hail, Thomaston, Wed
nesday night in a hard-Tought anil
brilliant exhibition of basketball. The
game was close throughout and the
final score stood Thomaston High
School 24, Rockland High School 23
There were five stars -on eaeii team.
The score:
Thomaston 24
Goals
Fouls PU.
3
Lindsey rf
B
7
5
Kachan if
3
Bi
Brown c
0
1
2
a
0
0
Libby rg
Mitchell Ig
1
0
2
——
—
—
y
24
c
Totals
Rockland 23
1
3
11
C. Record i f*
o
0
4
Reed If
0
2
Flanagan c
4
SHERMAN GARDNER
0
0
Ludwig rg
0
2
0
4
O. fttCord Ig
The entire neighborhood of The
•—
—
—
3
10
23 Highlands, as well as the entire mem
Total
Referee, Gliddcn. Time 10 minute bership of the M. E. church, and many
other frleids, was sorely afflicted to
periods.
learn of the death of little Sherman
Rockland 33, Thomaston 6 (Girls)
Bill Sullivan’s girls continued the r Gardner, Tuesday night, after a brief
joyous way by adding another big win Illness. Deepest sympathy is extend
to their string. E. Flanagan caged ed to the grief-stricken parents and
the ball 12 times and A. Flanagan sev little sister: also to the grand
en, while the whole learn did gooj mothers, to whom he was such a com
passing. Cochran made four of Thom fort. He was such a bright, loving
aston's points and Thorndike the other little fellow, and wilt be greatly missed
by all, especially by his little sister, his
two.
playmates, and the neighbors where he
R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, w.l'. was accustomed to make his morning
assist you in making out your Fhcotne calls. “You have lost a child? No, he
tax returns.—adv.
,.••*•
is not lost to you who is found in
—,-------- - . ...-------- I----------------- - 1- a.. *— Christ. He Is not sent away, but only
sent before." Since conditions prevent
\
ed the usual services at the time of the
Interment a memorial service will be
held at the church at a date to be an
nounced later. In our affliction we will
remember that this is another link in
the chain that binds earthTo heaven.

GLAENTZEL

$1.00
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

A delightful Goldwyn comedy front
the pen of Mary Roberta Rinehart.
"The Glorious Fool." wiil be presented
at the Empire today. The story takes
place in a hospital, with the heroine
a sympathetic probationer and the
hero a private patient who insists up
on marrying his nurse and leaving all
his wealth to her. Rut he doesn’t die.
Upon his recovery, he assigns himself
the arduous task of wooing his wife.
The companion feature is a thrill
ing melodrama "Below the Dead Line.”
Next Thursday the Empire offers
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Molly
coddle."—adv.

PHONE-135-2

‘

A COLUMN OF STYLES

The Newest Offerings In
Spring Bonnets—Two Sil
houettes—Exit Belts.
Each week now in Paris (brings its
full quota of new spring bonnets.
Generally speaking, preference for
floral trims is given to flat, many-petaled silk flowers suitable for applique,
although novelties in kid, in wool ve
lour, in metal and in stiff lacquered
silks also are In the market.
In ribbons, everything from the nar
rowest shoe string type to ribbons in
8 or 12-in. widths is in vogue, in plain
weaves, in fancy weaves, in change
able effects, and embroidered, printed
or scalloped.
Trimmings for the most part mean
der along at their own sweet will at
the front, at the back, at the sides,
under the brim, at the top of the brim
at the base or at the top of the crown,
according to the shape of the hat and
the caprice of the milliner.
Brims for the most part are very ir
regular in line this season and are cut,
slashed, notched, rolled or drooped,
sometimes wide at front and short at
the Lack, and sometimes the reverse;
namely, wide at the hack and short
across the front and sides. The basic
principle of construction is, however,
for a line short at the back and wide
at the front.
Crowns still show a surprising de
termination to rise to untold—in any
case to unbecoming—heights;
but
hand in hand with these new highcrowried shapes are shapes with soft,
supple, squatty, sectional crowns just
deep enough to take care of the top
of the head.
In colors, bright emerald green, soft
shades of dull blue, Persian greens,
and bright gentian blue make their
bow as the latest novelty shades, wliil bla-k, shell and blonde, alone and in
combination, still represent the popular
demand.
Black hats with a multi
colored trim, and hats in a two-tone
combination’—a light and a dark shade
of the same color—are both consplcous.
There is still a pronounced feeling
for metal, used for brim facings or for
embroideries on straw or fabric hats.

» » ♦ •

Belts Done Away With
Beits this season arc practically
non-existent. Some few novelties in
steel, studded suede and colored glace
kid are featured; but the general trend
in spring fashion is for the suppression
of tin belt, and the waistline is either
entirely eliminated or is indicated by
a series of short darts.
The vogue for the enormous bows,
or huge round rosettes formed of loops
of ribbon or fabric at the side of the
gown holding the drapery in place
continues to be a noteworthy feature
in spring styles and vies in favor with
the fancy buckles referred to on ai!
the latest models.

» » • •

Hand Bag Styles
The balck moire bag hung from a
metal frame inerusted with marcasite
remains the fashionable type for use
with tailored costumes.
For evening, colored moire and col
ored velvet, with steel bead embroid
eries are the note.
Tiny enamel and metal vanity eases
hung from metal chains, and small
black moire vanity eases beaded til
steel, and iiurusted witli marcasite,
are also shown for evening wear.

• • « •

Irregular Line in Hat Brims
In millinery, medium or very large
hats Are being shown for spring, this
in distinction to the fashion of the
winter season in which either small or
very large shapes were favored.
Tricornes, four-cornered hats, and
high-crowned cloche shaped walking
hats in straw or covered with taffeta
or satin are shown. The eloehe shape
still Holds its own, and is much em
phasized in tlie medium sizes. Many
of the new cloche shames are featured
absolutely brimlcss at the back, with
the eloehe brim broadening from the
sides of the back across the front.
Generally speaking, brims this year
are very irregular in line, but other
than this, no one general trend dom
inates at present.
Brown, black, green and orange are
the leading shades. Brown is feat
ured in fete de negre, as well as in
the warm reUdlsh tones of nut brown
and shell. Green is featured in shades
of sage and emerald.
Black lulls, while much emphasized,
are generally worn witli a multi-color
trim.
In trimmings, flowers promise well,
made in silk and in lacquered effects.
Ribbons also are in great demand,
used In narrow, also in six to eight
inches width. Moire, taffeta and shad
ed velvet ribbons are chiefly employed
in the wide widths and faille in tlie
narrow widtl.s.

• , « •

Silhouettes for Evening
In evening gowns, two distinct sil
houettes are favored, one having ttv
fitted bodice, waistline slightly raised,
and full gathered skirt covering the
ankle. In the second silhouette either
draped lines or straight tunic effects
giving the long slim silhouette are in
dorsed. The Second Empire influence
makes its appearance in the fbll skirt
ed group, while suggestions of the
Grecian and the Oriental influences are
noted in the draperies of the second
group.
The bodices of all evening dresses
are very plain, and file deeolletage re
mains daringly low for •Hull gowns
w hich are for‘the most part backless,
and with a deep V or low rounded
deeolletage at the front.
All evening gowns are sleeveless, the
bodies being held in place by jeweled
bands over the shoulders, or by sheer,
transparent bands of flesh tulle.
Skirts, whether of the full gathered
Second Empire type or in draped or
tunic styles, generally cover the ankle.
Trains cut in one with skirt in the
i880 -styles are receiving favorable,
mention: but the train for the most
part, when used, is still hung free eith
er from the hip, or ’ ttie ’ side of the
.
Jt. U. Collins. 375 Main street, will frorft.
Generally speaking, for evening,
assist you in making out your incomeblack is little favored, and preference
tax' returns/—aflv.
9-11
generally is given to white, silver
green, soft shades of coral, Intense
You haven’t heard about the 9 cent shades of blue, and to the cyclamen or
store have you?—adv. '
9-^0
reddish violet tones. Yeliow in the
deep shades of amber is also to be
noted.—Dry Goods Economist.

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
•'

t

Boston

The House of Good Cheer
Itoom Rates $2.00 per day and Yip
Two new flfeproof Garages one
Block in the rear of th$ Bouse

y

‘Rathskeller

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2.30 I’. M.
Dinner from « P. M. to S P. M
Supper from $ P. M to I A. AI.
A:lrt «»rtc all day
Music freiu.,0 P.<M- to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes OroheMfyi zand
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 io 500
people
Telephone Haymarket 4740

S-Nov-25-23
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GRANDMA’S BOY COMING
And He’s Some Boy You’ll Agree,
When You See Harold Lloyd Starring.

TAKES ON NINE MORE

William P. Gray, Theatrical
Manager, Now Has Largely
Increased Circuit.

“Grandma’s Boy," Harold Lloyd’.:
newest comedy in five parts, and his
____
mort ambitious attempt comes to tlie
It was announced Wednesday that
Park Theatre at an early date. It is
the comedy that Bob Sherwood in I William I‘. Gray of Lewiston, presi’’Life,” said should win for Lloyd a I dent of the Maine and New Hampshire
“room ar.d bath in the lla'.l of Fame." i Theatres e impany, has assumed tho
Tht story has for Its theme a sub management of nine more expensive
and important theatres, representing
ject : s serious as the regeneration of
coward, but its seriousness adds t the remainder • f the “New England
rather than detracts from the fun. Unit,” owned and controlled by the
Lloyd is the boy who, all his life, has Famous Players-Lasky Company.
been gripped by fear. One day, after > In other words. Mr. Gray now be
his .weakness has been driven very comes directing head of all the Famous
forcibly home to him, and lie is tilled Players-Lasky (Paramount) houses in
with shame, his little old-fashioned New England. The others—those ini
grandma tells him a marvelous story Maine—were acquired some weeks ago.
of how his grandfather, who had dis These new houses are:
tinguished himself in the Civil War.
In Massachusetts—Merrimac Square,
overcame ills cowardice witli tile aid Lowell; Empire, New Bedford; Broad
of a charm given him by a gypsy. way, Chelsea.
Grandma give: Hie boy the charm, and
In Vermont—Strand, Rutland; Park,
what he does then Is too good to tell, jlliehford; Park, Barre; Savoy, NorthSufliet to say that the boy finds th’ t field.
courage is n matter of self-confidence,
In Rhode Island—'Strand, Pawtucket;'
■and be comes out on top.
Laurier, Woonsocket.
Tile east in support of Harold IJoyJ
These are real “big city” theatres—•
in "Grandma's Boy" presents 'Mildred expensive in construction and equip
Davis as the Girl, Anna Townsend as ment, and with a combined valuation
the Grandmother, Charles Stevenson of approximately three millions. Thei
as tlie rival, Dick Sutherland as the Merrim,ue Square in Lowell opened Mon
Rolling Stone, and Noah Young as the day a£ter $175,000 had been expended in
Sheriff.
i .’modelling; the Empire in New Bed
ford was new last fall.
This highly important deal—the*
Rushes Signify One’s Welcome.
Tlie saying “not worth a rush" largest for a long time—-means that all
dates back to tlie days before carpets of tlie Paramount theatres in New
England are now intimately associated
were invented, and tlie floors were with those of the Main«* and New
strewn witli rushes. When an honored Hampshire Theatres Company, with
guest was expected fresh green ones Mr. Gray as tin* directing head of all.
were cut and spread, but people of lit | lie is in absolute control, therefore, of
tle consequence had to he contented a circuit extending from Taunton,
with rushes that had been used, while Mass., to Burlington, Vt., and from
Burlington, Vt., to Fort Kent, Me.
still bumbler folk got none at all.
Some of them are big and expensive
theatres in large cities; others are
modest picture houses in small towns—
and all the way between. In the aggre
gate, they form a circuit of tremendous
scope and magnitude.
The Maine and New Hampshire The! atres Company is also alliliated, it will
i be remembered, with the Gordon
■Olympia Circuit, controlling playhouses
! valued at from twelve to fifteen mil
lions—largely in Massachusetts,
j Interviewed by a Lewiston Journal
reporter on his return from New York
I—his return from the trip that has
I made him ohe of tlie commanding flg| ures in New England—Mr. Gray said:
“I have nothing to add. at this time,
to the announcement that I have taken
lover tiie management of these theatres.
I At present they are devoted exclusively
to pictures. They are fully equipped.
I however, for the largest of attractions,
and it is impossible to say exactly
what plans may develop. The execu
tive offices will remain in Lewiston.
It means, however, that 1 must spend
more time in Massachusetts than I do
now.”
REGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
Mr. Gray also said that plans are
AND ADDRESS IV MAKER AND
progressing rapidly on the magnificent
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
Paramount theatre Soon to be erected
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
in Portland.

The Man Who
Advertises

Wisely

Advertises Well

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound lize
Poitage 15 oenta addltiossi

$2.75 per 500 Sheets

Farmer’s Handicap.
The farmer denis with the earth
open-handed; he deals with commerce
with his hands tied.—Llber^j Hyde
Bailey.

Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheet! ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1000, $4.00 and j« cents poalage for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Foalage 10 cents additloaal

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheeta ord
ered at same lime, add to tno prlc«
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents poitage foi’ each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Maine

C*pyr1fbL

by HcCluf*

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE
EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car bectiuse of the many thousands
of Appcrsop.s built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort i3
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylindcr motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com• fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

APPERSON
MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Prices range
from $2620 to $3695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

KOKOMO, INDIANA

Character in Handshake.

The bondshnke, such R common,
everyday net as It Is, Has a nse of
more Import than the simple act of
salutation. Behind It lies tlie great
Indication of character, revealed
through (he most primitive of our
itenseti—the sefise of touch: 1

Bead Our Advertisements
And Profit ty Them

/

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rockland
TELEPHONE 576-It.

’THE EIGHT WITH EIGHTY LESS PARTS"

f

THE WILD BIRDS

AMONG THE SCHOOLS !

This Is the Kind of Winter News of the Busy Educational |
World In and Outside of
When We Ought To Keep
Knox County.
Them Fed.
McLain School
Tno.se having thc best writing pi
pers in Grade 4 for the last lesson
were: Oram Lawry. Thelma Blackington. Mary Lawry, Thelma Lachance
Virginia Richardson, Mary Iatwrence.
David Knowlton and Frank Leighton.
Those having ail average rank above
95 arc Rodney Murphy, Virginia Rich
ardson. Margaret Thomas and Cynlhi tWasgatt.
tirade G wiil have its Improvement
League meeting this week, at which
time new officers will he elected for
the winter term. In the project ‘ What
Advantages Great Britain has over
Other Countries." the class has ap
pointed Maynard
Wiggin, Vernon
Blackington and Helen Robishaw as
judges to decide who brings in the
most valuable information. Thus far
Edward Allen and Philip Dondis are
leaders.
long.
If you were to visit the Domestic
Our winter bads withstand even the Science room at noon time you wou'd
severest cold if well fed. But. when see a happy group of 35 boys and girls
the snow covers the frozen insects, partaking of a hot lunch. This is
dormant larvsp, eggs and seeds of served at cost, averaging about 5
weeds on which they naturally feed, cents for a hot dish ar.d 1 penny a cup
they often starve in great numbers. for tocoa.
Feed them in your yard and near your
Following menu for this weelq: Mon
home, in the fields and woods if you day, corn chowder; Tuesday, eoeoa.
will. Almost anything eatable is use Wednesday, vegetable stew; Thurs
ful. drain and "scratch-feed" scat day, cocoa: Friday, potato soup.
tered on trampled snow or under ever
Grade 8A’s Roll of Honor shows
green trees will keep thc quail, pheas Mary Sylvester in tlie lead with the
ants, grouse, and a host of smaller splendid average of 97.S. May John
oirds well fed.
Bread crumbs an.l ston was a close second with 97.G
chart from the barn floor arc cheap and Other names were; Eihel Rackliff. 97;
Useful. Hemp and sunflower seed, Pahrur Pease. S6.4; Evelyn Perry 95.2:
other bird.seed, ar.d especially nut- Ethel Quinn. 95; Edith Raye, 95. Far
meats are most attractive to many the < ntire four months Mary Sylveiter
birds. With bits of broken peanut you has 1 ad the highest average rank and
may coax chickadees and nuthatches Ethel Raekliftg has made ihe greattA
to cat out uf your hand. Very many increase.
people are successful in this, and stmt
Aa enthusiastic ticket selling cenand split marrow-bones, refuse meat, tes: for the Community Food Fair is
all are eagerly-eaten.
geitg on in Grad? 8A. At present
To feed the birds is a fine philan Cedi i French and Helen Kirkpitr I.
thropy. In saving them we save our are the leaders with Randall Marshal1
selves for the birds nre of great value jand Raymond Cross in second place.
in the econ.uny of nature. The Massa (In il < contest by aisles. Aisle 2 leads
chusetts Audubon Society, Boston, will j witn Aisle 7, second. The grade plans
gladly give further information con
i to de ail it can toward the new a hcerning methods and material for this I leUc field.
work.
• • • •

Winthrop Packard, Secretary ot the
Massachusetts Audubon Society ear
nestly urges everyone to teed the wild
birds. The ice and deep snow cover
their accustomed food supply and thou
sands ot feathered friends will starve
to death in bitter cold if we do not
fee l them. Give them scraps from tin
table, chaff from the haymow, grain
and seeds of any kind. Put the food
out near the house where you can
watch them from a window.
A good way is to set a common
packing box on the snow with tha
opening toward the house. Scatter the
grain on the top of the box and put
more inside. The birds will find it and
the box will keep it from being buried
in tne next snow. You will find it very
pleasant to watch these birds feed
and you will be surprised to iind how
much they need. Once found they will
go back and forth to the food all day

Grace Street School
Toe following pupils had the b »t
writing papers in Grade 5: Annette
|Seg..l, Alice Flanagan. Ethel Wads| worth, Donald Hunt-ley, Helen La
chance. Farrell Sawyer, Freeland Staj pies and Luther Bickmore.
i Earle Simmons, Luther Bi'-kma e.
Robbins. Owen Johnston, ClifPains in Back and Nervousness. I Edgar
ford Ladd. Jessie Shiite, William
Made Well by Lydia E. Pinkfcam’s | Roir.ds, Ernest Dow, Edward Law
rence and Richard Emery did the best
Vegetable Compound
written work in arithmetic last rtwn’n.
Annette Segal, Betty Benson, Helen
l.a hance and Frances Mazzeo got the
Montevideo, Minn.—‘‘I suffered for highest ranks in spelling for the past

WOMAN SUFFERED
TKREEJWONTHS

three months with pain in-my back and month.
sides, and was awful
Thc class has formed two teams for
nervousso that I was their game period. Annie J’arker is the
unfit to do my work. captain f r the reds ar.d Lillian Par
After I began taking ker the score keeper. Helen latchance
Lydia E. rinkham’s is the captain for the Blue side and
Vegetable Com Clifford Ladd the score keeper.
pound I grew strong,
Electric lights have been put in and
and now 1 weigh 150 thev are much appreciated by both
pounds. I keep nouse ! teachers and pupils.
and am able to lift
and do any kind of j
Purchase Street School
work. I have got
In tirade 2 Everett Frohoek. MUdtei
wonderful results Sweeney and Donald Fields have most
from the Vegetable
Compound and recommend it very highly star papers for the week.
Mildred Sweeney. Gladys Overlot k
to my friends. I give you permission to
publ'sh my testimonial.’' — Mrs. Ole Frederick Merritt, Nicholas Pellicaii;,
Bergstrom, 210 8th SL So., Monte Virginia Pest. Frark Pretrosky, Ev
erett Froho'k. Margaret Ellis. E"i
video, Minnesota.
Do we, Mary Stockbridge. Alfred Kis-

Another Nervous Woman Finds Relief kila and Elizabeth Sukefoi th. already

Port Huron, Mich. — ‘‘I suffered for
two years with pains in my side, and if
I worked very much I was nervous and
just as tired in the morning as when I
went to bed. I was sleepy all the day
and didn’t feel like doing anything, and
was so nervous I would bite my finger
nails. One of my friends told me about
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and it helped me so much that I
soon felt fine. ”—Mr4. Charles Beeler,
1910 Elk Street, Port Huron, Mich.

and
Heaters
tCXvjAi » mii(

I

have their names on the honor roll for

u,aritnmetic.
; We have begun the story of the E.

, kimo people and will have sand table

,, .... „„
... „...
' vi,lase n‘ xt " cek'

Tyler School
The pupils of Grade 1 are very in
terested
inn tiie
story,
"A Queer Little
If 5,
‘
.
an i 1,11 vee a miniature North
on_,t2le,r sand table, with ice
berg.--. animals, igloos and Eskimo
people and children at work and at
I play. They have also made Eskimo
cut cuts for their blackboard borders
They are learning the poem, "In :h.
Land of Ice and Snow.” and are much
interested in their Eskimo game.
The pupils passing in the best Palm
er writing papers this week are. Ar
lene Quimby. Dorothy Anris. France!
; Hall, Millie K.-.ight. Lucille Rankin
Grace Murgila. Treve’.i Drago, arc!
Richard Thomas.
Tne Sixth Grade opened school Jan.
12, with an attendance of 3G. The pu
pils regret the absence of Vi -toria Cur
rv. who is out because of illness. Tiny
I wtl- ome ba k Clarice Bowen and Sam
uel Palnieo. Fourteen members cf ‘nelast have not been absent during th»month just closed and there has het
only one t i e of tardiness. As an aid
to work in geography, this ciass i;
tnahi; g an illustrated booklet of in
| tcrestlng persons and places of the
j countries of Europe.

With all
AUNTIE DIDN'T SMILE
“The Bible says they went Into
the ark two by two, doesn’t IL
the latest
Auntie?"
"Yes, dear."
“Well, who went In with you?"
improve,
Musings of a Motor Cop.
I signaled to Hortense to pause.
merits, in
She did so with a pout.
And said. “I had to stop because
My gas has just gave out'."
cluding
INFLUENZA
glass oven
|
As a preventive melt
and inhale Vicks night
doors, are
and morning. Apply a
little up nostrils before
used every
mingling with crowds.
where.
SOLD BY

V.F.STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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VICKS
W VapoRub
Over 17 Million Jara Ustd Yearljf

Telephone that item of news to Thi

Courier-Gazette, wjiere thousands o
readers will see It.

GOOD TASTE IN
MILADY’S DRESS
---------------

sleeve bands are of a reddish purple
and sliver brocade.
Beautiful effects are obtained by
means of brocades and embroideries.
One Callot model, while having tlie
elegance so typical of this maker, is
! simple and wearable. It consists of
, an overdress in a dark blue and silver

SANITARY CONDITION
OF POULTRY HOUSES
■ II

Dropping Board Must Be Cleaned

Thoroughly Each Day. •
-ZJ7X"
___
MARY GRAHAM BONNER.

Percentage of Smartly Dressed

Women Is Ever on the
Increase.

SUCCESS OF THE FULL SKIRT
Prediction Is That General Approval
of Garment May Not Come for
Two or Three Years—Slimmer
Outline Is Popular.

a faded navy blue. This dress Is
made with the heavy padded girdle
placed at the normal waistline and
ending In a huge rosette of (dark blue
silk to match the underdress, which is
revealed through the front opening in
j the skirt.
Velvet and Matelasse.
Gray is still a favorite shade for
evening coats. The season was rather
advanced last winter wlten gray eve
ning coats first made their appear
ance, so It is but natural that this
1 shade should be carried over to this
winter.
A typical gray evening coat from
Bernard, of Paris. Is known as Prince

From many quarters one hears the
fate of fashions bemoaned, writes a
correspondent in the New York Trib
une.
From all sides comes the cry,
"Where are the new styles? Our
dressmakers are offering us nothing
new. The only points in dress that
one can talk about and worry about
as differing from those of last year
lie in the length of skirts, in the shape
of necklines or whether sleeves will
be full or tightfitting."
But these
riticlsrus that one hears of presentday fashions may be converted into
praise of the good judgment of our
designers, who, through the last fey
ears, have come to realize that the
day • when sensational upheavals in
dress could be achieved has passed.
Good taste in dress has developed
to such an extent that the bizarre
and the really novel receive but an
indifferent reception. Tlie percent- j
age of smartly dressed women is ever I
on the Increase, and tlie number of
those who desire to be conspicuous
constantly decreasing.
Those who make clothes have not 1
pursued tiie line of least resistance, i
Close study of their inodes shows that I
under apparent simplicity lies a
clever complication of cut.
Straight Skirt Swathes Hips.
There are innumerable clever ways '
of cutting garments which reveal the
hand of the master maker. Tlie way
in which the circular godet is intro
duced is an example of this. During
the last few years there has been a
persistent endeavor to introduce full
skirts. Realizing that a fashion is a
thing of slow development, dress
makers have pressed this point in
subtle and unobtrusive ways. They
are still endeavoring to bring the full
skirt forward, and it is safe to pre
dict that the success of the full skirt
Is assured, but Its success will not
he an immediate one. It will he two
or three years before we will see
It replace the much-liked model of
slimmer outline.
One of the cleverest ideas which
has been widely taken up this season
Is that of making the simple one-piece
dress the basis of the three-piece suit
by means of a skirt which is really
nothing more than a straight piece of
cloth wrapped around the body below
the hips and fastened with a large
button or buckle. The cloth skirt is
usually open down the left side to
reveal the underdress In the form of
a panel. This costume is completed
by a short Jacket which either
matches the skirt or Is of a combina
tion of the cloth and fur. In some in
stances the jacket is made entirely of
fur.
Dress of Several Different Fabrics.
A French model of this type is devel
oped In a honeycomb worsted In two
tones, rust red and golden tan, and

Afternoon Dress of Castor-Colored
Crepe Covered With Trimming of
Narrow Faille Ribbon.

trimmed with beaver fur. The ma
terial is interestingly worked with
stitched bands, which trim both the
lacket and the skirt. It has a straightline. snugly fitting jacket.
Gowns made of several different ma
terials In blending shades of one color
are a feature cf tlie new fashions. A
model of this sort made by Drecoll is
a Japanese tvpe of dinner gown de
veloped in purple, mauve and silver.
The draped skirt is of purple velvet
In a very deep tone; the bodice is of
tnnuve chiffon. The broad girdle and

— ■

V-Shaped Trough Made by Nailing
Two Boards Together Makes It
Easy Mattsr ts Scrape Up
Litter and Dump IL

and closing the ends. Also, a 9 by 14- J
inch opening was cut in one end of the
house, the center being in line with
the front edge of the dropping board.
A piece of one-inch pipe, long enough
to extend the entire length of the drop
ping board and for about a foot more
than the length of the trough on the
outside, was supported at each end. so
as to be directly under and parallel
with the edge of the dropping board,
as shown. The V-shaped trough was
suspended from the pipe underneath
the dropping board. With this ar
rangement, It was an easy matter to
scrape the droppings Into the trough
and slide It outside to be emptied.—
H. L. Tunlson, Wakefield, Mass., la
Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Few Buyers Now Taking Advantage of
Farmer Who la Trying te Im
prove Hie Herd,

“I would like to wish you many
happy returns of the day," said Mr.
Rooster to Mrs.
Hon.
“Cackle, cackle,
thank you, thank
you," said Mrs.
Hon.
“Ami I hope I
will
have the
pleasure of wish
ing • you many
happy returns of
the day ot.vu,**
said Mr. Rooster.
"Cock • a • doodle do, that is what
I wish."
“Many
happy
returns of tlie
day,
quack,
quack,” said Sir
“Many Happy
David Duck,
Returns."
"Many happy returns of the day, Mrs. Hen."
“Thank you, cackle, cackle,” said
Mrs. Hen.
And all the little ducklings said,
"Quack, quack, many happy returns of
the day."
“Many happy returns of the day,
quack, quack,” said Mrs. Indian Run
ner Duck.
“Thank you, thank you," said Mrs.
Hen. “It Is so pleasant to receive
these fine birthday wishes. Cackle,
cackle, It Is most pleasant Indeed."
"Moo. moo," said Mrs. Cow, “many
happy returns of the day.”
Aud all the other cows said, “Moo,
moo, many happy returns of the day.”
"Cackle, cackle,” said Mrs. Hen,
all of a-flutter with the excitement of
having the different creatures wishing
her many happy returns.
“Many happy returns of the day,
grunt,
grunt,"
said
Grandfather
Porky Pig, “I wish it were ray birth
day or that T could make these greedy
pigs believe It wag m.v birthday."
"That’s a funny way to wish a
creature many happy returns of the
day,” said Mrs. Hen, “but still I sup
pose it .Is the best you can do,
Porky.”
“Squeal, squeal," said the other pigs.
“Many happy returns."
And each one grunted, “1 wish It
were my birthday aud that I was go
ing to get some good presents.”
“Many happy returns, neigh, neigh,”
said the pony, waving his lovely mane.
“Ah, thank you, Pony.” said Mrs.
Hen. “Cackle, cackle. I thank you."
“Many happy returns, bao, baa,
baa,” said the sheep, and Mrs. Hen
thanked them, too, for their good
wishes.
So all of the barnyard creatures
wished Mrs. Hen many happy returns
of the day except the geese and they
were off by themselves, not paying
any attention to anyone.
While the other creatures had been
wishing Mrs. Hen the good wishes
Mr. Rooster had walked off.
When all the congratulations were
over with he came hack again and said
to Mrs. Hen.
“I have brought yon a li’rthday
gift. I so much hope you will like it.”
“What is it?" asked Mrs. Hen, In
a most excited tone of hen voice.
“I will let you choose which wing It
is behind.” said Mr. Rooster.
“Instead of asking you to say
whether you guess it Is In my left
hand or right
hand I will ask
yon
to
guess
whether it is back
of my right wing
or left wing."
i
“I guess It Is
1
back of your right
wing,’* said Mrq.
!
Hen.
“Cock a-dondledo. you're right."
said Mr. Rooster.
And he brought
forth a worm
which made Mrs.
Hen
smile
nil

A check on the reacting cattle sold
The Very Popular Suit of Tan Cloth on the Buffalo market shows that the
Which Is Charming When Trimmed packers and stockyards administration
With Beaver Fur.
and the bureau of animal Industry of
Errant. It Is developed In gray vel the United States Department of
vet trimmed with bands of taupe fur. Agriculture have been securing better
The sleeves and sides of the mantle treatment for persons who have tattle
are entirely of fur and there is a of this class to sell. Records from
huge fur collar. In addition to this June 1 to September 23 show that on
lavish ornamentation there are silk a total of 542 head ot tuberculous cat
and metal embroideries in the form tle the gross price paid per head was
of narrow bands extending the length $22.17, less expense of $3.84, making
of tlie coat on either side of the front a net price of $18.33 per head. In the
anil hack and passing In a double row past, records had been kept on 4,500
head and the average prlce'paid was
around tlie sleeves.
Velvet is a very important fabric for only $14.50. Few buyers are now tak
both afternoon and evening coats and ing advantage of the farmer who is
dresses. Another evening coat of vel trying to clean up his herd. Many of
vet is of a dark navy blue velvet lined them find that they can afford to pay
with red crepe de chine, with collar as much for reactors that are not
condemned as unfit for food as they
and cuffs of squirrel.
Interesting costumes nre in com can pay for untested cattle of the
bination of velvet and matelasse. One same kind and quality.
recently imported consists of a sheath
dress of rose-colored matelasse nnj a SQUASHES IN WARM STORAGE
full-length caje of brown velvet lav
ishly trimmed with fur and liped with Vegetables Mutt Be Handled With
the rose material from which the
Care to Prevent Bruising—Prod
dress is made.
uct Must Be Kept Dry.
Ribbon Trims Simple Frock.
The working of the material from
Squashes, pumpkins and sweet po
which the frock is made Into a trim tatoes may be kept in good condition
ming is not a new Idea, but one that all winter If carefully placed In warm,
is exploited more than ever this sea dry storage, say horticulturists of the
son, and in a more interesting way Ohio experiment station.
than ever before.
The proper conditions for their
Ribbons, too, exactly matching the storage differ as to moisture and
gown in color, also are much used for temperature from those found best
trimmings. Or. it might better be said, for ordisary vegetables and fruita,
much ribbon is used, for it is nothing such as potatoes, roots and apples,
to use fifty or sixty yards of ribbon which require cool, moist storage.
on one siinpl*» frock, such as a Renee
The furnace room or a warm, dry
model, which is of a deep castor shade closet where there is no danger of
of crepe Mongol trimmed with narrow freezing In extremely cold weather la
faille ribbon of exactly matching usually very satisfactory.
shade.
This model requires 1
These vegetables should be handled
yards of the ribbon to make the design. with great care to avoid brulsps or,
Colored silk or 'metal ribbons are in the case of squashes and pumpkins,
massed together to form flower mo breaking off the stems which would
tifs wldclt are used especially for trim later furnish entrance for organisms
tiling girdles. Narrow furs also are of decay. The best temperature is over her face.
“Ah. Mr. Roost
worked in Interesting ways as trim from 50 to 55 degrees Fahrenheit.
er,
what a lovely
mings.
present. I will en
Ornate Footwear.
For tlie last few years there has EXCELLENT FEEDS FOR HOGS joy it so much."
“I thought you would." said Mr.
neon a series of conflicts between the
Rooster, “and I dug it up by myself,
Skim
Milk
and
Buttermilk
Are
Ea
strapped slipper and tlie shoe with a
just for you."
peclally Beneficial for Pigs
iiuckle. A« soon as one style succeed
“So kind of you. so kind ,of you,"
if ef High Quality.
ed in becoming tlie accepted vogue the
said Mrs. Her., "anti my birthday is In
other gradually fought its way to the
deed a happy one."
front ranks of fashion until the first
Skim milk and buttermilk are most
“Cock-a-doodle-do." said Mr. Rooster
became completely suppressed. After excellent feeds for hogs, especially
“you are a fine hen and you should
another few iponths the pendulum for young pigs, as every farmer knows,
have a happy birthday.’
but it Is dangerous to feed these
would swing hack again.
“Cluck, cluck.” said Mrs. Hen,
This lias been kept up season after products when they come from cream "cackle, cackle, tliat is so nice to hear.
season. Designers of footwear seemed eries unless they have previously been
“And 1'tn delighted with m.v birth
to have only these two types of shoes pasteurized. The creamery gets milk day present, simply delighted," ended
to offer, and when women became from a large territory and ail is mixed Mrs. Hen, ns site gobbled down the
weary of tlie one they could do noth together. Consequently It Is practical worm.
ly Impossible to get skim milk from a
ing but turn back to the other.
At the start of the year 1921 worn skimming station or buttermilk from
RIDDLES
en in both this country and on the a creamery that la free from germs of
continent demanded something dif tuberculosis. Don't feed either ol
Wlten you listen to the sound of a
ferent in footwear. Shoemakers then these products unless they have been
drum, why are you like a just judge?
realized that it was time to present pasteurized.
Because you nre hearing both sides.
new attractions, and from then on
• • •
there was a steady nnd definite trend
Leave Plowed Land Rough.
How can you, by changing the pro
toward ornate footwear.
Fall plowed land should be left nunciation of one word only, turn
In the general shape of shoes there rough In practically all cases. It is not mirth into crime? When you make
is no noticeable change. In some desirable to disk or harrow It down make manslaughter of a man's laugh
models the vamp is slightly longer until spring because this would tend to ter.
nnd in others the toe slightly more make it pack or run together too much.
• • •
pointed, but these changes are so
Why Is the letter "n" like a buck’s
small that they are hardly worth men
Preventing Spoiled Silage.
tall? Because it Is the end of venison.
• • •
There are a number of causes of
tionlng.
Trimmings are of utmost Importance spoiled silage, but none tliat can not
What makes more noise than a pig
on shoes. Stitching In a contrasting be prevented or greatly lessened by :n o
’’’iro
precautionary measures.
color is seen on many models.

Stop and think what sickness costs, and you
will do your utmost to keep well. Besides
physical disoomfort, pain, misery, you lose
hours, days, weeks, months from your happy life; you
lose in income, in actual cash paid out. Strong, healthy
organs of digestion and elimination assure good health.
Genuine “L. F." Atwood Medicine will keep these organs well. Large bottle, 50c—lc a doge. All dealers.

J and of

Implements

MRS. HEN'S BIRTHDAY

In order to maintain the poultry !
house in a sanitary condition, dally
cleaning of thp dropping board must
be persisted In, but for a commuter
this was an early-morning job that was
lot anticipated with enthusiasm.
A V-sliaped trough was made by
; iling two eight-inch boards together

BETTER PRICE FOR REACTORS

■ ■ eOPtfcOwT |Y VOTIIH MWaRS UNiQh

Shown

Herewith

Are Essential for Convenience

Dally Cleaning of the Poultry-House
Dropping Board Is Facilitated by a
Sliding Trough Into Which the Drop
pings Are Scraped.

The COS TofSickness

“L. F ” MEDICINE CO.
Portland, Maine

CONCRETE MIXER
MDSTUSETOOLS

Moys Lvei
ryl

■■ »■' 11

Wlfeiy Ornament*.
An old paper which dates back to
1493 states; "Thre oniamentys belongs
pryncypaly to a w.vfe: a rynge on hlr
fynger; a broeh on her brest, and
garlond on her hede. The rynge betakene the true love, as I have seyd;
the broch betokene the cleunesse In
herte and chastytye that she oweth to
have; the garlond betokene the gladnesse nnd the d.vgnytye of the sacra
ment of wedlock."

a

in Mixing MateriaL

OLD MORTAR BOX VERY HANDY
Important to See That Forms Are
Ready and That Correct Mixture
of Cement and Aggregates Have
Been Decided Upon.
Mixing concrete at home by hand Is
just as simple as the routine that cook
goes through in the kitchen when she
makes a batch of biscuits. What are
called “ingredients" in the cook book
are known as "aggregates" to the con
crete man; the dough as it goes Into
the pan Is equivalent to the mixed
concrete In the forms nnd Just as the
domestic science expert uses measur
ing nips and spoons and flavoring, the
concrete mixer must employ similar
tools to gain the best results.
The accompanying drawing shows
all tlie tools that are needed for ordi
nary concrete work. For convenience
in measuring Ingredients and mixing
concrete, a box with Inside dimensions
12 inches long, 12 inches wide and 12
indies deep and a platform 0 feet
square, preferably made of tongued
and grooved lumber, may be used.
If a smooth floor or an old mortar
box Is handy, these will serve satls-

Simple Tools for Making and Placing
Concrete; Water Barrel and Buck
et; Steel Pan Wheelbarrow for
Handling Dry Aggregate, and Haul
ing Concrete to Forms; Sand Screen
for Proper Grading of Aggregates;
Square Pointed Shovel for Turning
and Mixing Concrete, and Wooden'
Float for Finishing.

factorily as a mixing platform. Much|
lifting aud carrying can be eliminated,
by placing the platform near the
forms and the tools, cement, aggre
gates and water near the platform.
Have Forms Ready.
Before starting to mix the cement
and aggregates tie sure that the forms
are ready to u«e and tiie correct mix
ture of tlie cpment Hnd aggregates,
lias been d°cided ufibn. The accom
panying table can be conveniently
used In deciding upon what mixture
to use. For convenience in explain
ing how to make hand-mixed concrete
we will take a 1:2:3 mix; which•
weans one sack of cement to two cu-bic feet of sand to three cubic feet of
pebbles or crushed rock.
Place the measuring box near the'
renter of the mixing platform and fill
with clean sand that lias been
screened. When the box which, by
the way. has been filled and emptied
twice there will be two cubic feet of’
sand on the platform. Level off the,
sand until ft Is approximately two
inches thick and in the center of it
empty one sack of cement.
Mix water with the cement and ag
gregates until the mass is of a quaky,
jelly-like consistency. Do not use an
excess of water or the streneth of the
concrete will be decreased.
As soon as the concrete Is thorough
ly mixed place It In the forms. This
is necessary because the hardening
piocess begins immediately and con
crete, In order to gain Ita maximum
etrength, must not be disturbed after
it has once reached Its Initial set.
Table of Recommended Mixtures and'
Maximum Aggregate Sizes.
Max. Slse Agg.
1:1:1ft—Mixture for:

Wearing course of twocourse pavements .......... ft in.

1:1:1 —Mixture for:

One-course walks, porch and
basement floors, pave

ments and steps .............. 1ft in.

Basement walls exposed to

moisture .............................
Fence posts.
clothesline
posts, gate posts, benches
Sills and lintels without
mortar surface .................
Welle and cleternt. water
ing troughs and septic
tanks ...... ..........................

1:1:4ft—Mixture for:

1ft in.

ft la.

ft In.

1

in.

Foundation for farm ma
chinery ................................1 In.
Concrete work in general.. 1ft tn.

l:2ft:4—Mixture foy:

1J

Coal or grain bins, silo
walls and similar struc
tures .................................... 1ft in.
Building
walls
above
ground ................................ 1ft In.
Walls of pits or basements. 1ft In.
Base ot two-courea floor
or pavement ...
1 In.
—Mixture for: .
Wearing course of twocourse walks, floors and
pavements ......
Flower Boxes ..

Those small ads in The CourierTelephone that Item ot news to The
Gazette are read by every body. That
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
Is why they are so popular and readers will see It.
effective.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing te exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and mueical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

U-tt

